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L O G O H E R E  

GS PAPER - 01 ART AND CULTURE - Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of Art Forms, Literature 

and Architecture from ancient to modern times. 
 

THE POETS QUOTED IN THE BUDGET SPEECH 

Context : 

 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman quoted four poets in her Budget speech: Pt. Dinanath Nadim, 

Avvaiyar, Thiruvalluvar and Kalidas, a sweep from Tamil Nadu to Kashmir, from ancient to 

contemporary India. 

Dinanath Nadim: 

 The Kashmiri nationalist poet Dinanath Nadim was at the centre of Kashmir‘s progressive movement, 

especially in the 1930s, 40s and 50s.  

 Nadim wrote in Kashmiri, Hindi and Urdu, and inspired a powerful tradition of Kashmiri poetry. 

 He received the Sahitya Akademi award in 1986 for his opera Shuhul Kull (The Shady Tree).  

 Well-known works : Vitasta (Jhelum River), Safar Taa Shehjaar (The Journey And The Shade) and 

Bombur Taa Yemberzal (The Bumble Bee And The Narcissus Flower). 

Avvaiyar : 

 Avvaiyar translates to ―Respected Woman‖, and the title was used by several woman poets who 

contributed to Tamil literature during different periods of time. 

Thiruvalluvar: 

 Thiruvalluvar or Valluvar is a Tamil poet and philosopher. 

 He is believed to have lived between 3rd-4th century or 8th-9th century. 

 He is best known as the author of Thirukkuṛaḷ, a collection of couplets on ethics, political and economical 

matters and love. 

 Kalidas: 

 Kalidas is a legendary Sanskrit scholar. 

 He is believed to have lived during the middle of the fourth and early fifth centuries AD during the reigns 

of Chandragupta II Vikramaditya and Kumaragupta.One of his famous works is Raghuvamsa. 

 Source:- Indian Express 
 

POOMPUHAR: DIGITALLY RECREATED 

Context : 

 The Department of Science and Technology (DST) has launched ‗Project Digital Poompuhar‘ to 

recreate the Chola Dynasty port city, Poompuhar in Tamil Nadu. 
 

  

 Poompuhar: 

 Poompuhar was once an ancient port city which served as the capital of the early Chola kings in 

Tamilakam. It is also mentioned in works of Sangam Tamil literature. 

 The port city flourished in inter-continental trade but shifted with time. Finally, it was re-

established at the present location at the mouth of the river Cauvery around 3,000 years ago. 

 The shifts took place due to the continuous kadalkol or rising sea levels and the submergence of 

the delta. 
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 Recent Studies : 

 The Indian Remote Sensing Satellites showed that the city was established initially in the 

Cauvery Delta about 30km away from the present Poompuhar town around 15,000 years ago. 

 The study also provided insights about the life history and the social, cultural as well as 

technological evolution of Poompuhar. It also revealed the age of Poompuhar from 3000 

years to 15,000 to 20,000 years. 

 Despite several studies on Tamil literature, archaeology, underwater exploration and 

geosciences, the exact location of initial establishment of Poompuhar, its age, later shifts and 

the reasons and periods of its extinction, remained unresolved. 

 

Project Digital Poompuhar : 

 The reconstruction of Poompuhar is a part of DST‘s Indian Digital Heritage (IDH) project. An 

exhibition of its first project ‗Digital Hampi‘ is currently on display at the National Museum. 

 The Poompuhar project is a part of the second phase of IDH. The second phase will focus on the heritage 

sites that are currently underwater in Gujarat (eg. Dwarka) and Tamil Nadu. 

 The project involves underwater surveys and photography by remotely operated vehicles and remote 

sensing-based geodynamic studies to bring out comprehensive information on the time series evolution 

and extinction. 

 It also involves the visualisation of geodynamic processes of the last 20,000 years like land subsidence, 

sea-level rise, Cauvery‘s migration, floods, tsunami, cyclones and erosion. 

 The study is also expected to provide scientific information not only on the life history of Poompuhar and 

the socio-cultural evolution but also the science and technological evolution and the disaster history of 

this region. 
 

Indian Digital Heritage Initiative: 

 India Digital Heritage is an initiative by the Department of Science and Technology in the areas 

of technology and humanities for digital documentation and interpretation of our tangible and 

intangible heritage. 

 The project highlights art, architecture and cultural legacy of the world heritage site Hampi in 

Karnataka, the medieval capital of the Vijayanagara dynasty. 

Cholas: 

 The Cholas controlled the central and northern parts of Tamil Nadu. 

 Their core area of the rule was the Kaveri delta, later known as Cholamandalam.Their capital was 

Uraiyur (near Tiruchirapalli town) and Puhar or Kaviripattinam was an alternative royal residence 

and chief port town. 

 Tiger was their emblem. 

 The Cholas also maintained an efficient navy. 

 King Karikala was a famous king of the Sangam Cholas. 

 Many Sangam poems mention the Battle of Venni where he defeated the confederacy 

of Cheras, Pandyas and eleven minor chieftains. 
 Trade and commerce flourished during his reign. 

 He founded the port city of Puhar (identical with Kaveripattinam) and constructed 160 

km of an embankment along the Kaveri River. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

VIRTUAL EXPERIENTIAL MUSEUMS 

Context : 

 Ministry of Culture has developed three Virtual Experiential Museums. 

Virtual Experimental Museums : 

 In 2016, the Ministry of Culture was given the task of establishing Virtual Museums in at least 50 

locations. 
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 Subsequently, the Ministry has developed three Virtual Experiential Museums: 

 Man Mahal at Varanasi 

 Ajanta Caves at National Museum, Delhi 

 Humayun Tomb in Delhi 

 The last two are under development. 

 There is a proposal to develop a National Virtual Experiential Site Museum at Vadnagar, Gujarat. 

Man Mahal Virtual Museum: 

 Situated at the Man Mahal on the banks of the Ganges near Dashashwamedh ghat, the Museum offers 

visitors a virtual tour of the ancient city of Varanasi and its cultural and spiritual aspects. 

 It is set up by the National Council of Science Museum (NCSM), under the Union Ministry of Culture. 

 The museum offers visitors the experience of holy ghats, classical music, the weaving of sari, Ram Leela, 

3D view of monuments, narrow lanes and betel shops among other heritages of the city. 

 There is a laser light show about the mythology and history of the river Ganga, and guests can also 

engage in virtual activities such as offering diyas or ringing bells in the river. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

THE KUMBHABHISHEKAM AT SRI BRIHADEESWARAR TEMPLE 

Context : 

 The consecration (Kumbhabhishekam) ceremony was held at the Brihadisvara Temple after 23 years in 

Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu. 

 The ceremony was held after the Madras High Court settled an old argument over the ritual. 

Kumbhabhishekam ceremony: 

 According to Brahmanical tradition, every temple must be consecrated every 12 years, including repairs 

and renovation.  

 The consecration ceremony that culminated with the maha poornahuti or the main puja witnessed about a 

million devotees are estimated to have visited the temple.  

 The holy water brought from the yaga salai — the site of the yajna in the temple compound — was 

poured on the gold-plated kalasam that tops the 216-foot vimanam over the sanctum sanctorum.  

The struggle for supremacy between the Sanskrit and Tamil traditions : 

 The disagreement is between the Aryan tradition that claims that Sanskrit is the only language to 

communicate with the Gods, and that chanting mantras in Sanskrit is an essential part of the Hindu 

religious practice, and the Dravidian tradition that cites the ancient history of the Bhakti movement in 

Tamil Nadu, during which devotional Shaivite texts such as Thevaram and Thiruvasagam made Shiva a 

deity of the common man. 

 The question before the court was ―whether the… providing for archanas to be performed in Tamil at the 

request of the devotees in addition to the existing practice of reciting archanas in Sanskrit, would offend 

the right to profess Hindu religion guaranteed under Article 25 of the Constitution of India‖ 

About Judgement : 

 The court agreed with the state government‘s affidavit that the ceremony should be in both Sanskrit and 

Tamil. 

 The judges ruled: ―There is nothing either in the Agamas (canonical texts) or in any other religious script 

to prohibit the chanting of Tamil mantras in the temples run under the administration of the 

(government‘s).  
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Sri Brihadeeswarar Temple : 

 The Brhadisvara Temple, a splendid example of Chola architecture was built by Emperor Rajaraja 

(985-1012 A.D.).  

 Brihadeeswarar Temple has inscriptions by the Cholas, Pandyas, Vijayanagara kings, Marathas, and 

Nayakas. 

 The Brihadisvara temple is a monument dedicated to Siva. 

 The temple is constructed of granite, mostly of large blocks. 

 The Brihad-linga within the sanctum is 8.7 m high. Life-size iconographic representations include 

Durga, Lakshmi, Sarasvati and Bhikshatana, Virabhadra Kalantaka, Natesa, Ardhanarishvara and 

Alingana forms of Siva.  

 There are mural paintings on the walls. It also has Thanjavur school of paintings of the Nayakas. 

 There are inscriptions in elegant Chola Grantha and Tamil letters. 

 Besides the Nandi mandapa, there are other subsidiary shrines built at different times in the temple 

courtyard, which include the Ganapati shrine, Karuvur devta shrine, Subhramanya shrine, 

Chandikeshwara shrine, Amman shrine, and Nataraja shrine. 

 Sarfoji, a local Maratha ruler, rebuilt the Ganapati shrine.  

 Brihadisvara Temple is part of a group of ―The Great Living Chola Temples‖ designated as a World 

Heritage Site.  

 Each of the temples has –high walls, a fort-like entrance, a moat, separate rooms inside, long 

corridors, and paintings of Shiva on the walls. 

 The Great Living Chola Temples include three great 11th- and 12th-century Temples: the 

Brihadisvara Temple at Thanjavur, the Brihadisvara Temple at Gangaikondacholisvaram and the 

Airavatesvara Temple at Darasuram.  

 The Temple of Gangaikondacholisvaram, built by Rajendra I, was completed in 1035.  

 The Airavatesvara temple complex, built by Rajaraja II, at Darasuram features a vimana and a stone 

image of Shiva. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

CHINDU YAKSHAGANAM 

Context : 

 The traditional theatre Chindu Yakshaganam is being performed in the state of Telangana. 

Chindu Yakshaganam: 

 The art form dates back to second century BC.  

 It is similar to Yakshaganam, a traditional theatre form particular to Karnataka. 

 It is a theatre art form that combines dance, music, dialogue, costume, make-up, and stage techniques 

with a unique style and form. 

 The word ‗Chindu‘ in Telugu means ‗jump‘. 

  As their presentation is interspersed with leaps and jumps, it gained the name of Chindu 

Yakshaganam. 

 Chindu is also derived from the artistes‘ caste Chindu Madiga, a sub-caste of Madiga among SCs. 

 The Chindu Yakshaganam is also called Chindu Bhagavatam as most of the stories narrated are from 

‗Bhagavatam‘. 

 Bhagavatam refers to the Bhagavata Purana which can be translated as 'the history of the devotees of 

Vishnu'. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

KONARK SUN TEMPLE  

Context : 

 After a two-day conference of expert Union Culture Minister said, a plan to restore and preserve the 

nearly 800-year-old Konark Sun Temple in Odisha would be drawn up soon. 
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Need of restoration : 

 The temple had been filled with sand and sealed by the British authorities in 1903 in order to stabilize the 

structure. 

 A scientific study was carried out by the Roorkee-based Central Building Research Institute from 2013 

till 2018 to ascertain the temple‘s structural stability as well as the status of the filled-in sand. 

 According to study conducted the sand filled in over 100 years ago had settled which is leading to a gap 

of about 17 feet. However, the structure is stable. 
  

Konark temple: 

 Konark Sun Temple is located in East Odisha near the sacred city of Puri, Odisha. 

 It was built in the 13th century by King Narasimhadeva I (AD 1238-1264) of the Eastern Ganga 

Dynasty. The temple is dedicated to the Hindu God Surya. 

 The temple was given the status of a World Heritage Site in 1984 by UNESCO. 

  Dedicated to the Hindu Sun God Surya, what remains of the temple complex has the appearance of a 

100-foot (30 m) high chariot with immense wheels and horses, all carved from stone. 

 It is a classic illustration of the Odisha style of Architecture or Kalinga Architecture. 

 The walls of the temple from the temple's base through the crowning elements are ornamented with 

reliefs, many finished to jewelry-quality miniature details.  

 The terraces contain stone statues of male and female musicians holding various musical instruments. 

 The temple has been built from Khondalite rocks. The temple complex has the appearance of a 100-

foot high solar chariot, with 24 wheels and pulled by six horses all carved from stone.  

 The temple is carefully oriented towards the east so that the first rays of sunrise strikes the principal 

entrance.  

 The temple was also known as Black Pagoda due to its tower which appears as black and was also 

used as a navigational landmark by sailors to Odisha. 

 Thousands of Hindu pilgrims gather here every year for the Chandrabhaga Mela. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

SAMMAKKA SARALAMMA JATARA 

Context : 

  Telangana Sammakka Saralamma Jatara, the centuries-old festival of the Koya tribe, has turned the 

dusty little village into the venue of one of the country‘s biggest festivals. 

Sammakka Saralamma Jatara Festival : 

 Sammakka Saralamma Jataraalso known as Medaram Jatara is a tribal festival held biennially in the 

state of Telangana.It is a State Festival of Telangana. 

 The festival commemorates the fight of a mother and daughter, Sammakka and Saralamma, with the 

reigning rulers against an unjust law. 

 It is believed that after Kumbh Mela,the Medaram jatara attracts the largest number of devotees in the 

country. 

 Several communities in Telangana society support Jatara as it is also a mythical narrative of two tribal 

women leaders who fought against the Kakatiya rulers who tried to annex their land and forests.  

 According to the myth it was Sammakka‘s curse which caused gradual decline and death of Kakatiya 

rule. 
  

Medaram: 

 It is in Tadvai Mandal in Warangal district. 

 Medaram is a remote place in the Eturnagaram Wildlife Sanctuary, a part of Dandakaranya, the 

largest surviving forest belt in the Deccan. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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RADIO AND  TRIBAL LANGUAGE 

Context : 

 The Asur tribe has been using mobile radio to transmit local news and songs which is helping them revive 

the dying tribal language 

Asur Tribe : 

 They are a particularly vulnerable tribal group living in Jharkhand. 

 Besides Jharkhand, members of the tribe live in pockets of Bihar, West Bengal and a few other states. 

 They belong to the Austroasiatic ethnic group. 

 Asurs are traditionally iron-smelters. They were once hunter-gatherers, having also involved in shifting 

agriculture 

 Asuri language, is on the verge of extinction, with less than 8,000 people speaking it. 

 It figures in the list of UNESCO Interactive Atlas of the World‘s Languages in Danger. 

 The main festival of the tribe includes Sarhul, Phagua, Navakhans among others. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

LUI-NGAI-NI FESTIVAL 

Context : 

 The Naga tribes of Manipur celebrated it's seed sowing festival 'Lui-Ngai-Ni‘ in in Ukhrul, Manipur. 

Lui-Ngai-Ni Festival : 

 Theme : Oneness through Culture 

 Lui Ngai Ni is the seed-sowing festival celebrated by the Naga clans of Manipur India.  

 The celebration is celebrated every year on 14–15 February toward the beginning of the spring season. 

 The festival commemorates the season of seed sowing and is also embarks the beginning of the new year 

for the people of Naga clan. 

 Source:- AIR 

MATRIBHASHA DIWAS 

Context : 

 The Matribhasha Diwas which falls on 21st February will be celebrated by the HRD Ministry across the 

country. 

Theme : ―Celebrating our Multilingual Heritage‖. 

International Mother Language Day (IMLD) : 

 Observed every year on 21st February since 2000 to promote linguistic and cultural diversity and 

multilingualism. 

 The idea to celebrate International Mother Language Day was the initiative of Bangladesh. 

 It was approved at the UNESCO General Conference (1999) and has been observed throughout the world 

since 2000. 

 The United Nations General Assembly had proclaimed 2008 as the International Year of Languages. 

 The Ministry of Human Resource and Development along with educational institutions and language 

institutions is celebrating the day as the Matribhasha Diwas in the country. 

 Source:- PIB 

KALA KUMBH  

Context : 

 The Ministry of Textiles is organising the Kala Kumbh – Handicrafts Thematic Exhibition in various 

parts of the country. 

Kala Kumbh: 

 It is an exhibition to promote GI (Geographical Indication) crafts and heritage of India.  

 It is being organized through the Office of Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) under the Ministry 

of Textiles. 

 It is sponsored by the Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts(EPCH). 
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GI tag: 

 A geographical indication(GI) is a sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin and 

possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that origin. 

 The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999 provides registration and 

also protection of GI goods in India. 

 The act is administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and trademarks under the Ministry 

of Commerce and Industry. 

 As of August 2019, 178 GI handicraft products are registered from all over India. 

 Source:- PIB 

E-MASIHA APP 

Context : 

 Ministry of Minority Affairs has informed that India has become the first country in the world which has 

made the entire Haj 2020 process 100% digital. 

E-MASIHA App: 

 E-Masiha stands for E-Medical Assistance System for Indian Pilgrims Abroad. 

 It is an online system to create and maintain the complete health database of pilgrims along with doctors‘ 

prescriptions as well as medicine disbursals to deal with any emergency in Makkah-Madinah. 

HAJ APP: 

 Indian Haj Information System (Haj App) has been developed to receive grievance from Hajis and 

feedback to improve the service. 

 Source:- PIB 

BHARAT-BANGLA TOURISM FESTIVAL 

Context : 

 The first ever Bharat-Bangla Paryatan Utsav-Tourism festival is being held in Agartala,Tripura. 

Bharat-Bangla Paryatan Utsav : 

 The festival is being organized by the Department of Tourism,Govt. of  Tripura in memories of the 

contribution of Tripura in 1971 Bangladesh liberation war. 

 The aim of the festival is to promote tourism in Tripura and appraise the people of the state and 

neighbouring Bangladesh of the tourist destinations in Tripura. 

 Source:- AIR 
 

GS PAPER - 01 SOCIAL ISSUES - population and associated issues, poverty and developmental issues, 

urbanization, their problems and their remedies. 

NATIONAL POPULATION POLICY 

Context : 

 Minister of State (Health and Family Welfare) has informed Rajya Sabha about the National Population 

Policy,2000. 

National Population Policy,2000 : 

 The policy reaffirms the Government commitment towards voluntary and informed choice approach and 

achievement of replacement level of fertility by simultaneously addressing the issues of contraception, 

maternal health and child survival. 

 The medium-term objective of the policy is to bring the Total fertility rate(TFR) to replacement levels by 

2010 through vigorous implementation of inter-sectoral operational strategies.  

 The long-term objective is to achieve a stable population by 2045 at a level consistent with the 

requirements of sustainable economic growth, social development and environmental protection. 

Key Achievements : 

 Total Fertility Rate(TFR):It is defined as the number of children born to a woman until the end of her 

child-bearing age. It has declined from 2.9 in 2005 to 2.2 in 2017. 

 States:25 out of 37 States/UTs have already achieved replacement level fertility of 2.1 or less. 
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 Decadal growth rate: It gives an overview of the percentage of total population growth in a particular 

decade. It has declined from 21.54% in 1999-2000 to 17.64 % during 2001-11. 

 Crude Birth Rate(CBR):It indicates the number of live births occurring during the year per 1,000 

population estimated at midyear. Ithas declined from 23.8 to 20.2 from 2005 to 2017. 

 Teenage birth rate: It is the births per 1,000 females ages 15 to 19.It has halved from 16%(NFHS III) to 

8%(NFHS IV). 

 Source:- PIB 
 

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (UNHCR) 

Context : 

 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has launched a global campaign calling 

on people all over the world to cover the distance travelled by refugees each year. 

About the campaign: 

  UNHCR traced the journeys of refugees around the world and calculated that collectively, people forced 

to flee travel approximately two billion kilometres every year to reach the first point of safety. 

 In 2016, Syrian refugees travelled more than 240 kilometres to reach Turkey. South Sudanese 

refugees travelled more than 640 kilometres to reach Kenya and Rohingya refugees in Myanmar 

travelled approximately 80 kilometres to reach Bangladesh. 

 The 2 Billion Kilometres to Safety campaign aims to encourage people to support refugees by 

championing individual acts of solidarity. 

 The campaign invites people to act in solidarity and run, walk or cycle to achieve a cumulative total of 

two billion kilometres. 

 Hence, these acts, when taken together acknowledge the resilience and strength of refugees. 
   

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees : 

 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is a UN Refugee Agency and a 

global organization dedicated to saving lives, protecting the rights and building a better future for 

refugees, forcibly displaced communities and stateless people. 

 It was created in 1950 to help millions of Europeans who had fled or lost their homes. 

 It is headquartered at Geneva, Switzerland. 

 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 
 

ASSAM ACCORD: CLAUSE 6 

Context : 

 A high-level committee (HLC) on implementation of Clause 6 of the Assam Accord formally submitted 

its report. 

Background : 

 The 13-member panel was constituted in July last year to replace the earlier committee. 

 The committee headed by retired Gauhati High Court judge Justice Biplab Kumar Sarma 

Assam Accord : 

 The Assam Accord (1985) was a Memorandum of Settlement (MoS) signed between representatives of 

the Government of India and the leaders of the Assam Movement in New Delhi on 15 August 1985. 

 The accord brought an end to the Assam Agitation and paved the way for the leaders of the agitation to 

form a political party and form a government in the state of Assam soon after. 

 As per the Accord, those Bangladeshis who came between 1966 and 1971 will be barred from voting for 

ten years. The Accord also mentions that the international borders will be sealed and all persons who 

crossed over from Bangladesh after 1971 are to be deported. 

 Though the accord brought an end to the agitation, some of the key clauses are yet to be implemented, 

which has kept some of the issues festering. 
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Clause 6 of Assam Accord : 

 Clause 6 of the Assam Accord ―envisaged that appropriate constitutional, legislative and administrative 

safeguards shall be provided to protect, preserve and promote the cultural, social, linguistic identity 

and heritage of the Assamese people.‖ 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 

 

 

 

GS PAPER - 01 GEOGRAPHY - Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic 

activity, cyclone etc., 

INDONESIA‘S MOUNT MERAPI VOLCANO  

Context : 

 Indonesia‘s Mount Merapi, one of the world‘s most active volcanoes, erupted. 

Mount Merapi: 

 

 Mount Merapi is an active stratovolcano located on the border between Central Java and Yogyakarta 

provinces,Indonesia.  

 It is the most active volcano in Indonesia and has erupted regularly since 1548. 

 Source:- Financial Express 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

GS PAPER - II 

 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Comparison of the Indian constitutional scheme with that of other 

countries Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges 

and issues arising out of these. 

PRESIDENT ADDRESSES JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT 

Context : 

 President of India has addressed the joint sitting of both the Houses of Parliament at the beginning of the 

Budget Session. 

Constitutional Provisions : 

 Article 87 of the constitution provides two instances when the President specially addresses both Houses 

of Parliament.  

 The President of India addresses both the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha at the beginning of the first 

Session after each general election when the reconstituted lower house meets for the first time.  

 The President also addresses both the houses at the beginning of the first session of each year. 

 Originally, the Constitution had required the President to address both Houses of Parliament at the 

commencement of every session.  

 This requirement was changed by the First Amendment to the first session after each general election to 

the House of the People and at the commencement of the first session of each year. 

 Source:- PIB 
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NATIONAL MEANS-CUM-MERIT SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME(NMMSS) 

Context : 

 Union HRD minister has said that the National Means-cum-Merit Scholarship Scheme (NMMSS) has 

helped to reduce the drop-out rate at the secondary and senior secondary classes. 

 

National Means-cum-Merit Scholarship Scheme (NMMSS) : 

 Aim:To award scholarships to meritorious students of economically weaker sections to arrest their drop 

out at class VIII and encourage them to continue the study at secondary stage. 

 The Scheme was launched in 2008 by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (HRD). 

 Key Features : 

 Under the Scheme Rs.12000 per annum per student are awarded to selected students of class IX every 

year and their continuation/renewal  in classes X to XII for study. 

 The selection of students for award of scholarships under the scheme is made through an examination 

conducted by the States/UTs Governments. 

 The scheme has been on the National Scholarship Portal (NSP) since 2015-16. 
  

National Scholarship Portal(NSP): 

 It has been developed by the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY). 

 The portal aims to streamline and fast track the release of Scholarships across Ministries / 

Departments with efficiency, transparency and reliability. 

 

 Source:- PIB 
 

SEDITION LAW 

Context : 

 Recently, a sessions court had rejected the anticipatory bail application of a student booked under Section 

124A (sedition) of the Indian Penal Code(IPC). 

Sedition(Section 124A): 

 The concept of sedition was introduced in the penal code in 1870.It was a colonial law directed against 

strong criticism of the British administration. 

 Section 124A IPC defines sedition as an act that brings or attempts to bring into hatred or contempt or 

excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards the Government established by law in India by words, 

either spoken or written or by signs or by visible representation or otherwise. 

Supreme Court Judgements on Sedition: 

  Kedar Nath Singh v State of Bihar,1962: 

 The Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of Section 124-A (sedition). 

 However, it said that every citizen has a right to say or write about the government by way of 

criticism or comment as long as it does not incite people to violence against the government 

established by law or with the intention of creating public disorder. 

 Balwant Singh v State of Punjab,1995: 

 The Supreme Court acquitted persons from charges of sedition for shouting slogans such as 

―Khalistan Zindabad‖. 

 The court held that mere raising of slogans by two individuals alone cannot be said to be aimed at 

exciting or attempt to excite hatred or disaffection by the government. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

ARTH-GANGA 

Context : 

 During the first meeting of the National Ganga Council in Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh) in 2019, the Prime 

Minister urged for a holistic thinking process where ‗Namami Gange‘ evolves to ‗Arth Ganga‘. 
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Arth Ganga : 

 ‗Arth Ganga‘ implies a sustainable development model with a focus on economic activities related to 

Ganga. 

 As part of this process, farmers will be encouraged to engage in sustainable agriculture practices, 

including zero budget farming, planting of fruit trees and building plant nurseries on the banks of 

Ganga. 

 Above practices, along with creation of infrastructure for water sports and development of campsites, 

cycling and walking tracks etc., would help to tap the ‗hybrid‘ tourism potential of the river basin area- 

for purposes of religious as well as adventure tourism. 

 Almost half of the Indian population lives around the Ganges River belt. Moreover, of India‘s total 

freight, about 1/5th originates and 1/3rd terminates in the states around Ganges Belt. Thus, inland 

waterway is one of the most important pillars of ―Arth Ganga‖project. 

Need : 

 National Waterway-1 is an inland water transport route between Haldia in West Bengal and Prayagraj 

in Uttar Pradesh. 

 The Ministry of Shipping is also developing Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh) Freight Village and Sahibganj 

(Jharkhand) Industrial Cluster-cum-Logistics Park with an objective of creating synergy with Inland 

Waterways. 

 The income generated from encouraging ecotourism and Ganga wildlife conservation and cruise tourism 

etc. would help to generate sustainable income streams for cleaning of Ganga. 

 Source:- PIB 

RURBAN MISSION 

Context : 

 The Union Minister for Rural Development, Panchayati Raj, Agriculture and Farmers‘ Welfare 

inaugurated the 4th Anniversary celebration of Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Rurban Mission. 

Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Rurban Mission (SPMRM) : 

 

 SPMRM is a scheme launched by the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) in 2016 to deliver 

integrated project based infrastructure in the rural areas, which will also include development of 

economic activities and skill development. 

 A predecessor to SPMRM was the Provision of Urban Amenities to Rural Areas (PURA), announced 

in 2003. 

 Objective : 

 To stimulate local economic development, enhance basic services, and create well planned Rurban 

clusters. 

● It  is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme (CSS). 

 Rurban Clusters: There are 2 categories of clusters: Non-Tribal and Tribal. 
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 Rurban clusters are identified across the country‘s rural areas showing increasing signs of 

urbanization - i.e. increase in population density, high levels of non-farm employment, presence of 

growing economic activities and other socioeconomic parameters. 

 For the purposes of SPMRM, Rurban areas refer to a cluster of 15-20 villages having about 30 to 40 

lakh population. The clusters will be geographically contiguous Gram Panchayats with a population 

of about 25000 to 50000 in plain and coastal areas and a population of 5000 to 15000 in desert, hilly 

or tribal areas. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

‗CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME FOR ST PRI REPRESENTATIVES‘ AND ‗1000 SPRINGS 

INITIATIVES‘ 

Context : 

 Union Tribal minister has launched the ‗Capacity Building Programme for Scheduled Tribe PRI 

Representatives‘ and ‗1000 Springs Initiatives‘. 

Capacity Building Initiative: 

 Aim: Toempower tribal Panchayati Raj Institutions(PRI) representatives by improving their decision 

making capabilities at the local government level. 

 It also focuses on constitutional and legal provisions that protect and promote the rights and welfare of the 

tribal population and ensures greater participation of ST PRIs representatives in planning, execution and 

monitoring of government policies and programmes. 

1000 Springs Initiative: 

 Aim: To improve the accessibility of safe and adequate water for the tribal communities who are 

living in difficult and inaccessible areas of rural India. 

 The initiative includes provision of infrastructure for piped water supply for drinking; provision of water 

for irrigation; community-led total sanitation initiatives and provision for water for backyard nutrition 

gardens, generating sustainable livelihood opportunities for the tribal people. 

Spring Atlas: 

 Springs are natural sources of groundwater discharge and have been used extensively in the mountainous 

regions across the world, including India. 

 However, in the central and eastern Indian belt with more than 75% tribal population, it remains largely 

unrecognized and under-utilized. 

 An online portal on GIS-based Spring Atlas has been developed to make this data easily accessible from 

an online platform. 

 Presently, data of more than 170 springs have been uploaded on the Spring Atlas. 

 Source:- PIB 

SATHI INITIATIVE 

Context : 

 Department of Science & Technology has launched a scheme called Sophisticated Analytical & Technical 

Help Institutes (SATHI). 

SATHI: 

 Aim: 

 To provide shared, professionally managed and strong Science and Technology infrastructure centers in 

the country which is readily accessible to academia, start-ups, manufacturing, industry and R&D labs. 

 These Centres houses major analytical instruments to provide common services of high-end analytical 

testing thus avoiding duplication and reduced dependency on foreign sources 

 Currently, DST has already set up three such centres in the country, one each at IIT Kharagpur, IIT Delhi 

and BHU. It is planned to set up five SATHI Centres every year for the next four years. 

Significance : 

 This will foster a strong culture of collaboration between institutions and across disciplines to take 

advantage of developments, innovations and expertise in diverse areas. 

 Source:- PIB 
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GS PAPER- 02 GOVERNANCE - Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies  

OVERSEAS CITIZEN OF INDIA (OCI) 

Context : 

 Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) card holders do not enjoy fundamental rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution, including the right to freedom of speech and expression, the government told the Delhi High 

Court. 

More in the news : 

 The government‘s response came in a plea seeking the right to seek information under the RTI Act. 

 The plea also sought exemption for overseas citizens from seeking permission under the Foreign 

Contribution Regulation Act, 2010 (FCRA) to make donations to religious and charitable institutions. 

 According to the plea, the right to make donations to religious institutions and the fundamental right 

to freedom of religion are guaranteed by the Constitution. 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO PLEA : 

 The ministry has not specifically replied on whether an OCI card holder has the right to practice religion 

in India, although it says no fundamental rights are applicable to them. 

 According to the government, OCI cardholders have merely been granted statutory rights under the 

Citizenship Act, 1955. 

 Centre held that the right to freedom of speech and expression is a statutory right and not a 

fundamental or a constitutional right for the OCI cardholders. 

 The Central Government grants limited rights through the Citizenship Act (Conferment of rights on 

overseas citizens of India). Therefore, it depends on the policies of the government what rights are 

granted to the OCIs. 

 Centre‘s response contradicts earlier Delhi High Court ruling in 2018, where it held that OCI cardholders 

have the right to enjoy the fundamental rights of equality and freedom of speech and expression like other 

Indian citizens. 

 In 2018, the Delhi High Court had said that an overseas citizen can exercise fundamental rights 

guaranteed to ―natural persons‖ under the constitution. 

 The Supreme Court, in multiple cases, has held that the Right to Information is enshrined in Article 

19(1)(a), that is granted to citizens and Article 21, which is guaranteed to all natural persons. 

 Source :- Indian Express 

MORE TRIBES IN ST CATEGORY IN KARNATAKA 

Context : 

 The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order (Amendment) Bill, 2019, which seeks to grant Scheduled 

Tribes status to certain communities in Karnataka, was passed by Lok Sabha. 

The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order (Second Amendment) Bill, 2019 : 

 The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order, 1950, specifies the tribal and tribal communities which are 

deemed to be Scheduled Tribes. 

 It amends the Order by substituting: (i) ―Naikda, Nayaka‖ with ―Naikda, Nayaka (including Parivara and 

Talawara)‖, and (ii) ―Siddi (in Uttar Kannada district)‖ with ―Siddi (in Belagavi, Dharwad and Uttar 

Kannada districts)‖. 

Background : 

  The Bill was passed in the Rajya Sabha in 2019 and it will amend Part VI of the Constitution (Scheduled 

Tribes) Order, 1950, that specifies the tribal and tribal communities which are deemed to be Scheduled 

Tribes. 

 Part VI of the order contains the list of Scheduled Tribes in Karnataka. 
  

Parivara and Taliwara : 

 It is estimated that the population of the Parivara community at roughly 2.58 lakh and that of the 

Taliwara community at 8.6 lakh. 
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 It added that most people from these communities live in Mysore, Chamrajanagara, Mandya and 

Tumkur districts and a ―thin population‖ resides in Udupi, South Canara and North Canara districts of 

Karnataka with a majority of them employed as coolies, engaged in collecting firewood, husbandry and 

the cottage industry, thereby leading a life of lower status. 

 The study states that the communities‘ life cycle rituals, language, lifestyle, the standard of living, 

physical features, socio-economic and educational status and their geographical isolation are similar to 

that of Beda, Nayaka and Valmiki which are already included in the ST category in the state of 

Karnataka. 

 As per the government, Pariwara and Taliwara are socially, politically, economically and educationally 

backwards. 

Siddi Tribe : 

 The Siddi community is also known by different synonyms such as Habshi and Badsha. 

 It is believed that they are of African origin because they clearly show the Negroid racial strain in 

their physical features. 

 Descendants of Bantu people of East Africa, Siddi ancestors were largely brought to India as slaves 

by Arabs as early as the 7th Century, followed by the Portuguese and the British later on. 

 When slavery was abolished in the 18th and 19th centuries, Siddis fled into the country‘s thick 

jungles, fearing recapture and torture. 

 At present, the Siddis are living on the western coast of Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnataka 

states. In Karnataka, they mainly live in Dharwad, Belagavi and Uttar Kannada districts. 

 In India, the Union government in 2003, classified Siddis under the list of Scheduled Tribes. 

 They are included in the Centre‘s list of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups 

 Previously they depended on hunting and gathering but at present, their main source of livelihood is 

labour and agriculture. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

MEDICAL DEVICES UNDER DRUGS AND COSMETICS ACT 

Context : 

 Union Health Ministry notified medical equipment used on humans or animals as "drugs" under Section 3 

of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, with effect from April 1, 2020. 

More in the news : 

 The decision was taken after consultation with the Drugs Technical Advisory Board (DTAB) 

 Once notified, the manufacture, import and sale of all medical devices will need to be certified by the 

Central Drugs Standard Control Organization (CDSCO). 

 All devices, including instruments, apparatus, appliances and implants, whether used alone or in 

combination for various purposes like diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of any 

disease, investigation, replacement or modification or support of the anatomy among others, will be 

regulated under the legislation. 

 At present, only 23 categories medical devices are regulated under the law. 

 Once the notification is issued, the CDSCO will be the nodal authority to investigate complaints related 

to the quality and safety aspects of medical devices and can suspend the registration or cancel licenses of 

firms. 

Significance : 

 It  ensure that all medical devices meet certain standards of quality and efficacy 

 It  regulate all medical devices so that they meet certain standards of quality.  

 Besides it will also make medical device companies accountable for quality and safety of their 

products 

 Source:- Hindu Business Line ; Indian Express 
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22ND LAW COMMISSION 

Context : 

 The Union Cabinet has approved the creation of the 22nd Law Commission. 

Law commission: 

 The Law Commission of India is a non-statutory body constituted by the Government of India every 

three years since 1955.  

 The 21st Law Commission of India was established in 2015 and its tenure was upto 31st August,2018. 

Composition of 22nd Law Commission: 

The commission will consist of the following members: 

 Full-time Chairperson; 

 four full-time Members (including Member-Secretary) 

 Secretary, Department of Legal Affairs as ex-officio Member; 

 Secretary, Legislative Department as ex officio Member; and 

 not more than five part-time Members. 

Functions : 

 Identify laws which can be immediately repealed 

 Examine the existing laws in the light of Directive Principles of State Policy(DPSP) and suggest ways 

of improvement  

 To respond to requests made by other countries in framing their legal system 

 To make measures that shall help to serve the poor legally 

 To convey to the Government its views on any subject relating to law and judicial administration when 

asked for. 

 To revise laws so as to simplify them and remove anomalies, ambiguities and inequities. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

EMPOWERED TECHNOLOGY GROUP 

Context : 

 The Union Cabinet has approved the Constitution of an Empowered Technology Group. 

Technology group: 

Composition : 

 The 12-Member Technology Group will be chaired by the Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government 

of India. 

Pillars: The three pillars of the work of the Technology Group include: 

 Policy Support; 

 Procurement Support; and 

 Support on Research and Development proposals.  

Functions of the group: 

 Render timely policy advice on latest technologies; 

 Mapping of technology and technology products; 

 Commercialisation of dual use technologies developed in national laboratories and government R&D 

organisations; 

 Developing an indigenisation road map for selected key technologies; and 

 Selection of appropriate R&D programs leading to technology development. 

 Source:- AIR 
 

MAHADAYI TRIBUNAL‘S AWARD 

Context : 

 The Supreme Court in its interim order allowed the plea of the Karnataka government for implementation 

of the final award by a tribunal for sharing of water between Goa, Karnataka, and Maharashtra from the 

Mahadayi river. 
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Background : 

 The Mahadayi water-sharing dispute has the states of Goa, Maharashtra, and Karnataka vying for water 

from the Mahadayi River. 

 The project was proposed by the Bommai Committee. 

Dispute : 

 Kalasa-Banduri project planned in 1989; Goa raised objection to it. 

 Goa filed a complaint seeking setting up of a tribunal in July 2002. 

 The Ministry of Water Resources kept the clearance given to Karnataka in abeyance in September 2002. 

 Goa moved the Supreme Court in 2006 seeking the constitution of a tribunal, withdrawing approval for 

any work in the basin. 

 Mahadayi (Mandovi) is a water deficit basin and water diversion could impact the environment. 

 The Mahadayi Water Disputes Tribunal was set up in November 2010. 

More in the news : 

 The implementation of the award would be subject to the final judgment of the Supreme Court in the civil 

appeals filed by Karnataka, Goa, and Maharashtra, challenging the allocation of water from the Mahadayi 

river among them. 

 Neither of the two States — Goa and Maharashtra — opposed the plea made by Karnataka to publish the 

August 2018 tribunal award in the official gazette. 

 August 2018 tribunal award had allocated 13.42 TMC water (including 3.9 TMC for diversion into the 

depleted Malaprabha river basin) from the Mahadayi river basin to Karnataka. 

 Maharashtra was allotted 1.33 TMC water while Goa was given 24 TMC in the final decision of the 

tribunal. 

 The Karnataka government had petitioned the tribunal seeking the release of 7.56 TMC of water for the 

Kalasa-Banduri Nala project. 
 

Kalasa-Banduri Nala project: 

 The Kalasa-Banduri Nala is a project undertaken by the Government of Karnataka to improve 

drinking water supply to the Districts of Belagavi, Dharwad, and Gadag. 

 It involves building across Kalasa and Banduri, two tributaries of the Mahadayi river to divert 7.56 

TMC of water to the Malaprabha river, which supplies the drinking water needs of the said 3 

districts, i.e., Dharwad, Belagavi and Gadag. 

 It is a canal project undertaken by Karnataka to divert water from the Mahadayi river to the 

Malaprabha. 

River Mahadayi: 

 Mahadayi, the west-flowing inter-state river in the Western Ghats, takes birth in Degaon village, 

Belgaum district. 

 The river travels 35 km in Karnataka; 82 km in Goa before joining the Arabian Sea. 

 The River Mahadayi is called Mandovi in Goa. 

 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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NATIONAL LEVEL AWARENESS PROGRAMME (NLAP) 2020 

Context : 

 Union Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) has launched a National Level 

Awareness Programme (NLAP) 2020. 

 National Level Awareness Programme (NLAP) 2020 : 

 The objective of the NLP is to spread awareness about schemes and activities undertaken by the Ministry 

and its attached organisations 

 Ministry and its organisations are conducting the awareness programmes across the country to 

disseminate information amongst students of colleges and educational institutes. 

 Under the NLAP, interactive sessions are being held with the students, taking up their queries, doubts 

about the schemes, and programmes as well as providing solutions to their enquiries. 

Significance : 

 The awareness programme will help disseminate information on entrepreneurship schemes implemented 

by various departments of Ministry of MSME.  

 Students eager to become entrepreneurs will benefit immensely through this programme. 

 Source:- PIB 

KHELO INDIA UNIVERSITY GAMES 

Context : 

 The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the first Khelo India University Games in Odisha. 

More in the News : 

 The event is funded by the Sports Ministry in association with the state government. 

 This is the first time in India that the University Games is happening in the country. 

 It is an aspirational competition for India‘s youngsters with the objective of helping them find the balance 

between sport and education. 

 It is the largest ever competition held at the university level in India and will have about 3500 athletes 

from over 150 universities across the country taking part in it. 

Khelo India : 

 The Khelo India programme has been introduced to revive the sports culture in India at the grass-root 

level by building a strong framework for all sports played in our country and establish India as a great 

sporting nation. 

 It is implemented by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports. 

 

 
Source:- PIB 

 
 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Salient features of the Representation of People's Act. 

TELANGANA MUNICIPAL POLLS: FACIAL RECOGNITION APP  

Context : 

 In Telangana urban local bodies polls, the State Election Commission (SEC) will be using a facial 

recognition app for verification and real-time authentication of voters on the pilot basis in 10 selected 

polling stations. 
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 The use of facial recognition for election will be a first-of-its-kind in India. 

 It will help to counter impersonation by voters during polling. 

More in the news : 

 The initiative will be implemented in Kompally Municipality of Medchal Malkajgiri district of 

Telangana. 

 The facial recognition is as an additional tool to validate the identity of the voter in addition to the 

existing procedures prescribed including use of photo electoral rolls, the insistence of photo ID proof in 

addition to the personal scrutiny by the polling agents appointed by the contesting candidates. 

 Procedure: 

 The additional polling officer-in-charge of the mobile phone will work with a facial recognition 

system. 

 The app will display results of the verification based on the match established with the voters with an 

appropriate message. 

 However, non verification from this procedure shall not be a sufficient ground to deny voting rights to 

any voter and it needs to be accompanied by the existing identification systems. 

 Further, the photographs taken will not be stored or used for any other purpose. These photographs 

will be erased from the memory of the mobile phone used in the polling station and also the server of 

TSTS (Telangana State Technology Services). 

 Accuracy : 

 The recently concluded municipal polls in Telangana yielded an accuracy of 80 per cent 

 Some of the factors such as poor quality of lighting in some polling booths and pictures (of electors 

photo identity card) that were fed to the app being old, have impacted the accuracy at some places 

 Source:- Indian Express 
 

CANDIDATES WITH CRIMINAL HISTORY 

Context : 

 Flagging the alarming increase in the incidence of criminals in politics, the Supreme Court has ordered 

political parties to publish the entire criminal history of their candidates for the Assembly and Lok Sabha 

elections along with the reasons that provoked them to field suspected criminals over decent people. 

Petitioner contention : 

 The petition claimed the Election commission had failed to take any steps to ensure the implementation of 

a 2018 SC judgment which had made it mandatory for political parties to declare and publish all criminal 

cases pending against their candidate 

 In 2004, 24% of members of Parliament(MPs) had criminal cases pending against them.In 2009, that 

went up to 30%, in 2014 to 34% and in 2019 as many as 43% of MPs had criminal cases pending against 

them. 

SC Verdict : 

 The political parties should upload details of candidates with criminal background on their official 

website. 

 The details of the candidates with criminal background should be published in one local newspaper and 

one national newspaper and on social media pages of the political party. 

 The website of the party should also give reasons on why the candidates are being fielded for election. 

 Ability of a candidate to win elections should not be the reason furnished for fielding the candidate. 

 Political parties should furnish a compliance report with the Election Commission about compliance with 

the court‘s directions. 

 Contempt proceedings can be initiated against a political party for failing to file compliance reports. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services 

relating to Health, Education, Human Resources. 

LIVE ATTENUATED CLASSICAL SWINE FEVER (CSF) CELL CULTURE VACCINE 

Context : 

 IVRI releases live attenuated Classical Swine Fever (CSF) cell culture vaccine (indigenous strain). 

More in the news : 

 Classical Swine Fever (CSF) is one of the most important diseases of pigs causing high mortality with an 

annual loss of approximately Rs. 4.299 billion. 

 A lapinized CSF vaccine (Weybridge strain, UK) is being used in India since 1964 for controlling the 

disease. The vaccine is produced by sacrificing large numbers of rabbits for each batch. 

 Lapinization refers to the weakening or modification of a virus or vaccine by its serial passage 

through rabbits. 

 The country‘s total requirement is 22 million doses per year and hardly 1.2 million doses are produced per 

year by the lapinized vaccine, as only 50 doses are produced from a single rabbit spleen. 

 In order to do away with the sacrificing of rabbits and increase productivity, IVRI had earlier developed a 

cell culture CSF vaccine by adapting the lapinized vaccine virus in cell culture. 

 Since the cell culture vaccine is from a foreign strain (Weybridge Strain, UK), IVRI has further developed 

a new CSF Cell Culture Vaccine by attenuating an indigenous virulent CSF virus in cell culture. The 

vaccine virus has very high titre and lakhs of doses can be produced very easily in cell culture and the 

country‘s requirement can be easily fulfilled using this new vaccine. 

 The new vaccine is ready for release and commercial production will be completed in less than a year. 

 The new vaccine will be part of the Government‘s One Health Initiative and result in huge savings as it 

will nip the spread of the virus at the animal stage so that it does not pass on to the human population. 

 Due to a very high titre of vaccine virus, this vaccine would be the most economical CSF vaccine costing 

around less than Rs 2/- per dose as against Rs 15-25/- of lapinized CSF vaccine and Rs.30/dose (approx.) 

for an imported Korean vaccine being used in the country. 

 Besides, the new vaccine gives immunity for two years as compared to 3 to 6 months of protection under 

the vaccines currently being used. 

 The vaccine is safe, potent, does not revert to virulence and provides protective immunity from day 14 of 

the vaccination until 24 months studied so far. 

 The vaccine has been tested on around 500 pigs at multiple locations. 

 The new vaccine has been developed by a team of IVRI scientists. 

 Source:- PIB 
 
 

INDIANS WITH CANCER: WHO REPORT 

Context : 

 WHO and International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) have released two reports to mark 

World Cancer Day (4 February):  

 ―Report on Cancer: Setting priorities, investing wisely and providing care for all‖ and  

 ―World Cancer Report: Cancer research for cancer prevention‖ 

Key Highlights : 

 In 2018, the WHO registered 18.1 million new cancer cases worldwide. The figure might reach between 

29 and 37 million cases by 2040. 

 Cancer cases will increase by 81% by 2040 in low- and middle-income countries due to insufficient 

resources for prevention 

 India Specific Findings : 

 In 2018, there are about 1.16 million new cancer cases, 784,800 cancer deaths, and 2.26 million 5-

year prevalent cases 

 In India, the six most common cancer types were breast cancer, oral cancer, cervical cancer, lung 

cancer, stomach cancer, and colorectal cancer. 
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Key recommendations : 

 controlling tobacco use (responsible for 25% of cancer deaths), 

 vaccinating against hepatitis B to prevent liver cancer, 

 eliminating cervical cancer by vaccinating against HPV, 

 screening and treatment, 

 implementing high-impact cancer management interventions that bring value for money 

 Ensuring access to palliative care including pain relief. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 

WHO NAMES THE NEW CORONA VIRUS: ―COVID-19‖ 

Context : 

 WHO has announced that ―COVID-19‖ will be the official name of the deadly Corona virus from China. 

More in the news : 

 ―Co‖ stands for ―corona‖, ―vi‖ for ―virus‖ and ―d‖ for ―disease‖, while ―19‖ was for the year, as the 

outbreak  was first identified on December 31. 

 COVID-19 is a new strain of corona virus that has not been previously identified in humans. It has been 

designated SARS-CoV-2 by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses. 

Corona virus: 

 These are viruses belonging to a family known as Coronaviridae. They are zoonotic, meaning they are 

transmitted between animals and people 

 They cause illness ranging from the common cold to more severe diseases such as Middle East 

Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). 

 Source:- The Hindu 

DOMESTIC RO SYSTEMS  

Context : 

 Ministry of Forest, Environment and Climate Change has published a draft notification that prohibits 

users from installing membrane-based water purification, mainly Reverse Osmosis, systems in their 

homes if the water meets the Bureau of Indian Standards‘ drinking water norms. 

Background : 

 In May 2019, the NGT had ordered prohibition of the use of RO Systems where 

 It results in recovery of less than 60% of water and  

 Total Dissolved Solids is less than 500 mg/l. 

 It had called for laying down further provisions for recovery of water up to 75% and use of such RO-

reject water for purposes such as utensil washing, flushing, gardening, cleaning of vehicles and mopping.  

 The NGT gave a final ultimatum to the Environment Ministry in November.  
  

Membrane-based water purification: 

 It is a process that removes unwanted constituents from water using a membrane. Different 

techniques include: 

 Membrane Filtration – Microfiltration and Ultrafiltration 

 Reverse Osmosis – Nanofiltration/Membrane Softening 

Reverse Osmosis: 

 It occurs when water moves through a semi-permeable membrane in the direction opposite to that 

for natural osmosis.  

 This happens when the water is pushed under greater pressure than the osmotic pressure 

 

Issues with RO : 

 In RO, the total dissolved solids (TDS) in water -  which covers trace chemicals, certain viruses, bacteria 

and salts - can be reduced, to meet potable water standards.  

 They result in wastage of as much as 80% of water.  
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 In the process of removing salts, they end up depriving water of its essential minerals.  

 It does not tackle bacterial agents or chemical traces and manufacturers themselves often claim 

the need for additional filtration to obtain potable water.  

 On the other hand, Delhi Jal Board, among others, have claimed that the water they supply meets BIS 

norms.  

Current BIS Regulation : 

 The Regulations consider 500 mg/litre—1,200 mg/l of TDS, which consists of salts and some organic 

matter, as acceptable though there is no lower limit. 

 Commercial bottlers, who make RO water, have the onus , to ensure that water that is lost in the RO 

production process is stored in safe & hygienic conditions and that a record of such wasted-water is 

maintained. 

 By June 5, 2022, RO manufacturers can only supply home purification systems that waste no more than 

25% of the water and these systems must be able to inform consumers of the TDS levels at the inlet and 

water outlet.  

 The BIS norms are voluntary for public agencies which supply piped water but are mandatory for bottled 

water producers. 

Need of such Response : 

 To ensure the quality of potable both before water enters filtration systems and after it has been filtered.  

 The aim is also to ensure that after 2022, no more than 25% of water being treated is wasted, and for 

residential complexes to reuse the residual waste water for other activities, including gardening.  

More in the news : 

 The Water Quality Association of India, which represents companies that make RO systems, had moved 

the Supreme Court for a stay on the NGT‘s order.  

 The SC declined to intervene and the NGT had directed the Environment Ministry to issue a notification 

that restricted the use of water filters, hence the draft notification has been issued.  

Concern : 

 As the potable water in most of the regions do not meet global standards of purity, restricting people‘s 

choices on the means they employ to ensure potable water is seen with apprehension by consumers.  

 Among both consumers and authorities on the BIS standard of drinking water. Hence, improvement in 

water quality remains an uphill task. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

SOCIAL PROTECTION FRAMEWORK 

Context : 

 A technical committee headed by NITI Aayog vice chairman Rajiv Kumar has been formed to prepare an 

integrated social protection framework that will outline policy prescription for the government to reduce 

inequality and lift more and more people out of poverty. 

More about the Committee : 

 The committee  will include senior officials of nodal central ministries delivering social benefits. 

 It will also identify top five priority areas for the government, which could range from employment and 

old-age security to health, agriculture and introduction of specific interventions. 

 The plan is to come up with targeted intervention in priority areas through consolidated efforts and funds 

from the Centre 

 The move is aimed at achieving Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s vision of universal social security 
  

Social Protection: 

 Social protection is defined as the set of policies and programmes designed to reduce poverty and 

vulnerability by promoting efficient labour markets and enhancing their capacity to protect themselves 

against hazards and interruption or loss of income. 

 

Source:- Economic Times 
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WORLDWIDE EDUCATING FOR THE FUTURE INDEX (WEFFI) 2019 

Context : 

 The Economist Intelligence Unit has released the Worldwide Educating for the Future Index (WEFFI) 

2019. 

Worldwide Educating for the Future Index (WEFFI) 2019 : 

 The report is published by The Economist Intelligence Unit. The report and index were commissioned by 

the Yidan Prize Foundation. 

 The index ranks countries based on their abilities to equip students with skill-based education. 

 The report analyses the education system from the perspective of skill-based education ―in areas such as 

critical thinking, problem-solving, leadership, collaboration, creativity and entrepreneurship, as well as 

digital and technical skills.‖ 

 The Theme of the index is ―From Policy to Practice‖. 

Key Highlights : 

 Among the world‘s largest economies, the US, UK, France and Russia all fell back in the index, while 

China, India and Indonesia took steps forward. 

 Finland was at the apex of the index, with strengths across each category followed by Sweden. 

India Specifics : 

 India ranked 35th on the overall index in 2019 with a total score of 53, based on three categories – policy 

environment, teaching environment and overall socio-economic environment. 

 India scored 56.3 in policy environment falling from a 61.5 score in 2018. 

 India‘s score of 52.2 in the teaching environment category and 50.1 in the socio-economic environment 

category increased significantly from 32.2 and 33.3 in 2018 respectively. 

 Earlier, India ranked 40th with an overall score of 41.2 across categories in 2018. 

What works for India ? 

 The report attributed India‘s growth to the new education policy introduced by the government. 

 The education policy was highlighted in the Union Budget 2020 and it will come under ‗Aspirational 

India‘ which will focus on skill-based education, a greater inflow of finance to attract talented 

teachers and innovate and build better labs. 

 A degree level full-fledged online education programme along with apprenticeship embedded degree or 

diploma courses in 150 higher educational institutions is also proposed which will begin by March 2021. 
 

Challenges In India‘s education System : 

  The 2018 WEFFI report had highlighted the shortcomings in India‘s education system emphasizing upon 

its inability to utilise the opportunity of internationalizing its higher education system. 

 A decentralized education system is another shortcoming of India‘s education policy according to the 

2019 report. 

Conclusion : 

 India should develop its education system so that it becomes a preferred destination for higher education. 

For this, under the Study in India Programme, Ind-SAT exam will be held for Asian and African students 

for scholarships. The programme will be used for benchmarking foreign candidates who receive 

scholarships for studying in Indian higher education centres. 

 Source:- Hindu Business Line 

ICOSDITAUS-2020 

Context : 

 ICoSDiTAUS-2020,the International Conference on Standardization of Diagnosis and Terminologies in 

Ayurveda, Unani and Siddha Systems of Medicine concluded in New Delhi. 

More about the conference : 

 The conference was jointly organized by the Ministry of AYUSH and the World Health 

Organization(WHO) in New Delhi. 
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 The conference adopted the New Delhi Declaration on Collection and Classification of Traditional 

Medicine(TM) Diagnostic Data. 

New Delhi Declaration : 

 The New Delhi declaration emphasised the commitment of the countries to Traditional Medicine (TM) as 

a significant area of health care. 

 It also sought for inclusion of traditional systems of medicine like Ayurveda, Unani and Siddha in the 

International Classification of Diseases(ICD) of WHO which is the standard diagnostic tool for health 

management across the world.  

 Source:- PIB 

RESERVATION TO MUSLIMS  

Context : 

 The Maharashtra government announced that it was in the process of bringing a legislation to give 5% 

reservation to Muslims in educational institutions before the start of the new academic session. 

 

Background : 

 High Court had given its nod to give 5% reservation to Muslims in government educational institutions.  

Issue : 

 The decision to give reservation to Maratha community is before the Supreme Court because it takes the 

total reservation above 50%. Now if Muslims also get 5%, it will further complicate the issue.  

 A state government cannot give reservation on the basis of religion. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-

governance- applications, models, successes, limitations, and potential; 

GRAM NYAYALAYAS 

Context : 

 The Supreme Court has directed the states to establish Gram Nyayalayas within four weeks‘ time span. 

 Further SC asked the high courts to expedite the process of consultation with state governments on 

this issue. 

More in the news : 

 A bench also took into account the fact that several states have issued notifications for establishing 'Gram 

Nyayalayas' but all of them were not functioning except in Kerala, Maharashtra and Rajasthan. 

 The bench noted that states like Gujarat, Haryana, Telangana, West Bengal, Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh 

and Odisha have not yet filed their affidavits on this issue despite the apex court's October 18 last year 

direction. 

 The bench requested the chief justices of high courts, where the constitution of 'Gram Nyayalayas' and 

appointments of its members are pending, to expedite the process of consultation with the respective state 

governments. 

GRAM NYAYALAYAS: 

 Gram Nyayalayas are mobile village courts established under Gram Nyayalayas Act,2008. 

 They are aimed at providing speedy and inexpensive justice to people in rural areas at their doorsteps. 

 The Gram Nyayalayas should be established for every Panchayat at the intermediate level or a group of 

contiguous Panchayats at intermediate level in a district or where there is no Panchayat at intermediate 

level in any State for a group of contiguous Panchayats. 

 Composition : 

 Nyayadhikaris who will preside over these Gram Nyayalayas are judicial officers and will be drawing 

the same salary and deriving the same powers as First Class Magistrate working under High Courts. 

 These presiding officers(Nyayadhikari) are to be appointed by the State Government in consultation 

with the High Court.  
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 Powers : 

 They shall exercise the powers of both Criminal and Civil Courts which are specified in the First 

Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Act. 

 They are not bound by the rules of evidence provided in the Indian Evidence Act,1872 but shall be 

guided by the principles of natural justice and subject to any rule made by the High Court. 

 Source:- Business Standard 

PRISON REFORMS 

Context : 

 A Supreme Court-appointed committee to reform prisons has given out several recommendations. 

Background : 

 The court had, in September 2018, appointed the Justice Amitav Roy Committee to examine the various 

problems plaguing prisons, from overcrowding to lack of legal advice to convicts to issues of remission 

and parole. 

 Besides Justice Roy, a former Supreme Court judge, the members include an IG, Bureau of Police 

Research and Development, and the DG (Prisons), Tihar Jail. 

 The decision was in reaction to a letter written by former Chief Justice of India R.C. Lahoti highlighting 

the overcrowding of prisons, unnatural deaths of prisoners, gross inadequacy of staff and the lack of 

trained staff. 

Key Recommendations : 

 Every new prisoner should be allowed a free phone call a day to his family members to see him through 

his first week in jail. 

 There should be modern cooking facilities,canteens to buy essential items. 

 Speedy trial remains one of the best ways to remedy the unwarranted phenomenon of overcrowding. 

 There should be atleast one lawyer for every 30 prisoners as under trial prisoners are languishing behind 

bars for years without a hearing. 

 There should be use of video-conferencing for trial mainly because of unavailability of sufficient police 

guards for escort and transportation. 

 Special fast-track courts should be set up to deal exclusively with petty offences which have been pending 

for more than five years. 

 An adjournment should not be granted in cases where witnesses are present and the concept of plea 

bargaining, in which accused admits guilt for a lesser sentence, should be promoted. 

Need for reforms: 

 NHRC figures show that prisoners cut off from family and friends had a 50% more chance of committing 

suicide than those outside. The average suicide rate in prisons is over 50% more than in normal 

conditions. 

 Indian prisons face three long-standing structural constraints: overcrowding, understaffing and 

underfunding. The inevitable outcome is sub-human living conditions, poor hygiene, and violent clashes 

between the inmates and jail authorities. 

 In the absence of adequate prison staff, overcrowding of prisons leads to rampant violence and other 

criminal activities inside the jails. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

NORTH EAST SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS CONCLAVE 2020 

Context : 

 NITI Aayog is organising Sustainable Development Goals(SDG) Conclave 2020: Partnerships, 

Cooperation and Development of North Eastern States in Guwahati,Assam. 

North East Sustainable Development Goals Conclave 2020 : 

 It is being jointly organised by the North Eastern Council, Assam government, Tata Trusts, United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Research and Information System for Developing 

Countries(RIS). 
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 Aim: To take stock of the progress on the Sustainable Development Goals(SDG) and discuss and 

deliberate on the way forward for the North Eastern region on those issues. 
  

North Eastern Council : 

 It was created under the North-Eastern Council Act of 1971. 

  Members: Assam, Manipur, Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Tripura and 

Sikkim. 

 Source:- PIB 

DATA LOCALIZATION 

Context : 

 The Personal Data Protection (PDP) Bill, 2019 was referred to a joint parliamentary committee, which is 

currently engaged in a process of public consultation. 

Personal Data Protection Bill : 

 The draft law is a comprehensive piece of legislation that seeks to give individuals greater control over 

how their personal data is collected, stored and used.  

 Once passed, the law promises a huge improvement on current Indian privacy law, which is both 

inadequate and improperly enforced. 

Infirmities : 

 Exceptions created for the state,  

 The limited checks imposed on state surveillance, and regarding various deficiencies in the structures and 

processes of the proposed Data Protection Authority. 

 The provisions pertaining to ―data localization‖. The phrase, which can refer to any restrictions on cross-

border transfer of data (for instance, requirements to seek permission for transfer, the imposition of taxes 

for foreign transfers of data, etc.), has largely come to refer to the need to physically locate data within the 

country. 

 The PDP Bill enables the transfer of personal data outside India, with the sub-category of sensitive 

personal data having to be mirrored in the country (i.e. a copy will have to be kept in the country).  

 Localisation may make it easier for domestic surveillance over citizens. However, it may also enable the 

better exercise of privacy rights by Indian citizens against any form of unauthorised access to data, 

including by foreign intelligence. 

Purpose of Localisation : 

 Data localisation will necessarily lead to better privacy protections. 

There are broadly three sets of arguments advanced in favour of imposing stringent data localisation 

norms:  

 Sovereignty and government functions 

 referring to the need to recognise Indian data as a resource to be used to further national interest 

(economically and strategically), and to enable enforcement of Indian law and state functions 

 economic benefits will accrue to local industry in terms of creating local infrastructure, employment and 

contributions to the AI ecosystem.  

 protection of civil liberties, the argument is that local hosting of data will enhance its privacy and security 

by ensuring Indian law applies to the data and users can access local remedies. 

Protecting User Privacy ? 

 Insofar as privacy is concerned, this could be equally protected through less intrusive, suitable and 

equally effective measures such as requirements for contractual conditions and using adequacy tests for 

the jurisdiction of transfer. 

 The extra-territorial application of the PDP Bill also ensures that the data protection obligations under the 

law continue to exist even if the data is transferred outside the country. 

 If privacy protection is the real consideration, individuals ought to be able to choose to store their data in 

any location which afford them the strongest privacy protections.  
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 Given the previously mentioned infirmities in the PDP Bill, it is arguable that data of Indians will 

continue to be more secure if stored and processed in the European Union or California (two jurisdictions 

which have strong data protection laws and advanced technical ecosystems). 

Conclusion : 

 In the circumstances, it becomes important for the joint parliamentary committee currently examining the 

Bill to conduct a more in-depth evaluation of the localisation provisions in the law.  

 The joint parliamentary committee ought to, ideally, identify the need, purpose and practicality of putting 

in place even the (relatively liberal) measures contained in the PDP Bill.  

 Further, in order for localisation-related norms to bear fruit, either in terms of protecting citizen rights, 

enabling law enforcement access to data or enabling development of the local economy, there has to be 

broader thinking at the policy level.  

 This may include for instance, reforming surveillance related laws, entering into more detailed and up-to-

date mutual legal assistance treaties, enabling the development of sufficient digital infrastructure, and 

creating appropriate data-sharing policies that preserve privacy and other third party rights, while 

enabling data to be used for socially useful purposes. 

Source:- The Hindu 

RAISE 2020- ‗RESPONSIBLE AI FOR SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT 2020‘ 

Context : 

 The Government of India (GoI) announced the mega event, RAISE 2020- ‘Responsible AI for Social 

Empowerment 2020,’ to be held from April 11-12 in New Delhi. 

RAISE 2020 : 

 RAISE 2020 is a first of its kind, global meeting of minds on Artificial Intelligence to drive India's vision 

and roadmap for social empowerment, inclusion and transformation through responsible AI. 

  Organized by Government of India along with Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 

 The summit will be a global meeting of minds to exchange ideas and charter a course to use AI for social 

empowerment, inclusion and transformation in key areas like Healthcare, Agriculture, Education and 

Smart Mobility amongst other sectors.  

 Ahead of the summit, MeitY organized an Industry Consultation with industry representatives to bring in 

synergies within India‘s Artificial Intelligence landscape. 

 RAISE 2020 will facilitate an exchange of ideas to further create a mass awareness about the need to 

ethically develop and practice AI in the digital era 
  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) : 

 AI refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that are programmed to think like 

humans and mimic their actions.  

 The term may also be applied to any machine that exhibits traits associated with a human mind 

such as learning and problem-solving. 

 

Source:- PIB 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection 

and betterment of these vulnerable sections. 
 

SURROGACY (REGULATION) BILL, 2019 

Context : 

 The 23-member Rajya Sabha select committee set up to look into the Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019 

has advocated 15 major changes. 

Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019 : 

 Aim: To regulate the practice and process of surrogacy in India 

Key Features : 
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Key Recommendations : 

 ―Surrogacy per se and The Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019, in particular, is a unique amalgamation of 

social, ethical, moral, legal and scientific issues and it is necessary to harmonise the conflicting interests 

inherent in the process of surrogacy to ensure betterment of child while protecting rights of surrogate 

mother,‖ the committee observed in its report. 

 While commercial surrogacy ban has been endorsed, the committee has recommended keeping an option 

for compensating the surrogate mother beyond medical expenses and insurance coverage that includes 

taking care of her nutritional food requirements, maternity wear, etc. that is vital for the wellbeing and 

upkeep of the surrogate mother. 

 The controversial clause of ―close relative‖ has been done away with and instead the committee has 

recommended the term to be replaced with a ―willing woman‖. 

 Single women, including a widow and divorcee, between the ages of 35 and 45 years, should be able to 

opt for surrogacy, it said. 

 It has suggested deleting the definition of ‗infertility‘ as the inability to conceive after five years of 

unprotected intercourse on the ground that it was too long a period for a couple to wait for a child. 

 Also suggested is, increasing insurance cover for the surrogate mother from the 16 months proposed in 

the Bill to 36 months. 

 Prohibition of Commercial Surrogacy: The bill puts a complete ban on commercial surrogacy. It 

also bans surrogacy for producing children for sale, prostitution and other forms of exploitation. 

 Permitted Purposes of Surrogacy: It allows altruistic surrogacy for intending couples who have 

proven infertility. 

 Eligibility criteria for intending couple: An intending couple should have a ―certificate of 

essentiality‖ issued by the appropriate authority upon fulfilling the following criteria: 

 Indian citizenship and married for at least 5 years 

 Aged between 23 to 50 years old (wife) and 26 to 55 years old (husband) 

 should not have any surviving child (biological, adopted or surrogate) {Exception: a child who is 

mentally or physically challenged or suffers from life-threatening disorder or fatal illness} 

 Eligibility Criteria for surrogate mother: 

 A close relative of the intending couple 

  Married; having a child of her own 

 Aged 25-35 years 

 A surrogate only once in her lifetime 

 Possess a certificate of medical and psychological fitness for surrogacy 

 Formation of National and State Surrogacy Boards: It proposes to regulate surrogacy in India by 

establishing a National Surrogacy Board at the central level and state surrogacy boards and 

appropriate authorities in the state and Union Territories. 

 Parentage of the surrogate child: It states that any child born out of a surrogacy procedure shall be 

the biological child of the intending couple. Also, the child will be entitled to all rights and privileges 

that are available to a natural child 

 Abortion of Surrogate Child: It states that in case of abortion of the surrogate child, written consent 

of the surrogate mother is mandatory. Also, there must be an authorization from appropriate 

authorities, in compliance with the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971. 

 Offenses and Penalties: Any form of monetary transactions in the name of surrogacy has been made 

a criminal offense. It imposes a fine of up to Rs. 10 lakh and imprisonment of up to 10 years for the 

following offenses: 

 Advertisement of the act of commercial surrogacy. 

 The exploitation of the surrogate mother. 

 Exploiting or abandoning the surrogate child. 

 Sale and Import gametes or human embryos. 
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 Meanwhile, in order to protect the interests of the child born through surrogacy, the Committee 

recommended that the order regarding the parentage and custody of the child, issued by a Magistrate, 

shall be the birth affidavit for the surrogate child. 

 As a general recommendation, the Select Committee said that the Assisted Reproductive Technologies 

(Regulation) Bill (ART), which is awaiting Cabinet approval, may be taken up before the Surrogacy 

(Regulation) Bill, since the ART Bill primarily deals with technical, scientific and medical aspects, 

including the storage of embryos, gametes, oocytes, etc. as contained in the Surrogacy Bill. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

PANEL TO CURB CHILD PORN 

Context : 

 A parliamentary panel has recommended a code of conduct for Internet service providers (ISPs) and 

strengthening the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights to curb child pornography. 

Background : 

 The report was prepared by an ad hoc committee set up by the Rajya Sabha and led by Congress MP 

Jairam Ramesh. 

 The report was tabled by Women and Child Development Minister. 

Key Recommendations : 

 Trace Originator or sender : 

 The report suggests that modifying the IT (Intermediary Guidelines) Rules 2011 to include the ability to 

trace the originator or sender of the message shared on end-to-end encryption platforms in cases where 

child sexual abuse content that has been shared has come to the attention of law enforcement agencies. 

 Mandatory applications to monitor children‘s access to pornographic content 

 Employing photo DNA to target profile pictures of groups with CSA 

 The report recommends a multi-pronged strategy detailing technological, institutional, social and 

educational as well as State-level measures. 

 Among its key recommendations is a code of conduct or a set of guidelines for ensuring child safety 

online. 

  It also added that intermediaries should be responsible for proactively identifying and removing such 

content and report it to Indian authorities. Intermediaries must report IP addresses, identities of all 

those searching or accessing child porn on the Internet. 

 The panel also stated that that gateway internet service providers must bear a significant liability to 

detect and block websites showing child sexual abuse content, and all search engines must ensure that 

such websites are blocked during the search and report any website to authorities. 

 The panel said intermediaries should be penalised if they fail to takedown child sexual abuse content 

within a specified timeframe. 

  It recommended adding a new section to punish those who provide pornography access to children 

and also those who access, produce or transmit child sexual abuse material.  

 It added that the IT Act must empower the union government through a designated authority to block 

all websites or intermediaries that carry child sexual abuse content. 

 It has also called for strengthening the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) 

so that it can serve as the nodal body for curbing child pornography. It is suggested that the 

capabilities required in the NCPCR should include technology, cyberpolicing and prosecution. 

 The panel said the law must be amended to prohibit websites from knowingly using a misleading 

internet domain name with the intent to deceive a minor into viewing material that is obscene or 

harmful. 

 The panel said all social media platforms to adhere to uniform benchmark practices in regulating and 

taking-down content. 

Concern : 

 Some of the recommendations are expected to lead to concerns over privacy and misuse. 

 It is believed that asking ISPs to report content in addition to blocking and filtering may not be practical. 
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 It is opined that the suggestion to break encryption could also just lead to traffic moving to different 

platforms. 

Way Forward : 

 There is a need to develop a victim-centric strategy instead of just focusing on prosecution. 

 Source:- The Hindu ; Economic Times 
 

RESERVATION IS NOT A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT 

Context : 

 In a major judgement, the Supreme Court has said that there is "no fundamental right which inheres in an 

individual to claim reservation in promotions", and also no court can order a state government to provide 

for reservation to SC/STs. 

Key Highlights of the SC Verdict : 

 In view of the law laid down by this Court, there is no doubt that the State Government is not bound to 

make reservations.  

 There is no fundamental right which inheres in an individual to claim reservation in promotions.  

 No mandamus can be issued by the Court directing the State Government to provide reservations." 

 The Supreme Court has observed that the State Government is not required to justify its decision to not 

give reservation in promotion on the basis of quantifiable data, showing that there is adequate 

representation of members of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in State services. 

 The apex court also observed that the inadequacy of representation of SC/STs is a matter within the 

subjective satisfaction of the State. 

  "The State can form its own opinion on the basis of the material it has in its possession already or it 

may gather such material through a Commission/Committee, person or authority.  

 All that is required is that there must be some material on the basis of which the opinion is formed," 

added the court. 

 Citing its Earlier  judgement, the bench said that Article 16(4) and 16(4-A) are enabling provisions and 

the collection of quantifiable data showing inadequacy of representation of Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes in public service is a "sine qua non for providing reservations in promotions." 

 Source:- Indian Express 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF WOMEN AND GIRLS IN SCIENCE 

Context : 

 February 11 was the International Day of Women and Girls in Science, established by the United 

Nations to promote equal access to and participation in science for women and girls. 

International Day of Women and Girls in Science  : 

 The International Day of Women and Girls in Science was started in 2015. 

 It is mainly implemented by UNESCO along with UN Women and several other organisations. 

 Aim:To recognize and promote the critical role women and girls play in science and technology. 

 Theme:Investment in Women and Girls in Science for Inclusive Green Growth. 

Key data and Facts - Women and Girls in Science: 

 According to a 2018 fact sheet prepared by UNESCO on women in science, just 28.8% of researchers are 

women. 

 It defines researchers as ―professionals engaged in the conception or creation of new knowledge‖. 

 In India, this drops to 13.9%. 

 Nobel Prize:Between 1901 and 2019,out of 334 Nobel Prizes only 20 have been won by 19 women.The 

double Laureate is Marie Curie. 

 Abel Prize:In 2019, the American mathematician Karen Uhlenbeck became the first woman to win the 

Abel Prize following 16 male mathematicians. 

 STEM:UNESCO data from 2014-16 show that only around 30% of female students select STEM 

(science, technology, engineering and mathematics)-related fields in higher education. 
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 India:A 2016-17 NITI Aayog report found that only 9.3% of female students in undergraduate courses 

were enrolled in engineering, compared to 15.6% across genders over the period of five years. 

 Source:- PIB; Indian Express 

SC/ST AMENDMENT ACT,2018 

Context : 

 In a notable judgment, the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutional validity of Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Amendment Act of 2018. 

 which was enacted to nullify the effects of the March 20, 2018 judgment of the SC which had diluted 

the provisions of the Act. 

Background:  

 In Subhash Kashinath Mahajan v. State of Maharashtra 2018, the Supreme Court had diluted the stringent 

provisions of SC/ST Act. 

 The court had ruled that preliminary sanction would be needed before charging officials under the SC/ST 

(Prevention of Atrocities) Act,1989.It had also allowed anticipatory bail. 

 Following this, the government filed a review petition in the Supreme Court and subsequently amended 

the 1989 Act through SC/ST Amendment Act,2018. 

Petitioner Contention : 

 The petitioner contended that the 2018 Amendment to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

(Prevention of Atrocities) Act of 1989 was liable to be struck down as being violative of Articles 14, 19 

and 21 and violative of the basic structure of the constitution. 

 By way of the Amendment, a new section 18A has been inserted in the Act of 1989, which does away 

with the court-imposed requirements(in 2018 judgment) of undertaking preliminary inquiry and of 

procuring approval prior to making an arrest.  

 It also restores the unconditional ban on the grant of anticipatory bail in the event of an offence under the 

Act. 

 Further, they contended he amendments were made out of "political pressure", and that the exclusion of 

the provision for anticipatory bail is arbitrary and unjust. 
  

 Source:- The Hindu 

BATTING FOR THE DOWNTRODDEN 

Context : 

 Recently, Supreme Court has ruled that quotas and reservations for promotions for government jobs are 

not a fundamental right, setting aside an Uttarakhand High Court order of 2012.  

 The top court has also said that States could not be forced to make such provisions without data showing 

imbalance in representation of certain communities in public service. 

Under Represtations : 

 According to a recent survey by academician Amit Thorat, up to 47% of respondents in the hill State 

admitted to practising untouchability. 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Amendment Act of 2018 : 

  It seeks to amend the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 

1989.  The Act prohibits the commission of offences against members of the Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribes and establishes special courts for the trial of such offences and the 

rehabilitation of victims.  

 Preliminary enquiry shall not be required for registration of a First Information Report against 

any person. 

 The arrest of a person accused of having committed an offence under the Act would not require 

any approval. 

 The provisions of Section 438 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which deals with anticipatory 

bail shall not apply to a case under this Act, notwithstanding any judgment or order of any Court. 
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 More than half the forward caste people confessed to practising untouchability. Further, nearly 68% 

Brahmins in rural and 77% Brahmins in urban areas of the State admitted to the practice. 

 The Court while passing its order remained silent on the sources of under-representation: namely data on 

caste discrimination in public employment and other spheres. 

 The Court to be aware about the under-representation of Dalits in ownership of land and enterprise, 

literacy, and access to civic rights, and their over-representation in poverty, malnutrition, and social 

isolation and atrocities. 

Widespread discrimination 

 The Scheduled Castes (SCs) suffer from low ownership of capital assets, illiteracy, and lack of access to 

civil rights. 

 Ownership of Capital asset : 

  In 2013, of the total wealth in the country, the share of SCs was only 5% in rural areas against their 

population share of almost 17%. 

  In terms of their share in agricultural land, it was only 5% while in building assets it was 8%. On the 

other hand, the high castes owned 39% of total natural wealth — 41% land and 39% building assets. 

  In urban areas, SCs own only 4% of total wealth: 6% land and 2.6% of buildings as against 45% of 

land and 76% of buildings by high caste, much in excess of their population share of about 21%. 

 Enrolment Rate in Higher education : 

 In 2015, the enrolment rate in higher education was 20% for SCs compared to 43% for higher castes. 

 Besides the massive backlog in government services, these are spheres where SCs are grossly under-

represented. 

 Lack of access to civil Rights : 

 They are over-represented in wage labour, poverty and malnutrition. In 2014-15, almost half of Dalits 

depended on casual wage labour when compared to 11% of high castes.  

 In 2012 about a third were poor, compared to 11% for high castes.  

 Most importantly, caste discrimination and untouchability continue to be practised widely despite 

anti-discriminatory laws.  

 Between 2001 and 2013, SCs had registered about 54,257 cases of atrocities or 4,174 cases annually. 

This is just the proverbial tip of the iceberg. 

 Key Facts and Datas from Primary Studies and NSS : 

 Primary studies show extensive discrimination in employment, farming, enterprise/business against 

SCs. 

 Based on NSS data, these studies indicate that in 2017-18, of the differences in access to employment 

between SCs and high caste, about 71% was due to discrimination in hiring.  

 Findings of another primary survey in 2013 in rural India show that SC entrepreneurs in grocery, 

eatery, and transport services faced discrimination, with the high castes reluctant to avail of their 

goods and services. Many SC farmers admit that they face discrimination in the buying of inputs and 

sale of outputs. 

Slavery : 

 A lesser known fact shown in recent studies such as that of P. Sanal Mohan in Modernity of Slavery: 

Struggles Against Caste Inequality in Colonial Kerala is that about untouchables being a slave caste.  

 Hindu slavery goes back to at least 600 BC.  

 Manu recognised slavery in 200 BC; it continued to be practised for about 2,500 years before it was 

banned by the British in 1843.  

 A significant fact is that untouchables were recognised as slave caste wholly in the service of high 

caste. 

 Empirical evidence from Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala suggests 

that Hindu kings implemented the Brahminical theory of untouchables as slave caste for thousands of 

years. 
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 The entire agrarian economy was based on the exploitative slave labour of untouchables. Slavery is 

long gone but its legacy persists in the form of bonded, attached and forced labour of Dalits in many 

parts of the country. 

Way Forward : 

 Unaccountability and caste slavery have completely crippled Dalits. They remain asset-less, illiterate and 

socially isolated with overt residential segregation in rural areas, and subtly in urban areas. Therefore, the 

reservation policy is necessary as a safeguard against discrimination and to secure their fair share. 

 Schedule caste require most is ―adequate compensation or reparation‖ for traditional denial of rights to 

property and education, and slave labour. 

 The affirmative action policies similar to reservation mainly provide protection against discrimination and 

ensure a fair share of benefits in the ―present‖, but this is a weak remedy to deal with the consequences of 

―past‖ exclusion. 

 Dalits need to be given adequate land, enterprises, and funds for education as compensation.  

 The rationale behind ensuring compensation is the enrichment of the higher castes at the cost of the 

impoverishment of Dalits through under-payment of wages to slave labour and denial of rights to 

land, enterprises, and education. 

Source:- The Hindu 

WHY NO ACTION ON PLEAS ON T.N. MLAS DISQUALIFICATION, ASKS SC 

Context : 

 The Supreme Court has questioned the Tamil Nadu Speaker‘s inaction with respect to the disqualification 

petitions filed under the Tenth Schedule (anti-defection law) against Deputy Chief Minister O. 

Panneerselvam and 10 other AIADMK MLAs for voting against the confidence motion moved by Chief 

Minister Edappadi Palaniswami in February 2017. 

Background : 

 Tenth Schedule petitions were filed against Mr. Panneerselvam and the 10 other MLAs, for defying the 

party whip on March 20, 2017. 

 However, before the Speaker could proceed, the ECI recognised Mr. Panneerselvam‘s faction as a 

―separate group‖. 

 Subsequently, the Panneerselvam and the Palaniswami (OPS-EPS) factions merged. 

 In November 2017, the ECI declared the duo as the leaders of the AIADMK. 

 Meanwhile, the DMK approached the High Court for the disqualification of the 11 MLAs. The writ 

petitions were dismissed, following which the DMK moved the Supreme Court in May 2018. 

Earlier  verdict of  SC on Anti defection Law : 

● In  January 2020 judgment of a three-judge Supreme Court Bench led by Justice Rohinton Nariman that 

directed Speakers to decide anti-defection law petitions within a maximum of three months. 

● A 2007 judgment by a Constitution Bench in Rajender Singh Rana case had laid down that the ―failure of 

the Speaker to exercise his jurisdiction will attract judicial review‖. 

 The Rana judgment has been highlighted and reiterated in the January 2020 verdict authored by 

Justice Nariman as the head of a three-judge Bench. 
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  Source:- The Hindu 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre 

and States and the performance of these schemes 
 

H MUKHYAMANTRI PARIVARTAN YOJNA 

Context : 

 The Haryana Chief Minister has launched the Mukhyamantri Parivar Samridhi Yojna. 

Mukhyamantri Parivar Samridhi Yojna : 

 Aim :To provide social security benefits to eligible families of the state through annual financial 

assistance. 

Key Features : 

 Under the scheme,financial assistance of Rs 6000 will be provided to those families in the State whose 

annual income is upto Rs 1.80 lakh and land holding is less than 5 acres. 

ANTI-DEFECTION LAW : 

 The 10th Schedule of the Indian Constitution (which talks about the anti-defection law) is designed to 

prevent the mischief or evil of political defections prompted by the lure of office or material benefits 

or other like considerations. The Anti-defection law was passed by parliament in 1985 and reinforced 

in 2002. 

 The 10th Schedule of the Indian Constitution popularly referred to as the ‗Anti-Defection Law‘ 

was inserted by the 52nd Amendment (1985) to the Constitution. 

 ‗Defection‘ has been defined as, ―To abandon a position or association, often to join an opposing 

group‖.  

 The anti-defection law was enacted to ensure that a party member does not violate the mandate of 

the party and in case he does so, he will be disqualified from participating in the election. 

 The aim of Anti-Defection Law is to prevent MPs from switching political parties for any personal 

motive. 

Provisions : 

The Tenth Schedule includes the following provisions with regard to the disqualification of MPs and MLAs on 

the ground of defection: 

Grounds for disqualification: 

 If an elected member gives up his membership of a political party voluntarily  

 If he votes or abstains from voting in such House, contrary to any direction issued by his political 

party.  

 If any member who is independently elected joins any party.  

 If any nominated member joins any political party after the end of 6 months. 

 The decision on disqualification questions on the ground of defection is referred to the Speaker or the 

Chairman of the House, and his/her decision is final.  

 All proceedings in relation to disqualification under this Schedule are considered to be proceedings in 

Parliament or the Legislature of a state as is the case. 

Exceptions under the Anti Defection law: 

 In the situation where two-thirds of the legislators of a political party decide to merge into another 

party, neither the members who decide to merge, nor the ones who stay with the original party will 

face disqualification.  

 A split in a political party won‘t be considered a defection if a complete political party merges with 

another political party.  

 Any person elected as chairman or speaker can resign from his party, and rejoin the party if he 

demitted that post.  

 Earlier, the law allowed parties to be split, but at present, this has been outlawed. 
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 The part of the money paid under this scheme will be utilised to pay the premiums of various social 

security and insurance schemes run by the central and state governments. 

 Parivar Pehchan Patra is necessary to avail benefit under this scheme. 

 The amount would be transferred into the bank accounts of these families in two equal installments of Rs 

2000 each, (total of Rs 4000) today while the third installment of Rs 2000 would be transferred in the 

month of March. 

 Source:- Economic Times 

WE THINK DIGITAL 

Context : 

 Facebook has launched the programme ‗We Think Digital‘ programme‖ for women in Uttar Pradesh. 

More about the programme : 

 The programme has been launched by Facebook in partnership with the National Commission for 

Women(NCW) and Cyber Peace Foundation. 

 Aim: To provide digital literacy training addressing issues around privacy, safety and misinformation to 

one lakh women across seven states throughout the year. 

 The programme will start with the state of Uttar Pradesh and expand to other states including Assam, 

West Bengal Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Jharkhand and Bihar. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

AYUSHMAN BHARAT 

Context : 

 The Government of India has launched a School Health Programme under Ayushman Bharat-Health & 

Wellness Centres. 

School Health Programme : 

 Aim: To foster the growth, development and educational achievement of school going children by 

promoting their health and well-being. 

 Ministry: It has been jointly rolled out by the Ministries of Health & Family Welfare and Human 

Resource Development. 

 The initiative will also be effectively linked with other government initiatives such as the Fit India 

movement, Eat Right campaign. 

Key Features : 

 Under the initiative, two teachers will be selected as Health and wellness ambassadors in public schools 

to raise awareness about preventive health aspects. These ambassadors will receive support from class 

monitors, who will serve as Health and Wellness Messengers. 

 The health and wellness ambassadors will spread awareness regarding preventive health by organising 

culturally sensitive activity sessions for one hour every week for 24 weeks in a year to promote joyful 

learning. 

 The ambassadors will be trained by the National Resource Group that was constituted by the National 

Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT). 

 The first phase of implementation will be in all the public upper primary, secondary and senior secondary 

schools of aspirational districts. Subsequently, remaining districts will be taken up in the second year 
  

Ayushman Bharat: 

 Ayushman Bharat - Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (AB-PMJAY) is a Centrally Sponsored 

Scheme having central sector component under Ayushman Bharat Mission anchored in the 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW).  

 It is an umbrella of two major health initiatives, namely Health and wellness Centres and National  

Health Protection Scheme. 

 Aim: To provide universal health care to the poor, needy and vulnerable sections of the country. It 

covers both prevention and health promotion. 
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 Source:- Livemint 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of 

business, powers & privileges and issues arising out of these. 

UNPARLIAMENTARY  

Context : 

 Recently, the heated exchanges in Parliament have brought back the questions around unparliamentary 

speech and conduct in the Parliament. 

Parliamentary privileges: 

 Parliamentary privileges are certain rights and immunities enjoyed by members of Parliament, 

individually and collectively so that they can effectively discharge their functions. 

 The Constitution under Article 105 mentions two types of privileges  namely the freedom of speech in 

Parliament and right of publication of its proceedings. 

 Article 105(2) says that no Member of Parliament shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in 

respect of anything said or any vote given by him in Parliament or any committee thereof. 

 However, whatever an MP says is subject to the discipline of the Rules of Procedure, good sense of 

Members and the control of proceedings by the Speaker. 

 These checks ensure that MPs cannot use ―defamatory or indecent or undignified or unparliamentary 

words‖ inside the House. 

Unparliamentary expressions : 

 There are phrases and words, literally in thousands, both in English and in other Indian languages, that are 

―unparliamentary‖. The Presiding Officers — Speaker of Lok Sabha and Chairperson of Rajya Sabha — 

have the job of keeping these bad words out of Parliament‘s records. 

 The list contains several words and expressions that would probably be considered rude or offensive in 

most cultures; however, it also has stuff that is likely to be thought of as being fairly harmless or 

innocuous. 

 The state legislatures too are guided mainly by the same book, which also draws heavily from 

unparliamentary words and phrases used in the Vidhan Sabhas and Vidhan Parishads of India. 

Rules of Procedure on Unparliamentary speech: 

 Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business have been formulated under Article 118 of the Constitution 

wherein each House of Parliament  is required to make rules for regulating its procedure and conduct of 

business. 

 Rule 380 of the rules says that if the Speaker is of opinion that words used in debate are defamatory or 

unparliamentary, the Speaker may order that such words be expunged from the proceedings of the House. 

 Rule 381 says that the portion of the proceedings of the House so expunged shall be marked by asterisks 

and an explanatory footnote shall be inserted in the proceedings as expunged as ordered by the Chair. 

 Source:- Indian Express 
 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features, 

amendments, significant provisions and basic structure. 

VOTING RIGHTS FOR PRISONERS 

Context : 

 The Delhi high court has dismissed a PIL seeking voting rights for prisoners, noting that the right to cast 

vote was neither a fundamental right nor a common law right and was only provided by a statute. 

Background : 

 The three law students contended in their plea that a blanket ban on the prisoners‘ right to vote was a 

violation of the spirit and soul enshrined in the Constitution and the basic principle of equality. 

 They challenged the constitutionality of Section 62(5) of the RP Act, which deprives prisoners of their 

right to vote. 

 Section 62(5) says that no person shall vote at any election if he is confined in a prison whether under 

a sentence of imprisonment or transportation or otherwise, or is in the lawful custody of the police. 

 However, this restriction does not apply to a person subjected to any kind of preventive detention. 
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More about the judgement :  

 The right to vote was neither a fundamental right nor a common law right and was only provided by a 

statute.  

 The right to vote provided under the act was subject to restrictions imposed by the law, which does not 

allow prisoners to cast votes from jails. 

 The court also referred to a 1997 judgment of the apex court which had upheld Section 62(5) of the 

Representation of People Act. 

Why should prisoners be given the right to vote? 

 The distinction needs to be made between those charged with heinous crimes like murder with that of 

minor offences including theft.  

 All prisoners including under-trials and those in custody should not be denied the right to vote as their 

crimes have not been proven. 

Voting rights of prisoners all over the world: 

 In most countries around the world, the restrictions on prisoners right to vote is restricted to convicts 

while those undergoing trial and detainees are eligible.  

 There are some countries like Australia and Germany, the voting rights are based on the type of offence 

or the length of sentence of the prisoner. 

 Source:- The Hindu ; Times of India  

THE NINTH SCHEDULE OF THE CONSTITUTION 

Context : 

 Recently, a Lok Sabha member has said that reservation should be put under the Ninth Schedule of the 

Constitution.  

 This comments came days after the Supreme Court ruled that reservation in the matter of promotions 

in public posts was not a fundamental right, and that a state cannot be compelled to offer quota if it 

chooses not to. 

Ninth Schedule of the Constitution : 

 The Ninth Schedule contains a list of central and state laws which cannot be challenged in courts.  

 Currently, 284 such laws are shielded from judicial review. 

 The Schedule was added to the Constitution by the First Amendment in 1951 along with Article 31-B 

with a view to provide a protective umbrella to land reforms laws to save them from being challenged in 

courts on the ground of violation of fundamental rights. 

 Article 31B says that no legislation or provision of any law in the Ninth Schedule shall be deemed to 

be void by the court of law for being inconsistent with or takes away or abridges any of the 

Fundamental Rights. 

Supreme Court verdict on Ninth Schedule:  

 IR Coelho versus State of Tamil Nadu : 

 This case is famously known as the Ninth Schedule case due of the politics involved and the 

exhaustive discussions on the validity of the Article 31 (b) of our Indian Constitution. 

 The SC upheld the validity of Article 31-B and Parliament‘s power to place a particular law in the 

Ninth Schedule. 

 But it said laws placed in the Ninth Schedule are open to judicial scrutiny and that such laws do not 

enjoy a blanket protection. 

 It laid down a dual test to examine the validity of a law placed in the Ninth Schedule. Whether it 

violates any fundamental right and if yes whether the violation also damages or destroys the basic 

structure. If the answer to both the questions is in the affirmative, then only a law placed in the Ninth 

Schedule can be declared unconstitutional. 
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Basic Structure of the Constitution: 

 The idea of basic structure was originally suggested by Justice M Hidayatullah & Justice J R 

Mudholkar in Sajjan Singh (1965).  

 It has been borrowed from Germany. 

 In Kesavananda Bharati (1973), the Supreme Court held that Parliament can amend the 

Constitution but does not have power to destroy it — no amendment can change its ―basic 

structure‖. The court said that under Article 368, something must remain of the original Constitution 

that the new amendment would amend. 

 However, the court did not define what basic structure is, and only listed a few principles — 

federalism, secularism, democracy — as being part of basic structure.  

 Since then, the court has been adding new features to the concept of basic structure. In 

subsequent years, courts extended the doctrine even to ordinary legislation and executive actions. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

DISSENTER NOT ANTI-NATIONAL, SAYS SC JUDGE 

Context : 

 Supreme Court Judge Justice Deepak Gupta said that right to dissent is essential for democracy and 

criticism of the executive, judiciary, bureaucracy and the Armed Forces cannot be termed "anti-national". 

Right To Dissent  is part of Right to Life : 

 The right to dissent is the "biggest" and "most important right" granted by the Constitution and it includes 

the right to criticise. 

 "There can be no democracy without dissent." 

 Right to dissent and right to question is not only an inherent part of democracy, it is also the inherent 

party of right to life itself. 

 Justice Gupta said that as long as a person does not break the law or encourage strife, he has a right to 

differ from every other citizen as also those in power, and propagate his belief. 

 "Criticism of the executive, the judiciary, the bureaucracy or the Armed Forces cannot be termed "anti-

national". 

 dissenting views must be expressed in a "peaceful manner" and citizens have a right to get together and 

protest when they feel that actions taken by the government are not proper. 

Significance of Dissent : 

 If a country has to grow in a holistic manner where not only the economic rights but also the civil rights 

of the citizen are to be protected, dissent and disagreement have to be permitted, and in fact, should be 

encouraged 

Dissent in judgments : 

 Many at times, the dissenting judgment goes on to become the future law. 

 The dissent of Justice Fazal Ali in A K Gopalan case, which was later accepted in Maneka 

Gandhi case. 

 Second important dissent in Justice Subba Rao's dissent in Kharak Singh stating that right to 

privacy was a fundamental right. This view was later accepted many years later. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

HATE SPEECH 

Context : 

 The Delhi High Court asked the police to take a ―conscious decision‖ on registering FIRs against the 

three BJP leaders accused of making hate speeches.  

Hate Speech : 

 Hate Speech has not been defined in any of the laws of the country, only prohibitions for using certain 

forms of speeches and expressions are stated. In the 267th Report of the Law Commission of India, hate 

speech is stated as "an incitement to hatred primarily against a group of persons defined in terms of 

race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religious belief and the like. 
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 In other words, it means that hate speech is "any word written or spoken, signs, visible representations 

within the hearing or sight of a person with the intention to cause fear or alarm, or incitement to 

violence."  

 One of the greatest challenges is not to exercise the principle of autonomy and free speech principle that 

are detrimental to any section of society. Free speech is necessary to promote a plurality of opinions 

where hate speech becomes an exception to Article 19(1) (a). 

Legislations Around Hate speech:  

 Indian Penal Code, 1860 : 

 Section 124A IPC penalises sedition 

 Section 153A IPC penalises ‗promotion of enmity between different groups on grounds of religion, 

race, place of birth, residence, language, etc., and doing acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony‘.  

 Section 298 IPC penalises ‗uttering, words, etc., with deliberate intent to wound the religious feelings 

of any person‘.  Section 505(1) and (2) IPC penalises publication or circulation of any statement, 

rumour or report causing public mischief and enmity, hatred or ill-will between classes.  

 Representation of The People Act, 1951 

 Section 8 disqualifies a person from contesting election if he is convicted for indulging in acts 

amounting to illegitimate use of freedom of speech and expression.   

 Section 123(3A) and section 125 prohibits promotion of enmity on grounds of religion, race, caste, 

community or language in connection with election as a corrupt electoral practice and prohibits it. 

  Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955 : 

 Section 7 penalises incitement to, and encouragement of untouchability through words, either spoken 

or written, or by signs or by visible representations or otherwise  

Hate Speech Jurisprudence in India  : 

 Supreme Court in Brij Bhushan v. State of Delhi : 

  Hate speech can be curtailed under article 19(2) on the grounds of public order, incitement to 

offence and security of the State.  

 The Supreme Court opined that public order was allied to the public safety and considered 

equivalent to security of the State.  

 Ram Manohar Lohiya v. State of Bihar : 

  Supreme Court distinguished law and order, public order and security of State from each other 

 The standard applied for restricting article 19(1)(a) is the highest when imposed in the interest of 

security of the State. Also, a reasonable restriction under article 19(2) implies that the relation 

between restriction and public order has to be proximate and direct as opposed to a remote or 

fanciful connection 

  Shreya Singhal v. Union of India : 

 Issues were raised about Section 66A of the Information Technology Act, 2000 relating to the 

fundamental right of free speech and expression guaranteed by Article 19(1) (a) of the Constitution, 

where the Court differentiated between discussion, advocacy, and incitement and held that the first 

two were the essence of Article 19(1). 

 Source:- The Hindu    

DELIMITATION OF ASSEMBLY SEATS IN J&K 

Context : 

 The Central Government has begun the process of delimitation of Assembly constituencies in Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

Delimitation: 

 Delimitation is the act of redrawing boundaries of Lok Sabha and state Assembly seats to represent 

changes in population.  

 The main objective of delimitation is to provide equal representation to equal segments of a population.  

Process of Delimitation: 

 Under Article 82, the Parliament enacts a Delimitation Act after every Census. 
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 Once the Act is in force, the Union government sets up a Delimitation Commission. 

 The Delimitation commission was constituted in 1952, 1963, 1973 under their respective acts. 

 In 1976, the 42nd Constitutional Amendment was used to stop the delimitation process until 2001. 

 In 2002, based on the 2001 Census delimitation commission was setup to readjust the boundaries of 

existing Lok Sabha and Assembly seats and reworking the number of reserved seats. 

 Further, In 2002,the 84th Constitutional Amendment was used to freeze the delimitation process till at 

least 2026. 
 

Delimitation commission: 

 The Delimitation Commission is appointed by the President of India and works in collaboration with 

the Election Commission of India. 

 The commission is made up of a retired Supreme Court judge, the Chief Election Commissioner and the 

respective State Election Commissioners. 

 The commission is mandated to  

 determine the number and boundaries of constituencies to make the population of all constituencies 

nearly equal and  

 identify seats reserved for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, wherever their population is 

relatively large. 

 The constitution mandates that the orders of commission are final and cannot be questioned before any 

court as it would hold up an election indefinitely. 

 Source:- Times Of India 

DELIMITATION IN NE STATES 

Context : 

 President of India cleared the decks for resumption of the delimitation exercise to redraw the boundaries 

of assembly and Lok Sabha constituencies in Assam, which was put on hold in 2008 after situation in the 

state was reported to be not conducive because there was serious threat to the peace and public order. 

Background : 

 The delimitation exercise to readjust the division of each State and Union territory into territorial 

constituencies for the purpose of elections to the Lok Sabha and to the State Legislative Assemblies on 

the basis of 2001 census figures was completed by November 26, 2008. 

 However, this exercise under aegis of the Delimitation Commission, was postponed in Assam, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Manipur and Nagaland on apprehension of threat to the peace and public order. 
  

Source:- The Hindu 
 

GS PAPER - 02 GOVERNANCE - Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and 

responsibilities of various Constitutional Bodies. 

CHIEF VIGILANCE COMMISSIONER(CVC) 

Context : 

 The Prime Minister led panel has appointed Sanjay Kothari as the next Chief Vigilance 

Commissioner(CVC). 

Central Vigilance Commission : 

 The Central Vigilance Commission is the apex vigilance institution set up by the Government in 1964 on 

the recommendations Shri K. Santhanam committee, 

 It was accorded the status of independent statutory authority through the Central Vigilance Commission 

Act,2003. 

 It is an independent body which is only responsible to the Parliament. 

Composition : 

 It is a multi-member Commission consisting of a Central Vigilance Commissioner(Chairperson) and not 

more than 2 Vigilance Commissioners(Member). 
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 They are appointed by the President on the recommendations of a Committee consisting of the Prime 

Minister (Chairperson), the Minister of Home Affairs (Member) and the Leader of the Opposition in the 

House of the People (Member). 

 The term of office is 4 years or 65 years whichever is earlier. 

Removal : 

 The CVC or vigilance commissioners can be removed from the office by the President on the grounds of 

proved misbehavior or incapacity but only after the Supreme Court has held an inquiry into his case and 

recommended action against him. 

 Source:- PIB; Livemint 
 

GS PAPER - 0 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - India and its neighborhood- relations. Bilateral, regional 

and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India's interests 

PAKISTAN RETAINED ON GREY LIST OF FATF 

Context : 

 Pakistan fails to check terror funding, retained on 'Grey List' of FATF. 

Background : 

 Pakistan has been under the FATF‘s scanner since 2018, when it was put on the greylist for terror 

financing and money laundering risks, after an assessment of its financial system and law enforcement 

mechanisms. 

More in the news : 

 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) gave an extension of four months to Pakistan to act against 

organisations involved in terror financing. 

 The task force said ―All deadlines given to Pakistan to check terror funding ended, it failed to complete its 

action plan in line with an agreed timeline and failed to check terror funding risks emanating from its 

jurisdiction. 

 The FATF strongly urges Pakistan to swiftly complete its full action plan by June 2020. 

 If Pakistan fails to comply with the FATF directive, there is every possibility that the global body may put 

the country in the ''Black List'' along with North Korea and Iran 
  

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)  : 

 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental body established in 1989 on the 

initiative of the G7.  

 The objectives of the FATF are to set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, 

regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other 

related threats to the integrity of the international financial system. 

 The FATF is therefore a ―policy-making body‖ which works to generate the necessary 

political will to bring about national legislative and regulatory reforms in these areas 

 The FATF has developed a series of Recommendations that are recognised as the international 

standard for combating of money laundering and the financing of terrorism and proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction.  

 Functions : 

 The FATF monitors the progress of its members in implementing necessary measures, 

reviews money laundering and terrorist financing techniques and counter-measures, and 

promotes the adoption and implementation of appropriate measures globally.  

 In collaboration with other international stakeholders, the FATF works to identify national-

level vulnerabilities with the aim of protecting the international financial system from misuse. 

FATF listing : 

 FATF Grey list : 

 Countries that are considered safe haven for supporting terror funding and money laundering 

are put in the FATF grey list. This inclusion serves as a warning to the country that it may 

enter the blacklist. 
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  FATF Black List : 

 The FATF blacklist has been issued by the Financial Action Task Force since 2000 and lists 

countries which it judges to be non-cooperative in the global fight against money laundering 

and terror funding. 

 The ―black list‖ also refers to countries for who there has been a ―call to action‖ or strict 

banking and international finance sanctions 

 

Impact on Pakistan : 

 By remaining on the ―Grey List‖, it would be difficult for Pakistan to get financial aid from the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and European Union, making its financial condition 

more precarious. 

  Source:- Business Standard 

MALDIVES REJOINS COMMONWEALTH  

Context : 

 The Maldives re-joined the Commonwealth, more than three years after the Indian Ocean island nation 

quit amid mounting criticism of its human rights. 

Background : 

 Maldivian President Mohamed Nasheed‘s controversial ouster in 2012 and the country‘s lack of progress 

in resolving the political crisis during former President Abdulla Yameen‘s presidency, whose 

authoritarian slant sparked concern domestically and internationally had seen the Commonwealth group 

warning Maldives. 

 In 2016, the Maldives pulled out of the Commonwealth. 

 President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih‘s victory in the 2018 presidential elections and efforts to restore 

democracy, followed by the letter to the Commonwealth, requesting to re-join the bloc have culminated in 

the Maldives rejoining the bloc. 

More in the news : 

 Maldives has been formally reinstated into the Commonwealth as its 54th member state. 

 The Government of India has welcomed the development. India has vowed to work closely with Maldives 

on shared Commonwealth goals like development, democracy and peace. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 

BEIJING PLATFORM FOR ACTION 

Context : 

 To mark 25 years of the adoption of the Beijing Platform for Action, Ministry of Women & Child 

Development(MWCD) has organized a National Consultation on the Review of Beijing+25. 

 The aim of the consultation was to bring together civil society and the women and youth of India, 

gender equality advocates from all walks of life, in a national public conversation on the urgent 

actions that need to be taken for the realization of gender equality. 

Beijing Platform for Action: 

 The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, adopted at the UN‘s Fourth World Conference on 

Women (Beijing, China, 1995), is an agenda for women‘s empowerment.  

 It aims at removing all the obstacles to women‘s active participation in all spheres of public and private 

life through ensuring women a full and equal share in economic, social, cultural and political decision-

making.  

 This means that the principle of shared power and responsibility should be established between women 

and men at home, in the workplace, and in the wider national and international communities. 

 The Declaration and Platform for Action affirm that equality between women and men is a matter of 

human rights and a condition for social justice. It is also a necessary and fundamental prerequisite for 

equality, development and peace.  

  Twelve critical areas of concern for women globally: 

 Women and poverty 
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 Education and training of women 

 Women and health 

 Violence against women 

 Women and armed conflict 

 Women and the economy 

 Women in power and decision-making 

 Institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women 

 Human rights of women 

 Women and the media 

 Women and the environment 

 The girl-child 

 Source:- PIB 
  

BREXIT 

Context : 

 Britain has officially left the European Union (EU) and has become the first country to leave the 28-

member bloc. 

Background : 

 Britain had previously resisted many EU projects over the years. It had refused to join the single currency 

or the Schengen free travel area arrangements. 

 The 2016 referendum vote had voted in favour of Brexit, triggering deep bitterness and division within 

Britain. 

 It led to political chaos in London, paralyzing parliament and renewed calls for independence from 

Scotland. 

 The UK faced a lot of challenges in materialising this move finally. 

 It is a notable change for the UK although nothing will change immediately because of the 11-month 

transition period negotiated as part of an EU-UK exit deal, 2019. 

 The UK will be able to work in and trade freely with EU nations and vice versa until December 31, 2020. 

However, it will no longer be represented in the EU's institutions. 

 From 2021, the UK and EU will enter a new relationship possibly underpinned by a free trade deal. 

EU-UK Exit Deal: 

 This agreement sets out the exact terms of the UK and EU relationship immediately after exit but it is not 

clear, on what terms the UK and EU‘s future relationship will be. 

 A key part of the withdrawal agreement was, there would be a transition period, until the end of 2020. 

 The transitional arrangement is designed to make the separation process smoother and it covers subjects 

like trade, law, and immigration. 

 It will give them more time to iron out all the details of their future relationship including a 

possible free trade deal. 

 During the transition, the UK will be officially out of the EU and not be represented on EU bodies but 

would still have the same obligations as an EU member. That includes remaining in the EU customs 

union and the single market, contributing to the EU‘s budget and following EU law. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

SYRIA‘S CIVIL WAR 

Context : 

 The Syrian government is backed by Russia and Iran in the operation to recapture Idlib, while some rebel 

factions within the province get support from Turkey. 

Why is Idlib strategically important? 

 The province in northwestern Syria that borders Turkey fell into rebel hands in 2015 at the height of the 

Syrian civil war.  
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 The Assad regime at that time was on the verge of defeat. Rebels and jihadists had captured huge swathes 

of the country from the regime, including parts of Aleppo, Hama, Homs, the outskirts of Damascus, the 

capital, and several towns in the south near the Jordan border. 

 In 2015, Idlib province was overtaken by opposition forces. 

 Now, Syrian government forces are attempting to capture the strategic M4 and M5 national highways that 

connect Idlib, Aleppo and Damascus, the capital of the country. 

 Idlib skirts the two national highways and lies between Aleppo in the north and Damascus in the south. 

It‘s proximity to the Turkish border makes Idlib strategically important to the Syrian government. 

 
Who controls Idlib now? 

 Since the province fell to opposition forces, there is no one group that controls Idlib, but rather, several 

separate factions. 

 International watchdogs say that the dominant faction in Idlib is the Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), a UN-

designated terrorist organization set up in 2017, with links to al-Qaeda. 

 Also operating in Idlib is the Turkey-backed Syrian National Army, an armed opposition group. 

 

Why did Syrian government forces target Idlib now? 

 In 2017, Russia and Turkey agreed to de-escalation in Idlib and the province remains one of the last out of 

the control of the Syrian government. 

 When Syrian government forces overtook three other de-escalation zones elsewhere in Syria, Turkey 

approached Russia in 2018 with a proposal to establish a demilitarized zone in Idlib, in what came to be 

known as the Sochi accord. 

 Turkey also proposed that it would disarm the Sunni militant group Hayat Tahrir al-Sham and remove it 

from the area, and agreed to reopen the crucial M4 and M5 highways. 

 However, the situation escalated when Turkey failed to deal with Hayat Tahrir al-Sham according to the 

terms of the proposal with Russia. 

 Months of fighting followed, devastating towns and displacing thousands of people. Syrian government 

forces also recaptured the M4 and M5 highways. Idlib‘s strategic location has also made it a target for 

Syrian government forces. 

Why is Turkey protesting? 

There are largely two aspects to Turkey‘s strong opposition to the Syrian government‘s bid to take Idlib.  

 Humanitarian angle : 

 Turkey already hosts more than three million Syrian refugees. It always feared that an attack on Idlib 

would trigger another refugee exodus towards its borders.  

 The UN estimates that about one million people have already been displaced in Idlib over the past 

three months.  

 Turkey has now shut its border with the province. But the pressure on Turkey will mount to open the 

border if more and more displaced people move towards it 
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 Strategic : 

 Turkey has made it clear that it wants the Syria-Turkish border to be controlled by pro-Turkish rebels, 

not by the Syrian government, nor by the Syrian Kurds.  

 It had launched a few military offensives in the past to carve out buffer zones on the border. 

  If the Syrian government recaptures Idlib, it will alter the balance of power in the border region, 

giving an upper hand to the Syrians, and of course, the Russians.  

 The pro-Turkish rebels will be weakened, which means Turkey‘s ability to manoeuvre in the Syrian 

conflict will be enfeebled.  

Source:- Indian Express 
 

EAST ASIA SUMMIT (EAS)  

Context : 

 The fourth East Asia Summit(EAS) Conference on Maritime Security Cooperation to be held in Chennai, 

Tamil Nadu. 

EAS conference on Maritime Security: 

 The EAS Maritime Security Conference has been organized by the Government of India since 2015. 

 The fourth conference is being organized by the Ministry of External Affairs(MEA) in partnership with 

the Governments of Australia and Indonesia. 

 The National Maritime Foundation (NMF) and the Research and Information System for Developing 

Countries (RIS) are the knowledge partners of the Conference. 

 The conference will deliberate upon maritime security cooperation under five thematic sessions namely  

  Holistic Maritime Security  

 Maritime Safety  

 Transition to a Regional Blue Economy  

 India‘s Indo-Pacific Oceans‘ Initiative and  

 Way Forward. 

East Asia Summit: 

 The East Asia Summit(EAS) was established in 2005.It is a forum of 18 countries. 

 The concept of an East Asia Grouping was first promoted in 1991 by then Malaysian Prime 

Minister, Mahathir bin Mohamad. 

 It comprises the ten member states of the ASEAN countries along with 8 members Australia, China, 

Japan, India, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Russia and the United States. 

 The first summit was held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 2005. 

 India is a founding member of the East Asia Summit. 

 Source:- AIR 
 

BLUE DOT NETWORK 

Context : 

 India may join the US-led Blue Dot Network(BDN) during the US President‘s visit to India. 

Blue Dot Network: 

 The BDN was formally announced on 4th November, 2019 at the Indo-Pacific Business Forum in 

Bangkok, Thailand.  

 It will be led by the US along with Japan and Australia. 

 It is a multi-stakeholder initiative to bring together governments, the private sector and civil society to 

promote high-quality, trusted standards for global infrastructure development. 

 It is expected to serve as a globally recognised evaluation and certification system for roads, ports and 

bridges with a focus on the Indo-Pacific region. 

 Infrastructure projects would be graded on debt, environmental standards, labour standards etc. 

 This system would apply to projects in any citizen-centric country where citizens would like to 

evaluate such projects. 
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 It seems to be planned as a direct counter to China‘s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). However, unlike 

the BRI, the BDN would not offer public funds or loans for the project. BDN will serve as a globally 

recognized seal of approval for major infrastructure projects, letting people know that projects are 

sustainable and not exploitative. 

 India has not joined China‘s BRI. 

 Till 2019, China‘s investment in BRI projects in various countries exceeds US$90 billion. Instead of 

trying to match China‘s scale of spending, the US through Blue Dot Network is arguing that the quality of 

investments in infrastructure is just as important as the quantity. 

 The new Blue Dot Network, therefore, is best seen as part of the U.S.A.'s strategy of trying to 

persuade developing countries in Asia-Pacific not rely on Chinese funds for infrastructure. 
  

Belt and Road Initiative 

 BRI is an ambitious project that focuses on connectivity and cooperation among multiple countries 

spread across the continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. 

 Initially announced in the year 2013, the project involves building networks of roadways, railways, 

maritime ports, power grids, oil and gas pipelines, and associated infrastructure projects. 

 The project covers two parts. 

 Silk Road Economic Belt: It is land-based and is expected to connect China with Central 

Asia, Eastern Europe, and Western Europe. 

 21st Century Maritime Silk Road: It is sea-based and is expected to connect China‘s 

southern coast to the Mediterranean, Africa, South-East Asia, and Central Asia. 
 

 Source:- The Hindu 

INDIA CENTRAL ASIA BUSINESS COUNCIL 

Context : 

 External Affairs Minister recently at India Central Asia Business council said that India would like to 

explore setting up air corridors between India and five Central Asian nations apart from Chabahar port. 
  

India Central Asia Business council : 

 The India Central Asia Business Council has brought together Indian businessmen and diplomats from 

five Central Asian countries: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. 

 The India Central Asia Business Council is being set up by the Federation of the Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry (FICCI). 

 The council decided to establish four working groups including on energy, agro and food processing, 

tourism and pharmaceuticals to present recommendations for ways to further boost trade. 

 

Proposed Air corridors : 

 The proposed air corridors — similar to what India established in 2018 with Afghanistan. 

 It would include regular cargo flights with special clearing and customs facilities to expedite the 

movement of goods, especially fresh fruit and other agricultural produce. 

Need of the air corridors : 

 Availability of air corridors can boost trade in perishable goods, agricultural and food products. 

 It is believed that it is a matter of concern that a lack of overland connectivity (a reference to barriers to 

transit trade through Pakistan) has kept the total trade between India and Central Asia quite low at 

approximately $2 billion per year. 

 Flying time from Delhi for most of the Central Asian destinations is two hours so it takes two months for 

containers sent overland from India to reach these places. 

Way Forward : 

 Apart from connectivity, visa procedures need to be streamlined further in order to grow services, 

especially medical tourism that brings hundreds of patients from Central Asia to India each year. 
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 Efforts are needed to further boost trade in energy, agro and food processing, tourism and 

pharmaceuticals. 
  

India‘s Chabahar port Project in Iran: 

 The port project will be the first overseas venture for an Indian state owned port. 

 India and Iran had in 2003 agreed to develop Chabahar port on the Gulf of Oman outside the Strait 

of Hormuz ,near Iran's border with Pakistan. 

 India is one of a handful of countries that continued trade links with Iran despite it being isolated by 

Western countries. 

 Port will cut transport costs/time for Indian goods by a third.  

 The port is likely to ramp up trade among India, Afghanistan and Iran in the wake of 

Pakistan denying transit access to New Delhi for trade with the two countries. 

 Chabahar will become the fulcrum of connectivity for Indian goods to reach Afghanistan and 

further north to Central Asian states, and for the landlocked Central Asia to find access to ocean 

through this port. 

 There hasn‘t been considerable progress on infrastructure on the ground.  The recent budget has 

proposed Rs.100 crore investment to develop the port. 

 Still most of the trade between Central Asia goes via Bandar Abbas in Iran, northern Europe or 

China.  

 

 Source:- The Hindu 

LUCKNOW DECLARATION  

Context : 

 India and 50 African countries have adopted the Lucknow Declaration at the first India – Africa Defence 

Minister‘s Conclave. 

Lucknow Declaration:  

 Peace and Security: 

 The countries have committed to continue their collaboration in the fields of peace and security 

including conflict prevention, resolution, management and peacebuilding. 

 Terrorism: 

 It condemned the growing threat of terrorism and acknowledge that it constitutes a major threat to 

peace and security in the region. 

 Maritime security: 

 It acknowledged the African Union(AU) vision for peace and security in Africa that coincides with 

India‘s vision of Security and Growth for all in the Region(SAGAR). 

 Defence: 

 It recalled India‘s contribution to defence and security in Africa through setting up of various Defence 

Academies in African countries. 

 AFINDEX: 

 It also appreciated the initiation of Africa India Field Training Exercises and agreed to further 

strengthen cooperation in defence preparedness and security.The first-ever AFINDEX was held in 

March 2019. 

African Union: 

 The African Union(AU) is a continental body consisting of the 55 member states that make up the 

countries of the African Continent. 

 It was officially launched in 2002 as a successor to the Organisation of African Unity. 

 It is headquartered in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

 The objective of union is to achieve greater unity and solidarity between and defend the sovereignty, 

territorial integrity and independence of its Member States. 

 The African Union‘s theme for 2020 is ―Silence The Guns: Creating conducive conditions for African 
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Development‖. 

 Source:- PIB; MEA 

BIMSTEC  

Context : 

 Recently, India hosted the first-ever BIMSTEC Conference on Combating Drug Trafficking in New 

Delhi.  

 It was organised by the Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB), India‘s federal agency for drug law 

enforcement. 

Drug Trafficking : 

 Drug trafficking is a global illicit trade involving the cultivation, manufacture, distribution and sale of 

substances which are subject to drug prohibition laws. 

 The UN's World Drug Report points out that over 5% of the global population between 15-64 years of 

age is addicted to narcotics and use of illicit drugs. 

 The BIMSTEC conference sought to provide an opportunity to all the member nations to deliberate on the 

increased threats posed by drug trafficking and the collective steps that were required to negate such 

threats. 

BIMSTEC and Drug - Trafficking : 

 Regional maritime connectivity and trade through the Bay of Bengal are imperative for the shared 

prosperity and economic growth of the entire BIMSTEC region. However, one of the most prominent of 

security challenges for the region is drug trafficking through sea. 

 It is thus very important for all countries to engage with each other to exchange ideas, policies and best 

practices in order to combat this menace. 

 In general, Asian countries are increasingly being affected by drug trafficking.  

 BIMSTEC, being the key link between South Asian and South East Asian nations, is one of the most 

effective platforms to tackle this global threat. 

India and Drug Trafficking : 

 India is a transit point for opiates produced illegally. 

 India is in the middle of two major illicit opium production regions in the world: 

 The Golden Crescent (Iran-Afghanistan-Pakistan) in the West. 

 The Golden Triangle (South-East Asia) in the East. 

 Manipur and Mizoram having borders with Myanmar and other coastal States are sensitive and may 

become a gateway for illicit drugs entering India. 

 To protect itself from the menace of drug trafficking, India has adopted a Zero Tolerance Policy towards 

all kinds of narcotics and psychotropic substances to realise its vision of a Drug-free India. 

 India has also started an e-portal for digitalisation of drug data to assist various drug enforcement 

agencies. 

Key Recommendations : 

 They envisaged a better intelligence/information sharing platform for the member Nations. 

 Focus should be laid on the rehabilitation measures and community partnership approach which will 

require best practices to be shared by the members 

 BIMSTEC Partner Nations will have to come together and work in a coordinated fashion to uproot the 

evils of the illicit drug trade and global terrorism by establishing infrastructure for training of drug 

enforcement officials, ensuring the interoperability of law enforcement agencies to take coordinated 

action for devising new strategies to prevent the use drugs 

 The scientific community needs to engage in research and invest more in the R&D sector. 

 Source:- PIB 
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INDIA AND PORTUGAL  

Context : 

 Indian and Portugal Prime Ministers have signed seven agreements to boost cooperation in a range of 

areas. 

More about the agreement : 

 The pacts provide for cooperation in areas of investment, transport, ports, culture and industrial and 

intellectual property rights.  

 They have also signed cooperation to promote Maritime Transport between the two countries for better 

operation of their merchant fleets. 

India-Portugal Relations:  

 The relations between India and Portugal began in 1947 after India‘s independence and diplomatic 

relations were established in 1949. 

 In 1974, India and Portugal signed a treaty recognising sovereignty of India over Goa, Daman & Diu and 

Dadra & Nagar Haveli. With this, the diplomatic relations were again re-established. 

 The India-Portugal Joint Commission on Economic Matters was instituted in 1977 and has met four times 

so far. 

 In 2017-18, bilateral trade reached a total value of USD 937 million. Indian exports stood at USD 747 

million and Portuguese exports at USD 190 million. The trade balance has consistently been in India‘s 

favour. 

 Further, Portugal has a large Indian origin diaspora with the community in Portugal estimated at around 

70,000 individuals. 

 Source:- PIB; Economic Times 
 

TRUMP IN INDIA 

Context : 

 Donald Trump‘s maiden visit to India marks the start of a new chapter in India-US ties. This relationship 

is the most important partnership of the 21st century. 

Key Highlights of the Visit : 

 

 Donald Trump‘s maiden visit to India marks the start of a new chapter in India-US ties. This relationship 

is the most important partnership of the 21st century. 

DefenseCooperation : 

 A defence deal of more than USD 3 billion under which India will buy US military equipment including 

MH-60R naval and AH-64E Apache helicopters. 

 ―early conclusion‖ of defence cooperation enabling agreements including Basic Exchange and 

Cooperation Agreement (BECA). 
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Counter Terrorism and Internal security : 

 increasing cooperation in the area of homeland security and in fighting international crime. 

 further increase their efforts in order to hold supporters of terrorism responsible. 

 Giving priority to the fight against the drug and opioid crisis. 

 Agreed to create a counter-narcotics working group to confront the growing threat of illicit fentanyl and 

opioid production. 

Infrastructure Development Projects: 

 Two Leaders expressed interest in the concept of the Blue Dot Network, a multi-stakeholder initiative that 

will bring governments, the private sector, and civil society together to promote high-quality trusted 

standards for global infrastructure development 

MoUSigned : 

 India and U.S. signed a deal to improve India‘s natural gas distribution network so that the US can export 

even more LNG to India. 

 Besides the energy deal, the two sides signed three pacts in the areas of mental health, safety of medical 

products. 

Significance of the Meet : 

 For the US, India can be the gateway to Asia, counter China and help address its Afghan problem. 

 For India , US can potentially help is reduce it's dependence on West Asia to meet its energy needs, and 

To provide the latest defense technology and help it check Pakistan and China, which is increasingly 

becoming more aggressive in Asia. 

U.S.-India trade squabbles : 

 National security Tariff : 

 In March 2018, the Trump administration slapped ―national security‖ tariffs of 25% of steel and of 

10% of aluminium imported from India. 

 U.S. Generalised System of Preferences (GSP): 

 Despite formal World Trade Organisation disputes initiated by India protesting these tariffs, 

Washington ended a year-long review of the U.S. Generalised System of Preferences (GSP) in June 

2019 by removing India from the tariff concession system.  

 This is said to have impacted nearly $5.8 billion of India‘s exports, or more than 12% of exports to 

the U.S. in 2017.  

 India immediately imposed higher retaliatory tariffs on 28 U.S. products including almonds, walnuts, 

cashews, apples, chickpeas, wheat, and peas. 

 Besides other agricultural products such as dairy, the Trump administration remains wary of India‘s 

position on intellectual property rights protection,  

 Barriers to free-flowing foreign direct investment, symbolically important trade sectors such as Harley-

Davidson motorcycles and medical devices. 

 Developed Country Status: 

  Changed the status of India, among other countries, to a ―developed‖ country, to further reduce trade 

concessions that it could receive from the U.S. 

 Restriction on visas : 

 Restrictions on visas for highly skilled professionals seeking to take up employment in the U.S. — 

even though the laws that brought in restrictions, for example by imposing higher visa fees, were 

passed before Mr. Trump entered office. 
 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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GS PAPER - III 

 

GS PAPER - 03 ECONOMY - Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, 

growth, development and employment. Inclusive growth and issues arising from it. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF ECONOMIC SURVEY 2019-20 

Context : 

 The Union Minister for Finance & Corporate Affairs, Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman presented the Economic 

Survey 2019-20 in the Parliament. 

 Theme: "India‘s aspiration of #Economy@5trillion with its theme of #WealthCreation". 

Wealth Creation:  

 The Survey makes an attempt to craft a framework of policies that can foster wealth creation in India, 

which in turn, would set the economy firmly on an upward growth trajectory. 

 The Survey identifies several levers for furthering Wealth Creation, which are: 

 Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation at the Grassroots: Entrepreneurship as a strategy to fuel 

productivity growth and wealth creation. 

 India ranks third in number of new firms created, as per the World Bank. 

 New firm creation in services is significantly higher than that in manufacturing, infrastructure or 

agriculture. 

 A 10 percent increase in registration of new firms in a district yields a 1.8 % increase in Gross 

Domestic District Product (GDDP). 

 Entrepreneurship at district level has a significant impact on wealth creation at the grassroots. 

 Literacy and education in a district foster local entrepreneurship significantly 

 Physical infrastructure quality in the district influences new firm creation significantly. 

 Pro-business versus Pro-markets : Promote 'pro-business' policies that unleash the power of 

competitive markets to generate wealth as against 'pro-crony' policies that may favour incumbent private 

interests. 

 Undermining Markets: Eliminate policies that undermine markets through government intervention, 

even where it is not necessary.  

 Creating Jobs and Growth by Specializing in Network Products :  

 Survey says India has unprecedented opportunity to chart a China-like, labour-intensive, export 

trajectory. 

 By integrating ―Assemble in India for the world‖ into Make in India, India to focus on labour 

intensive exports and thereby create jobs at a large scale. India should focus on other labour 

intensive sectors such as textile, clothing, footwear and toys. 

 Targeting Ease of Doing Business in India :A jump of 79 positions to 63 in 2019 from 142 in 2014 in 

World Bank‘s Doing Business rankings. 

 India still trails in parameters such as Ease of Starting Business, Registering Property, Paying 

Taxes and Enforcing Contracts. 

 Close coordination between the Logistics division of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the 

Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, Ministry of Shipping and the different port 

authorities. 

 Individual sectors such as tourism or manufacturing require a more targeted approach that maps 

out the regulatory and process bottlenecks for each segment. 

 Banking: Efficiently scale up the banking sector to become proportionate to the Indian economy and 

track the health of the shadow banking sector (NBFCs). 

 Privatization: Use privatization to foster efficiency and thus bolster the case for aggressive disinvestment 

of CPSEs. 

 Thalinomics:  

 The Survey makes an attempt to relate economics to the common person using something that an 

individual encounters every day - a plate of food i.e a Thali. 
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 Affordability of Thalis vis-à-vis a day‘s pay of a worker has improved over time, indicating 

improved welfare of the common person. 

 The survey has found that Veg ‗thali‘ affordability has improved by 29% and non-veg Thali 

affordability by 18% during 2006-07 to 2019-20. 

India‘s Economic Performance in 2019-20 

 GDP growth pegged at 6-6.5% for 2020-21, up from 5% in 2019-20. The Survey also said that India‘s 

GDP growth is not overstated. 

 Government Expenditure 

 The Survey called for rationalization of non-committed revenue expenditures like subsidies as a 

considerable proportion of revenue expenditure like interest payments, wages and salaries and 

pensions is committed. 

 However, the Survey has also warned against cutting capital expenditure. 

 Share of formal employment increased from 17.9% in 2011-12 to 22.8% in 2017-18 reflecting 

formalization in the economy. 

 In 2018, India witnessed an increase of about 80 % in the creation of new firms in comparison to 

2014. As per World Bank‘s data on Entrepreneurship, India ranks third in the number of new firms 

created. 

 Inflation declines sharply from 3.2% in April 2019 to 2.6% in December 2019, reflecting weakening of 

demand pressure in the economy. 

 It needs to be noted that when demand surpasses supply, it leads to higher prices i.e. Demand pull 

inflation. 

 India‘s Balance of Payments (BoP) 

 The Balance of Payments position improved to USD 433.7 billion in September 2019 because of 

narrowing Current Account Deficit (CAD) which is 1.5% of GDP in the first half of 2019-20. 

 Foreign Direct Investment: Net FDI inflows remained buoyant attracting USD 24.4 billion in the 

first eight months of 2019-20, much higher than the corresponding period of 2018-19. 

 Remittances 

 Net overseas remittances in the first half of 2019-20 were more than 50% of total receivables in 2018-

19, standing at USD 38.4 billion. 

 As per World Bank report of 2019, India‘s 17.5 million diaspora made it the top remittance-recipient 

country in 2018. 

 Merchandise Trade 

 India‘s merchandise trade balance improved from 2009-14 to 2014-19, although most of the 

improvement in the latter period was due to more than 50% decline in crude prices in 2016-17. 

 India‘s top five trading partners continue to be USA, China, UAE, Saudi Arabia and Hong Kong. 

 Performance of Key Sectors 

 Industrial Sector: As per Index of Industrial Production (IIP), the sector registered a growth of 0.6% 

in 2019-20 (April-November) as compared to 5.0 % during 2018-19 (April-November). 

 Service Sector: The Services Sector accounted for about 55% of the economy and Gross Value Added 

(GVA) growth, two-thirds of total FDI inflows into India and about 38% of the total exports. 

 Agriculture sector 

 The share of agriculture and allied sectors in the total GVA of the country has been continuously 

declining on account of relatively higher growth performance of non-agricultural sectors, a natural 

outcome of development process. Also, livestock income has become an important secondary source 

of income for millions of rural families. 

 Agricultural productivity is also constrained by lower level of mechanization in agriculture which 

is about 40 % in India, much lower than China (59.5 %) and Brazil (75 %). 
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 Ease of Doing Business: Suggestions for Improving Rank in Ease of Doing Business (Rank 63 in 2019) 

 Close coordination between the Logistics division of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the 

Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, Ministry of Shipping and the different port authorities. 

 Individual sectors such as tourism or manufacturing require a more targeted approach that maps out the 

regulatory and process bottlenecks for each segment. 

Banking: 

  India will need at least eight banks in the top 100 banks globally to become a $5 trillion economy. 

Currently, it has only the State Bank of India with 55th rank in the world‘s top 100 banks. 

 Problems : 

 PSBs are inefficient compared to their peer groups on every performance parameter. 

 In 2019,investment for every rupee in PSBs on average,led to the loss of 23 paise while in private 

banks it led to the gain of 9.6 paise. 

 Credit growth in PSBs has been much lower than Private Banks for the last several years. 

 PSBs enjoy less strategic and operating freedom as compared to private banks. 

 Public Sector Banks are wary of taking risks in lending or in renegotiating bad debt due to fears of 

harassment under the veil of vigilance investigations. 

 Solutions : 

 Employee Stock Ownership Plan(ESOP) for the Public Sector Banks(PSBs) employees. 

 Representation on boards proportionate to the blocks held by employees to incentivize employees and 

align their interests with that of all shareholders of banks. 

 Creating a Public Sector Banking Network(PSBN) similar to GSTN that uses technology to screen 

and monitor borrowers comprehensively to prevent any build-up of bad loans in the future. 

Social Infrastructure, Employment and Human Development 

 Employment and Income 

 

 Largest proportion of Indian population depends directly or indirectly on agriculture for employment 

opportunities as compared to any other sector. 
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 The share of regular wage/salaried employees has increased by 5 percentage points from 18% in 

2011-12 to 23% in 2017-18. 

 Gender disparity in India‘s labour market widened due to decline in female labour force participation, 

especially in rural areas. 

 Government Expenditure on Social Services 

 The expenditure on social services (health, education and others) by the Centre and States as a 

proportion of GDP increased from 6.2% in 2014-15 to 7.7% in 2019-20. 

 Access to health services inter-alia through Ayushman Bharat and Mission Indradhanush across the 

country has improved and a 10 Year Rural Sanitation Strategy (2019-2029) launched to focus on 

sustaining the sanitation behavior change and increasing access to solid and liquid waste 

management. 

 Burning of agricultural residues, leading to rise in pollutant levels and deterioration of air quality, is 

still a major concern, though the total number of burning events recorded reduced due to various efforts 

taken. 

 All urban areas of 35 States/UTs have become Open Defecation Free (ODF) and percentage of waste 

processing rose from around 18% to 60%. 

 The Survey emphasizes on sustainability of food security operations by: 

Addressing the burgeoning food subsidy bill. 

 Revisiting the rates and coverage under National Food Security Act (NFSA). 

 Privatization of Education 

 The Survey proposes privatization of education at all levels as a policy initiative to fast-track 

entrepreneurship and consequently wealth creation. 

 It links literacy levels to start-up activity and cites the example of the eastern parts of the country, 

which have the lowest literacy rate of about 59.6% and also the lowest rate of new firms being set up. 

Source:- The Hindu 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF UNION BUDGET 2020 - 21 

Context : 

 The Union Minister of Finance has presented the Budget 2020-21.  

 The Budget, with the central theme of ease of living for all citizens, is based on three prominent themes: 

 Aspirational India - better standards of living with access to health, education and better jobs for all 

sections of the society 

 Economic Development for all - ―Sabka Saath , Sabka Vikas , Sabka Vishwas‖. 

 Caring Society - both humane and compassionate; Antyodaya as an article of faith. 

 
Aspirational India : 

 Agriculture irrigation and Rural Development: Union Finance minister has proposed 16 action points 

focusing on doubling Farmers income, Horticulture sector, Food storage, Animal Husbandry and Blue 

economy. 

Key Highlights of 16 Action points : 

 Help 20 lakh farmers setup standalone solar pumps under PM-KUSUM scheme. 

 Artificial insemination to be increased to 70% from the present 30%. 
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 Expansion of NABARD Refinancing Scheme while MGNREGS to be used to develop fodder farm 

 State governments who undertake implementation of model laws (issued by the Central government) 

to be encouraged. 

 Village Storage Scheme which will be run by the SHG (Self Help Group) to provide farmers a good 

holding capacity and reduce their logistics cost. 

 Indian Railways will set up a Kisan Rail for transporting perishable goods. 

 Krishi Udaan will be launched by the Ministry of Civil Aviation on national and international routes 

for agricultural exports. 

 Target for Agricultural credit has been increased to Rs 15 lakh crore from Rs 12 lakh crore 

 Fish production to be raised to 200 lakh tonnes by 2022-23 

 By 2025, milk processing capacity to be doubled to 108 MT 

 Government proposes measures to improve the situation in 100 water-stressed districts 

 One District One Product to be extended to Horticulture 

 Integrated Farming systems in Rain fed areas to be expanded 

 Jaivik Kheti Portal – online national organic products market to be strengthened. 

 Foot and Mouth Disease, Brucellosis in cattle and Peste Des Petits ruminants(PPR) in sheep and goat 

to be eliminated by 2025. 

 Self Help Groups(SHGs) of Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana to be mobilised. 

  Wellness water and Sanitation : 

 PM Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) 

 Viability Gap Funding window proposed for setting up hospitals in the PPP mode. 

 Aspirational Districts with no Ayushman empanelled hospitals to be covered in the first phase. 

 TB Harega Desh Jeetega  campaign  launched to eliminate tuberculosis  by 2025. 

 Under Jal Jeevan Mission Rs. 11,500 Cr allocated for the year 2020-21. 

 Under this augmenting local water sources, recharging existing sources and promoting water 

harvesting and desalination will be undertaken. 

 Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 

 Allocation of Rs. 12,300 Cr. 

 ODF-Plus in order to sustain ODF behavior. 

 Education and Skills :  

 New Education Policy will be announced soon. 

 Under Study in India Programme,IND-SAT exam will be conducted in African and Asian countries 

for foreign candidates who wish to study in India. 

 National Police University and a National Forensic Science University have also been proposed in the 

domain of policing science, forensic science and cyber-forensics. 

 Degree level full-fledged online education programme will be started to provide quality education 

to students of deprived sections.However, these shall be offered only by institutions who are ranked 

within the top 100 in the National Institutional Ranking Framework(NIRF). 

 The Urban Local Bodies to provide internship opportunities to the local youths especially fresh 

engineers for a period of 1 year. 

 External Commercial Borrowings and FDI to be enabled for the education sector. 

 The medical colleges to be established along with district hospitals in PPP mode to address the 

problem of lack of qualified medical doctors. 

 National Skill Development Agency to be given special thrust to infrastructure-focused skill 

development opportunities. 

Economic Development : 

 Industry, Commerce, and Industry : 

 Investment Clearance Cell has been proposed 

 The Investment Clearance cell will be a pan-India single-window clearance system for 

entrepreneurs. 
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 It will be setup by the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade(DPIIT). 

 The cell will give investors free investment advisory, land banks and facilitate clearances even at 

state level. 

 It will onboard all central government related procedures and clearances in a single online form.  

 Five new smart cities proposed to be developed 

 National Technical Textiles Mission 

 Implementation period from 2020-21 to 2023-24. 

 The aim is to position India as a global leader in Technical Textiles. 

 NIRVIK scheme 

 
 The objective is to achieve higher export credit  disbursement. 

 To provide enhanced insurance cover , reduced premium for small exporters and Simplified 

procedure for claim settlements. 

 Ministry: The scheme is being prepared by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 

 Under the scheme, the insurance cover guaranteed will cover up to 90% of the principal and 

interest. The insurance cover will include both pre and post-shipment credit. 

 At present, the Export Credit Guarantee Corporation(ECGC) provides a credit guarantee of up to 

60% loss.  

 Turnover of Government e-Marketplace (GeM) proposed to be taken to Rs 3 lakh crore. 

 Scheme for Revision of  duties and  taxes on exported products to be  launched. 

 Infrastructure : 

 Rs. 100 lakh Cr to be invested in the next five years. 

 National Infrastructure Pipeline has been launched in December 2019. This had over 6500 projects 

worth over Rs.102 lakh Cr. 

 National Logistics Policy to be released soon. This will 

 Clarify roles of the Union Government, State Governments and key  regulators. 

 A single window e-logistics market to be  created. 

 The focus will be on generation of employment, skills and making MSMEs competitive. 

 Accelerated development of highways will be undertaken. 

 Railways 

 Large solar  power  capacity to be set up  along the rail tracks, on  land  owned  by railways. 

 Four station redevelopment projects  and operation of 150 passenger trains through PPP. 

 More Tejas type trains to connect iconic tourist destinations. 

 High speed train between Mumbai and Ahmedabad to be actively pursued. 

 148 km long Bengaluru  Suburban transport project  will be developed at a cost of Rs.18600 Cr. 

 Centre to provide 20% of equity and facilitate external assistance up to 60% of the project cost. 

 Ports, waterways and airports 

 One major port to be corporatized and it would be listed on the stock market. 

 Economic activity along river banks will be energized based on the Arth Ganga concept of PM. 

 100 more airports to be developed by 2024 to support Udaan scheme. 

 Smart metering will be undertaken and more reforms to be taken to address the distress in 

discoms. 
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 New Economy: To take advantage of new technology 

 Government has proposed to come up with a policy on the setting up of Private Centre Data Parks. 

 Private Centre Data Parks which will provide a major lift to startups that bank heavily on 

consumer data for their businesses. 

 Fiber to the Home (FTTH) connections through BharatNet to link 100000 gram panchayats this 

year. 

 The govt has proposed Rs.8000 Cr over the next five years for National Mission on Quantum 

Technologies and Applications. 

 The mission will be implemented for a period of 5 years by the Department of Science & 

Technology (DST). 

 The mission aims to address the ever increasing technological requirements of the society and 

take into account the international technology trends for development of next generation 

technologies. 

 It will also help prepare next generation skilled manpower, boost translational research and also 

encourage entrepreneurship and start-up ecosystem development. 

 Budget on Startups: 

 Startups with turnover of up to Rs 100 crore can claim 100% deduction on their profit for computing 

tax liability for three consecutive years out of 10 years since its incorporation. 

 Government will soon set up a digital platform to ease registration of Intellectual Property 

Rights(IPRs) developed by entrepreneurs and startups. 

 The Knowledge Translation Clusters are to be set up under new and emerging sectors as well. It 

will design, fabricate and validate proof of concept. 

 Government will directly provide seed funding to support ideation and development of early-stage 

startups in India. 

Source:- The Hindu 

CARING SOCIETY : 

 Women, child and Social welfare : 

 The govt has proposed to appoint a task force to study about the age of girls entering motherhood. 

The task force top submit recommendations in six months. 

 Allocation of Rs.28600 Cr proposed for women specific programs. 

 Culture and Tourism :Proposal to establish Indian Institute of Heritage and Conservation. 

 Maritime museum to be set up at Lothal (Gujarat). 

 Tribal Museum in Ranchi 

 A museum on Numismatics and Trade to be established. 

 5 archaeological sites to be developed as iconic sites: 

 Rakhigarhi (Haryana) 

 Hastinapur (Uttar Pradesh) 

 Shivsagar (Assam) 

 Dholavira (Gujarat) 

 Adichanallur (Tamil Nadu) 

 Environment and Ecology : 

 Has proposed to advise the utilities to close the old thermal power plants with carbon emissions 

above the set norms. 

 Would encourage the states which are formulating and implementing the plans for cleaner air in 

cities. 

Source:- The Hindu 

MACRO ECONOMIC INDICATORS : 

 Macroeconomic Indicators 

 Nominal growth of GDP - 10% (2020-21). Nominal GDP is an assessment of economic production in 

an economy that includes current prices in its calculation. 
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 Fiscal deficit - 3.8% of GDP (2019-20), 3.5% of GDP (2020-21). 

 The estimation for the FY20 was at 3.3%, thereby deviating from the target set in the fiscal path. 

 The Government has made use of Section 4 of the FRBM (Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 

Management) Act which provides a trigger mechanism for a deviation from the estimated fiscal 

deficit on account of structural reforms in the economy with unanticipated fiscal implications. 

 Reasons: The increase in deficit estimate is mainly on account of the shortfall in revenue 

collection. The government on its part has lowered its expenditure on many of the heads. For 

example, food subsidy in the budget estimate 2019-20 was over ₹1.84 lakh crore, which has been 

lowered to ₹1.08 lakh crore in the revised estimate 

 Fiscal deficit, by definition, is the difference between a government's revenue receipts plus non-

debt capital receipts (NDCR) and its total expenditure. 

 Fiscal deficit occurs when a government collects lesser money - in terms of personal and 

corporate taxes, GST, market loans and NDCR (money received from sale of old assets) etc. - 

than it spends, on items such as central sector schemes, salaries of employees, subsidies, 

payments to states and so on. 

 According to the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act in India, the recommended 

fiscal deficit should be 3% of GDP. 

 Revenue deficit- 2.7% of GDP (2020-21). By definition, revenue deficit is the excess of revenue 

expenditure over revenue receipts. 

 Size of Economy: India is now the fifth largest economy of the world in terms of GDP. 

 Growth and Inflation: 7.4% average growth clocked during 2014-19 with inflation averaging 

around 4.5%. 

 Poverty alleviation: 271 million people raised out of poverty during 2006-16. 

 FDI: India‘s Foreign Direct Investment elevated to US$ 284 billion during 2014-19 from US$ 190 

billion during 2009-14. 

 Central Government debt reduced to 48.7% of GDP (March 2019) from 52.2% (March 2014). 

 Two cross-cutting developments: 

 Proliferation of technologies (Analytics, Machine Learning, robotics, Bioinformatics and Artificial 

Intelligence). 

 Highest ever number of people in the productive age group (15-65 years) in India. 

 15th Finance Commission has cut state share of central taxes to the states by one percentage point to 

41%. 

 This is due to the newly formed Union Territories of Jammu and Kashmir, and Ladakh, which will 

get funds from the Centre‘s share, which means devolution will be for 28 states compared to 29 

earlier. 

 42% was recommended by the 14th Finance Commission 

1. Changes in Tax :  

  Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) removed. Instead of companies paying DDT on the dividend they 

give out, the dividend income will now be added to the taxable income of the recipient, and taxed at 

the applicable rate. 

 Income Tax 

 New tax slabs and lower income tax rates. Around 70 of the existing exemptions and deductions to be 

removed in the new simplified regime. 

 New tax regime to be optional - an individual may continue to pay tax as per the old regime and avail 

deductions and exemptions. 

Taxable Income Slab (Rs.) Existing tax rates New tax rates 

0-2.5 Lakh Exempt Exempt 

2.5-5 Lakh 5% 5% 

5-7.5 Lakh 20% 10% 

7.5-10 Lakh 20% 15% 
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10-12.5 Lakh 30% 20% 

12.5-15 Lakh 30% 25% 

Above 15 Lakh 30% 30% 

 

 Corporate Tax: Concessional corporate tax rate of 15% to new domestic companies in 

manufacturing and power sector. 

 Indirect Tax : 

 5% health cess to be imposed on imports of medical equipment given these are made significantly 

in India. 

 GST : 

 Cash reward system envisaged to incentivize customers to seek invoice. 

 Simplified return with features like SMS based filing for nil return and improved input tax credit flow 

to be implemented from 1st April, 2020 as a pilot run. 

 Dynamic QR-code capturing GST parameters proposed for consumer invoices. 

 Electronic invoice to capture critical information in a centralized system to be implemented in a 

phased manner. 

 Aadhaar based verification of taxpayers being introduced to weed out dummy or non-existent units. 

 GST rate structure being deliberated to address inverted duty structure. 

 Issuance of Unique Registration Number to all charity institutions for easy tax compliance. 

 Trade Policy Measures: 

 Customs Act being amended to enable proper checks of imports under FTAs. 

 Rules of Origin requirements to be reviewed for certain sensitive items. 

 Provisions relating to safeguard duties to be strengthened to enable regulating such surge in imports 

in a systematic way. 

 Provisions for checking dumping of goods and imports of subsidized goods being strengthened. 

 Tax Facilitation Measures : 

 ‗Vivad Se Vishwas‘ scheme, with a deadline of 30th June, 2020, to reduce litigations in direct taxes. 

 Instant PAN to be allotted online through Aadhaar. 

 Faceless appeals to be enabled by amending the Income Tax Act. 

 100% tax exemption to the interest, dividend and capital gains income on investment made in 

infrastructure and priority sectors before 31st March, 2024 with a minimum lock-in period of 3 years 

by the Sovereign Wealth Fund of foreign governments. 

Source:- The Hindu 

DUTY ON CHEMICAL 

Context : 

 Finance Minister, in her budget speech has said that the government was abolishing an anti-dumping duty 

that was levied on imports of Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) 

 Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) : 

 Purified Terephthalic Acid (PTA) is a crucial raw material used to make various products, including 

polyester fabrics.  

 PTA makes up for around 70-80% of a polyester product and is, therefore, important to those involved in 

the manufacture of man-made fabrics or their components 

 This includes products like polyester staple fibre and spun yarn.  

 Source:- Indian Express 

VIVAD SE VISHWAS  

Context : 

 Union Cabinet has given its nod for amendment of the Direct Tax Vivad se Vishwas Bill, 2020 so that its 

scope can be widened to cover litigation pending in various Debt Recovery Tribunals(DRTs). 

  'Direct Tax Vivad se Vishwas Bill, 2020' 
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 The Bill provides a mechanism for resolution of pending tax disputes related to income tax and 

corporation tax. 

 Appellant: 

 The Bill defines an appellant as the income tax authority, or the person, or both, whose appeal is 

pending before any appellate forum as on January 31, 2020.   

 These appellate forums are the Supreme Court, the High Courts, the Income Tax Appellate Tribunals, 

and the Commissioner (Appeals). 

 Resolution mechanism: 

 The Bill proposes a resolution mechanism under which an appellant can file a declaration to the 

designated authority to initiate resolution of pending direct tax disputes. 

 Based on the declaration, the designated authority will determine the amount payable by the appellant 

against the dispute and grant a certificate, containing particulars of the amount payable, within 15 

days of the receipt of the declaration.  

  The appellant must pay this amount within 15 days of the receipt of the certificate and inform the 

designated authority of such payment.  Such amount will not be refundable. 

 Once the designated authority issues the certificate, appeals pending before the Income Tax Appellate 

Tribunals and the Commissioner (Appeals) will be deemed to be withdrawn.   

 In case of appeals or petitions pending before the Supreme Court and High Courts, the appellant 

is required to withdraw the appeal or petition. 

 The Principal Chief Commissioner will designate an officer, not below the rank of a Commissioner of 

Income Tax, as the designated authority to manage the proposed resolution mechanism 

 Amount payable for resolution:  

 The amount payable by the appellant for resolution of disputes is determined based on whether the 

dispute relates to payment of tax, or payment of interest, penalty, or fee.  

 Waiver of rights: 

 For dispute resolution, the appellant is required to furnish an undertaking waiving his rights to seek 

any remedy or claim in relation to that dispute under any law, including the Income Tax Act, 1961 

(IT Act).  

 Immunity to appellant:  

 Once a dispute is resolved, the designated authority cannot levy interest or penalty in relation to that 

dispute.   

 Further, no appellate forum can make a decision in relation to the matter of dispute once it is 

resolved.  Such matters cannot be reopened in any proceeding under any law, including the IT Act. 

 Revival of disputes: 

 The declaration filed by an appellant will become invalid if: 

  (i) its particulars are found to be false, 

  (ii) he violates any of the conditions referred to in the IT Act, or  

 (iii) he seeks any remedy or claim in relation to that dispute.  Consequently, all proceedings and 

claims withdrawn based on the declaration will be deemed to have been revived. 

 

Debt Recovery Tribunals(DRT): 

 Debt Recovery Tribunals have been established following the passing of the Recovery of Debts due 

to Banks and Financial Institutions Act (RDDBFI),1993. 

 The primary goal and function of DRT is the recovery of loaned money from borrowers which is 

owed to banks and financial institutions from customers. 

 This Tribunal is also the second court of appeal in respect of cases filed under The Securitisation and  

Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest(SARFAESI) Act,2002. 

 The petitions against orders passed through DRTs comes before the Debts Recovery Appellate 

Tribunal(DRAT). 
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 Composition : 

 A DRT is presided over by a presiding officer who is appointed by the central govt. and who 

shall be qualified to be a District Judge; with tenure of 5 years or the age of 62 whichever is 

earlier. 

Jurisdiction : 

 An application for recovery of debt can be made to the DRTs for all debts valued at more than 20 

lakhs. For lesser amounts, the banks and financial institutions can approach Civil Courts. 

 No court in the country other than the Supreme Court(SC) and the High Court(HC) and that too only 

under articles 226 and 227 of the Constitution have jurisdiction against a judgment of DRAT. 

 Source:- Hindu Business Line 

ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENT DESTINATION  

Context : 

 Reserve Bank of India has released the data on the top attractive investment destination states. 

Key Findings : 

 In 2018-19,Andhra Pradesh accounted for the highest share in total cost of projects sanctioned by banks 

and financial institutions. 

 It was followed by Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Telangana , Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. 

 However,for the five year period between 2014-15 to 2018-19, Maharashtra has topped the list followed 

by Gujarat. 

 The study noted that 56% of the projects were taken up in six states- Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, 

Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu indicating their locational advantages over other states. 

Factors for attractive investment destination: 

 location of a project  

 accessibility of raw materials 

 availability of skilled labour 

 adequate infrastructure 

 market size and  

 growth prospects 

 Source:- Economic Times 

MONETARY POLICY FRAMEWORK 

Context : 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is reviewing the retail inflation targeting framework behind monetary 

policy decision. 

Monetary Policy : 

 Monetary policy refers to the use of monetary instruments under the control of the central bank to 

regulate magnitudes such as interest rates, money supply and availability of credit with a view to 

achieving the ultimate objective of economic policy. 

Monetary Policy Framework : 

 Monetary Policy Framework Agreement is an agreement reached between Government and the central 

bank in India – The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) - on the maximum tolerable inflation rate that RBI 

should target to achieve price stability. 

 The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (RBI Act) was amended by the Finance Act, 2016, to provide for a 

statutory and institutionalized framework for a Monetary Policy Committee, for maintaining price 

stability, while keeping in mind the objective of growth. 

  The Monetary Policy Committee is entrusted with the task of fixing the benchmark policy rate (repo 

rate) required to contain inflation within the specified target level. 

 The Government of India, in consultation with RBI, notified the ‗Inflation Target‘ in the Gazette of India 

dated 5 August 2016 for the period beginning from the date of publication of the notification and ending 
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on March 31, 2021, as 4%. At the same time, lower and upper tolerance levels were notified to be 2% and 

6% respectively. 

Composition of Monetary Policy Committee 

The 6 member Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) constituted by the Central Government as per the Section 

45ZB of the amended RBI Act, 1934.  

 Governor of the Reserve Bank of India – Chairperson 

 Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, in charge of Monetary Policy 

 One officer of the Reserve Bank of India to be nominated by the Central Board – Member, ex officio 

 3 members from the government side 

 Source :- The Hindu 

MASALA BONDS 

Context : 

 Asian Development Bank (ADB) has listed its 10-year masala bonds worth Rs 850 crore on the global 

debt listing platform of India INX. The proceeds would be used to support local currency lending and 

investment in India. 

Masala Bond : 

 Masala Bonds are rupee-denominated borrowings issued by Indian entities in overseas markets. 

 The objective of Masala Bonds is to fund infrastructure projects in India, fuel internal growth via 

borrowings and internationalize the Indian currency. 

Who can Issues these Bonds : 

 The bond can be issued in a country and subscribed by a resident of such a country that is a member of 

the Financial Action Task Force and whose securities market regulator is a member of the International 

Organization of Securities Commission. 

 It can also be subscribed by multilateral and regional financial institutions where India is a member 

country. 

 The first Masala bond was issued in 2014 by IFC for the infrastructure projects in India. 

How does Masala Bonds help bond issuers? 

 As Masala bonds are issued directly in Indian rupees,the investor needs to bear the exchange rate risks.  

 Rupee rate falls will not affect the issuer of Masala Bonds. In simpler words, as Masala Bonds are rupee-

denominated bonds, the risk goes directly to the investor. 

India INX: 

 India INX is the country‘s first international exchange, located at International Financial Services Centre, 

GIFT City in Gujarat. 

Source:- Hindu Business Line 

BUDGET PROPOSALS ON TAX SLABS  

Context : 

 Loss expected from lower tax rates may be countered by gains from the settlement of cases, higher 

dividend taxes on top incomes, and the wider scope for taxing international incomes. 

Simplification and providing ease to the taxpayer : 

 Fiscal constraints leaving no room for Taxpayers : 

 Ahead of The Union budget, taxpayers had anticipated a wide range of measures that they hoped 

would stoke demand.  

 These ranged from lower tax rates to a more even tax structure on income from various sources.  

 As the former was less feasible given the fiscal constraints, the budget proposals focused on 

simplification and providing ease to the taxpayer. 

 Simplification of personal income tax : 

 The recalibration of personal income tax slabs was suggested as a step towards simplification.  
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 However, its uptake is contingent on the preference for new slabs. Switching over to the new slab 

rates is not beneficial to an individual currently claiming full exemptions or with incomes comprising 

largely of capital gains.  

 It is possible, however, that individuals do not claim such exemptions or deductions. 

 Impact of Switching to new slabs : 

 An analysis of data published by Central Board of Direct Taxes suggests that for the assessment year 

2018-19, says that 1 per cent improvement in tax collections, rather than a loss.  

Tax Disputes : 

 A common concern among taxpayers is protracted disputes. To reduce litigation, a new scheme has 

been proposed. 

 39 per cent of the cases made a reference to a similar case in the previous year. This underscores the 

importance of precedence. 

 In such cases, the settlement is not a superior option as the waiver of the penalty and interest does not 

offer any advantage against a decision that would impact future assessment. 

 success rate of the tax department is 27 per cent at the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) and the 

Supreme Court and 12 per cent in appeals filed in high courts.  

 Given the odds of success, an assessee may thus be tempted to pursue litigation.  

  Thus taxpayers may choose to settle for the waiver of interest and penalty in cases where it is one 

time and does not set a precedent for future transactions. 

Dividend distribution tax  : 

 It is a unique levy on distributed profits and is payable by the distributing company.  

 The shortcoming of such tax is that foreign investors can‘t claim credit.  

 Further, in an effort to make the tax progressive, an additional dividend tax of 10 per cent was introduced 

for domestic investors receiving dividend in excess of Rs 10 lakh.  

 Changes in DDT were accompanied by a decline in dividend pay-out — the proportion of profits paid as 

dividends declined from 30 per cent in early 2000s to 22 per cent in 2019 (BSE 500 companies).  

 It is expected that the reversion to the classical system may improve dividends payouts.  

 However, this will benefit individual taxpayers with incomes below Rs 5 lakh as the slab rate applicable 

is less than the existing rate. 

Tax cross-border incomes : 

 India is determined to tax cross-border incomes The addition of explanation 3A to the Income Tax Act 

reinforces India‘s commitment to taxing digital companies.  

 The proposed amendment clarifies that incomes related to advertisement, sale of data of a person residing 

in India and sale of goods and services based on the data of a person residing in India, may be attributed 

to a business with nexus in India.  

 Further, to tax Indian citizens that are not taxable in any other jurisdiction, the Act will now deem such 

individuals as resident taxable in India.  

 While the application of the law may be challenged giving rise to disputes, it is a step forward. 

The proposal of Citizen‘s charter : 

 The finance minister also referred to introducing a citizen‘s charter that incorporates taxpayer‘s rights and 

obligations. 

 International experience shows that charters have limited enforceability unless adopted in primary 

legislation. 

 Introducing charter to the statutes may, therefore, prove to be a positive initiative. 

 Faith can be built through enforcement of the charter. 

 However, the penal provisions must be well-thought-out so as to avoid adding another contentious 

element. 
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Conclusion :  

 The budget proposals aimed to provide simplicity, yet much remains to be done, given the lack of 

uniformity in taxation of incomes such as capital gains.  

 The success of schemes proposed is contingent on the traction they gain. As for the revenue implications, 

the impact of these measures may in fact be limited.  

 Loss expected from lower tax rates may be countered by gains from the settlement of cases, higher 

dividend taxes on top incomes, and the wider scope for taxing international incomes. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

CENTRAL CONSUMER PROTECTION AUTHORITY 

Context : 

 Union Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution announced that a Central Consumer 

Protection Authority (CCPA) will be established by the first week of April. 

Central Consumer Protection Authority : 

 The authority is being constituted under Section 10(1) of The Consumer Protection Act, 2019.  

 The Act replaced The Consumer Protection Act, 1986, and seeks to widen its scope in addressing 

consumer concerns. 

 The new Act recognises offences such as providing false information regarding the quality or quantity of 

a good or service, and misleading advertisements.  

 It also specifies action to be taken if goods and services are found ―dangerous, hazardous or unsafe‖. 

 Aim : 

 To protect the rights of the consumer by cracking down on unfair trade practices, and false and 

misleading advertisements that are detrimental to the interests of the public and consumers. 

 Functions : 

 The CCPA will have the powers to inquire or investigate into matters relating to violations of 

consumer rights or unfair trade practices suo motu, or on a complaint received, or on a direction 

from the central government.  

Structure of CCPA : 

 The proposed authority will be a lean body with a Chief Commissioner as head,  

 Two other commissioners as members —  

 one of whom will deal with matters relating to goods while the other will look into cases relating to 

services. 

 It will be headquartered in the National Capital Region of Delhi but the central government may set up 

regional offices in other parts of the country. 

 The CCPA will have an Investigation Wing that will be headed by a Director General. District Collectors 

too, will have the power to investigate complaints of violations of consumer rights, unfair trade practices, 

and false or misleading advertisements. 

What kind of goods, and food items in particular, can be classified as ―dangerous, hazardous or unsafe‖? 

 CCPA will ensure that all standards on packaged food items set by regulators such as the Food Safety and 

Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) are being followed. 

What will the CCPA do if any goods or services are found not meeting these standards? 

 Under Section 20 of The Consumer Protection Act, the proposed authority will have powers 

 to recall goods or withdrawal of services that are ―dangerous, hazardous or unsafe;  

 pass an order for refund the prices of goods or services so recalled to purchasers of such goods or 

services;  

 and discontinuation of practices which are unfair and prejudicial to consumer‘s interest‖. 

For manufacture, selling, storage, distribution, or import of adulterated products, the penalties are: 

 If injury is not caused to a consumer, fine up to Rs 1 lakh with imprisonment up to six months; 

 If injury is caused, fine up to Rs 3 lakh with imprisonment up to one year; 

 If grievous hurt is caused, fine up to Rs 5 lakh with imprisonment up to 7 years; 
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 In case of death, fine of Rs 10 lakh or more with a minimum imprisonment of 7 years, extendable to 

imprisonment for life. 

How will it deal with false or misleading advertisements? 

 Section 21 of the new Act defines the powers given to the CCPA to crack down on false or misleading 

advertisements. 

 According to these provisions, if the CCPA is satisfied after investigation that any advertisement is 

false or misleading and is harmful to the interest of any consumer, or is in contravention of consumer 

rights, the CCPA may issue directions to the trader, manufacturer, endorser, advertiser, or publisher to 

discontinue such an advertisement, or modify it in a manner specified by the authority, within a given 

time.  

 The authority may also impose a penalty up to Rs 10 lakh, with imprisonment up to two years, on the 

manufacturer or endorser of false and misleading advertisements.  

 The penalty may go up to Rs 50 lakh, with imprisonment up to five years, for every subsequent 

offence committed by the same manufacturer or endorser. 

 CCPA may ban the endorser of a false or misleading advertisement from making endorsement of any 

products or services in the future, for a period that may extend to one year. The ban may extend up to 

three years in every subsequent violation of the Act. 

What other powers will the CCPA have? 

 While conducting an investigation after preliminary inquiry, officers of the CCPA‘s Investigation Wing 

will have the powers to enter any premise and search for any document or article, and to seize these.  

 The CCPA will have similar powers given under the provisions of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1973. 

 The CCPA can file complaints of violation of consumer rights or unfair trade practices before the District 

Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission, State Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission, and the 

National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission.  

 It will issue safety notices to alert consumers against dangerous or hazardous or unsafe goods or services. 

Source:- Indian Express 

USTR TAKES INDIA OFF DEVELOPING COUNTRY LIST 

Context : 

 The office of the United States Trade Representative(USTR) has taken off India from the list of 

developing countries that are eligible to claim benefits for preferential treatment with respect to 

Countervailing duties(CVDs) investigations 
 

What is the USTR list of developing and least-developed countries : 

 In 1998,the US had come up with lists of countries classified as per their level of development 

to harmonise it with the World Trade Organization‘s (WTO) Subsidies and Countervailing 

Measures (SCM) Agreement.  

 Under this SCM agreement, countries that had not yet reached the status of a developed country 

were entitled to special treatment for purposes of countervailing measures.  

 This meant that imports from these countries included were subject to different thresholds for 

determining if countervailing subsidies are de minimis(too trivial or minor to merit 

consideration) and whether import volumes are negligible. 

More in the news : 

 Along with India, USTR has also eliminated other countries including Brazil, Indonesia, Hong Kong, 

South Africa, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and Argentina from getting preferential treatment. 

 The new lists consist of 36 developing countries and 44 least developed countries. 

 The move comes ahead of US President Donald Trump‘s visit to India to talk and potentially sign a trade 

deal. 
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India- As a USTR‘s Developed Country : 

● According to USTR, India‘s share in global trade was 2.1 % for exports and 2.6% for imports in 2017. 

● Also India, along with nations like Argentina, Brazil, Indonesia, and South Africa, is part of the G20 bloc 

and G20 membership indicates that a country is developed. 

 As the G20 members account for large shares of global economic output and trade. 

 Further, being a part of G20 India can be classified as a developed country despite having a per capita 

GNI below $12,375. 

Impact on India : 

 India is the largest beneficiary nation under the GSP, with total benefits from tariff exemptions amounting 

to $260 million in 2018, according to the data from the USTR‘s office. 

 In 2018, India exported goods worth $6.3 billion (as per USTR figures) to the US under the GSP, 

accounting for around 12.1% of India‘s total export to that country. 

 India no longer in the list of developing countries allows the USA to hold a CVD investigation. 

 The CVD laws allow the US to hold an investigation into the trade policies of other countries to 

determine whether they are harming the US trade. 

 If the investigation finds that India‘s policies allow exporters to sell their products in the US at a 

lower rate the US can impose a countervailing duty, to make the Indian goods more expensive in the 

US markets. 

 Despite having a minimal impact on India's overall outbound trade with the US, specific exports from 

India in a diverse set of sectors such as jewellery, leather, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and agricultural 

products may face higher costs and competition. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

 

GS PAPER - 03 ECONOMY - Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies Government policies and 

interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their design and implementation. 

15TH FINANCE COMMISSION REPORT: 

Context : 

 The Finance Minister has tabled the interim report of the 15th Finance Commission 

recommendations. 

 Finance Commission :  

 The Finance Commission is a Constitutionally mandated body that is at the centre of fiscal 

federalism.  

 Set up under Article 280 of the Constitution,  

 Its core responsibility is  

 to evaluate the state of finances of the Union and State Governments, 

  recommend the sharing of taxes between them,  

 lay down the principles determining the distribution of these taxes among States.  

 Its working is characterised by extensive and intensive consultations with all levels of 
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governments, thus strengthening the principle of cooperative federalism.  

 Its recommendations are also geared towards improving the quality of public spending and 

promoting fiscal stability.  

 The first Finance Commission was set up in 1951 and there have been fifteen so far. Each of them 

has faced its own unique set of challenges.  

15th Finance Commission : 

 The Fifteenth Finance Commission was constituted on 27 November 2017 against the backdrop 

of the abolition of Planning Commission (as also of the distinction between Plan and non-Plan 

expenditure) and the introduction of the goods and services tax (GST), which has fundamentally 

redefined federal fiscal relations. 

 Chairman: NK Singh. 

 The recommendations would be applicable for the period from 2020-2025 

 Term of Reference : The Terms of Reference of the current Commission have some distinctive 

features, including: 

 Recommending monitorable performance criteria for important national flagship programmes 

and  

 Examining the possibility of setting up a permanent non lapsable funding for India‘s defence 

needs.  

 The reorganisation of the State of Jammu and Kashmir into two Union Territories – one of 

Jammu and Kashmir and one of Ladakh – presents a new dynamic. 

  On the whole the Finance Commission faces new challenges in the process of the evolution 

of our federal polity.  

 As an important Constitutional entity, the Commission is committed to balancing competing 

claims and priorities among all three tiers of government in a credible manner. 

 

INTERIM REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 The commission has recommended a one percentage point reduction in the vertical split of the divisible 

pool of tax revenues accruing to States to 41%. 

 This follows the reorganisation of the erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir into the Union 

Territories of Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh.  

 While the former State‘s notional share based on the parameters for horizontal devolution would have 

been about 0.85%, the commission has cited the security and other special needs of the two territories 

to enhance their aggregate share to 1%, which would be met by the Centre.  

 As part of an effort to balance the principles of fiscal needs, equity and performance as well as the 

need to ensure stability and predictability in transfers, the criteria for the horizontal sharing of taxes 

among States have been rejigged. 

 Reduction In tax Share : 

 Among the States, with the exception of Tamil Nadu, all the other four southern States see a reduction 

in the recommended share of taxes for the year 2020-21.  

 Notably, the suggested devolution to Odisha and Uttar Pradesh have also shrunk in percentage terms.  

 To improve the granularity in devolution to local bodies: 

 Urban local bodies, especially municipalities in cities with populations of more than one million, are 

set to get a larger share of the pie.  

 However, the increase in the percentage of outcome-tied funds to 50%, from 10%, could prove 

vexing to the last mile providers of basic services in India‘s federal and highly fragmented structure 

of governance.  

 Performance-Based Incentives : The 15Th Finance Commission reintroduced performance-based 

incentives to states on two parameters: 

 demographic performance 

https://www.thehindu.com/tag/204-81/tamil-nadu/?utm=bodytag
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 taxation efforts 

 Disaster Response Funds : 

 It has recommended an allocation of Rs 28,983 crore for disaster risk management in 2020-21, in 

addition to disaster response funds through setting up of mitigation funds at both state and national 

level.  

 Defence Spending : 

 However, the Commission has not yet set aside funds separately for defence spending needs. 

 It said that a special committee will be set up to examine the same. 

 FRBM Act : 

 The Commission also suggested that the country needs an overarching fiscal framework for Centre as 

well as states, on the lines of the FRBM Act, which would lay down accounting, budgeting and 

auditing standards to be followed at all levels of the government. 

 Extra Budgetary Liabilities : 

 The Commission has noted the tendency of the Union and state governments to borrow outside the 

Consolidated fund, leading to accumulation of extra-budgetary liabilities. 

 The commission recommended both the centre and states need to make full disclosure of extra-

budgetary borrowings and take steps to eliminate them in a time-bound manner. 

 Public Financial Management System: 

 The recommend the constitution of an expert group to draft legislation which will be an important 

first step in establishing a statutory framework to implement the essential features of a sound Public 

Financial Management System.  

 The group should also clearly identify those aspects of the legislation that will require consistent 

legislation at the level of the states 

 Source:- Business Standard 

COOPERATIVE BANKS 

Context : 

 The Union Cabinet has approved amendments to the Banking Regulation Act to give the Reserve Bank of 

India greater control over cooperative banks. 

Background : 

 The amendments come in the wake of the recent Punjab & Maharashtra Cooperative (PMC) Bank crisis. 

 In the PMC Bank case, the RBI had to step in after massive irregularities in its loan accounts were 

detected. 

 The bank had allegedly loaned about 6,500 crores to the Housing Development & Infrastructure 

Limited, amounting to more than 73% of its overall exposure, which was not repaid. 

 It is alleged that over 21,000 fake accounts were created to conceal the bad loans. 

 The regulator had to place a withdrawal limit for account holders, which led to major public strife and 

protests by them. 

Key provisions of the amendments: 

 Cooperative banks will be brought under the regulation of the RBI.  

 The RBI will have the power to supersede and take control of the cooperative banks if the bank‘s 

financial health deteriorates.  

 Cooperative banks will need RBI permission to appoint a CEO  

 Cooperative bank audits will have to be done as per RBI guidelines 

 Prior permission from the RBI would be required for the appointment of key positions. 

 RBI would deal with issues such as loan waivers. 

 The RBI would also have powers to supersede the board of any cooperative bank in financial distress. 
  

Co-operative bank: 

 Co-operative bank is a financial entity which belongs to its members, who are at the same time the 

owners and the customers of their bank. 
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 Cooperative Banks are registered under the States Cooperative Societies Act.They are also regulated 

by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). 

 They are classified into two categories namely Urban Co-operative Banks(UCBs) and Rural Co-

Operative Banks. 

 Source:- Business Standard 

RETAIL PAYMENT SYSTEMS 

Context : 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has proposed to set up a new pan-India new umbrella entity (NUE) or 

entities focusing on retail payment systems with a minimum paid-up capital of Rs 500 crore. 

New Umbrella Entity(NUE): 

 The new pan-India new umbrella entity(NUE) or entities will focus on retail payment systems with a 

minimum paid-up capital of Rs 500 crore. 

 They may be a ‗for-profit‘ or a Section 8 Company incorporated in India. It will be governed by the 

provisions of the Payment and Settlement Systems(PSS) Act and other related guidelines. 

 It will set up, manage and operate new payment systems especially in the retail space consisting of 

ATMs,white label PoS, Aadhaar-based payments and remittance services, develop payment methods 

among others. 

 It is also mandated to develop payment methods, along with standards and technologies. 

 The mandate extends to conducting awareness drives regarding payment systems, operating clearing and 

settlement systems, identifying and managing relevant risks, etc. 

Who can apply for NUE? 

 Any promoter or group who has three years of experience in the payment ecosystem as an operator, 

service provider or technology service provider can apply for NUE. 

 However, the RBI has also disallowed any single promoter or group to hold more than 40% investment in 

the capital of the NUE. 

 Further,RBI has also allowed the promoter or promoter group shareholding to dilute the minimum of 25% 

after 5 years of the commencement of the business of the NUE. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

REVAMPING OF CROP INSURANCE SCHEMES 

Context : 

 Cabinet has approved Revamping of Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY) and Restructured 

Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme (RWBCIS) to address the existing challenges in implementation 

of Crop Insurance Schemes. 

 

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY): 

 Launched in 2016 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare. 

 Aim: To providecomprehensive insurance cover against failure of the crop thus helping in stabilising the 

income of the farmers. 

 Coverage of crops: It covers a) food crops b) oilseed crops and c) annual commercial/horticultural crops. 

 Premium: The prescribed premium is a) 2% for Kharif crops b) 1.5% for rabi crops and c) 5% for 

commercial and horticultural crops. 

Restructured Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme(RWBCIS): 

 Launched in 2016 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare. 

 Aim:To mitigate the hardship of the insured farmers against the likelihood of financial loss on account of 

anticipated crop loss resulting from adverse weather conditions relating to rainfall, temperature, wind 

among others. 

 It uses weather parameters as proxy for crop yields in compensating the cultivators for deemed crop 

losses.  
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 Pay-out structures are developed to the extent of losses deemed to have been suffered using the weather 

triggers. 

More about the changes : 

The following changes are to be undertaken in the crop insurance schemes: 

 The time period for an insurance company to work under the scheme is to be extended to 3 years.  

 The Central subsidy has been limited to 30% for unirrigated areas/crops and 25% for irrigated 

areas/crops. 

 Enrolment under the Scheme to be made voluntary for all farmers. 

 Central Share in Premium Subsidy to be increased to 90% for North Eastern States from the existing 

sharing pattern of 50:50. 

 Technology solutions such as Smart Sampling Technique and Crop cutting are to be adopted under 

insurance for PMFBY. 

 Flexibility to States/UTs to implement the Scheme with option to select any or many additional risk 

covers/features. 

 Source:- PIB 

INDIA‘S ‗IMPORTED‘ FOOD INFLATION 

Context : 

 The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation‘s(FAO‘s) food price index has touched 182.5 

points in January 2020, the highest since December 2014. 

FAO Food Price Index(FPI): 

 The FAO Food Price Index(FPI) is a measure of the change in international prices of a basket of major 

food commodities with reference to a base period of 2002-04. 

How FPI has affected India: 

 The surge in global food prices is reflected in trends in India as well. Annual consumer food price 

index(CFPI) inflation which stood at 2.99% in August 2019 has reached 13.63% in January,2020. 

 The inflation in the wholesale price index for food articles has also increased from 7.8% in August 2019 

to 11.51% in January 2020. 

Factors for rise in food inflation: 

 Domestic Factors: 

 Indian Agricultural production is dependent on monsoon.Hence,poor monsoonal rainfall during the 

first half (June-July) has impacted the sowing season which led to reduced/delayed Kharif sowing. 

 The increase in the retail prices of onion was purely due to the failure of the domestic Kharif crop. 

 Global Factors: 

 India imports two-thirds of its edible oil requirement and that is why higher international prices are 

automatically transmitted to the domestic market such as in the case of Palm oil. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES RESOLUTION (ADR) MECHANISMS 

Context : 

 Supreme Court has appointed interlocutors for mediation with the anti-Citizenship Amendment Act 

protesters to end their blockade of a public road.Mediation is a part of Alternative Disputes 

Resolution(ADR) mechanisms 

Alternative Disputes Resolution(ADR): 

 Alternative dispute resolution includes dispute resolution process and techniques that act as a means for 

disagreeing parties to come to an agreement short of litigation.  

 ADR is mentioned under Section 89 of the Civil Procedure Code. 

 The several ADR mechanisms are:  

 Arbitration  

 Conciliation  

 Mediation and  

 Lok Adalats. 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES RESOLUTION(ADR) MECHANISM : 

 Arbitration: It is a method of resolution in which dispute is submitted to an arbitral tribunal which makes 

a decision on the dispute that is mostly binding on the parties. 

 Mediation: It is a non-binding procedure in which an impartial third party known as a mediator tries to 

facilitate the resolution process but he cannot impose the resolution and the parties are free to decide 

according to their convenience and terms. 

 Conciliation: It is also a non-binding procedure in which the conciliator assists the parties to a dispute to 

arrive at a mutually satisfactory and agreed settlement of the dispute. 

 Lok Adalats:It is a forum where disputes/cases pending in the court of law or at pre-litigation stage are 

settled/ compromised amicably.Lok Adalats have been given statutory status under the Legal Services 

Authorities Act,1987. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

GS PAPER - 03 ECONOMY - Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. 

HUBBALI-DHARWAD BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) PROJECT 

Context : 

 The Vice President inaugurated the Hubbali-Dharwad Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project. 

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project : 

 Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a high-quality bus-based transit system that delivers fast, comfortable, and 

cost-effective services at metro-level capacities. 

 It does this through the provision of dedicated lanes, with busways and iconic stations typically aligned to 

the center of the road, off-board fare collection, and fast and frequent operations. 

 The BRT system is a bus-based transport system with much of the same benefits (e.g., efficiency, speed, 

capacity, and convenience) as a rail-based transport system. 

 Throughout the world, more than 35 cities already have BRT systems, including successful model cases 

in developing countries such as Curitiba (Brazil), Bogotá (Colombia), and Jakarta (Indonesia). The first 

BRTS was launched in Curitiba in 1974. 

 In India, after a few less-than-satisfactory early attempts, including those in Delhi and Pune, the BRT 

system in Ahmedabad has seen relative success. The one in Delhi was dismantled in 2016. 

 The Hubballi-Dharwad Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS) is already ferrying close to one lakh 

passengers between the twin cities in its trial run. 

Advantages : 

 Lower capital, and operation and management costs compared with rail-based light rail transit (LRT) (i.e., 

tram) and mass rapid transit (MRT) (i.e., metro) systems, which medium-sized cities in developing 

countries usually cannot afford. 

 Higher capacity compared with conventional bus services. 

 More flexibility compared with LRT and MRT systems. 

 Easier integration with feeder systems. 

 Relatively simpler technology. 

 Bus-only lanes make for faster travel and ensure that buses are not delayed by mixed traffic congestion. 

 Station platforms should be level with the bus floor for quick and easy boarding. 

 Combination of the capacity and speed of a metro with the flexibility, low cost, and simplicity of a bus 

system. 

 Reduce delays caused by passengers boarding or leaving buses or purchasing fares. 

 Typical BRT systems cost, in terms of unit cost per kilometer (km), between one-twentieth and one-

quarter of LRT systems, and between one-fiftieth and one-twentieth of MRT systems. 

 Also, BRT systems can be implemented in a relatively short period of time (typically 1–3 years after 

conception) and can be easily augmented and/or adjusted in phases. 

 Source:- PIB 
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UJH MULTIPURPOSE PROJECT 

Context : 

 Union Minister has chaired a meeting to fast-track the implementation of Ujh Multipurpose(National) 

Project,Jammu & Kashmir.  

Ujh Multipurpose(National) Project: 

● The project is planned to be constructed in Kathua District of Jammu & Kashmir on the River Ujh, a 

major tributary of the Ravi river. 

● The project will enhance the utilization of waters of Eastern Rivers allotted to India as per the Indus 

Water Treaty. 

 
Indus Water Treaty: 

 The Indus Waters Treaty,1960 is a water-distribution treaty between India and Pakistan. 

 The Indus system comprises of the Indus River, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej.The basin is 

mainly shared by India and Pakistan with a small share for China and Afghanistan. 

 Under the Indus treaty, all the waters of three eastern rivers namely Ravi,Sutlej and Beas were allocated 

to India for exclusive use. 

 On the other hand,the waters of Western rivers namely Indus, Jhelum, and Chenab were allocated to 

Pakistan. 

 But India can use the water in western rivers in non-consumptive needs. Here non-consumptive 

means we can use it for irrigation, storage and even for electricity production. 

India‘s Projects on Indus River: 

 India has constructed the Bhakra Dam on Sutlej, Pong and Pandoh Dam on Beas and Thein (Ranjitsagar) 

on Ravi. 

 Further,India is constructing several other projects such as Shahpurkandi Project, Ujh multipurpose 

project among others. 
 

MAJOR PORT IN MAHARASHTRA 

Context : 

 Union Cabinet has given its approval for setting up a Major Port at Vadhavan near Dahanu in 

Maharashtra. 

 

Vadhavan Port: 

 The Vadhavan port will be the 13th major port in the country. It will be developed on a landlord based 

model. 

 A special purpose vehicle (SPV) will be formed with Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust(JNPT) as the lead 

partner with the government holding 51% stake. 

Jawaharlal Nehru Port: 

 Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) was established in 1989. 

 It is located east of Mumbai in Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra. 

 It is the biggest container port in India and the 28th largest in the world. But with the development of 

Vadhavan port,India will be in the top 10 container ports in the world. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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STAR RATING OF MINES 

Context : 

 Ministry of Coal (MoC) has launched a web portal for star rating of coal mines.  

More about the Portal : 

 The web portal was launched to promote green, safe and sustainable mining practices using 

technology as a tool. 

 It enables all operational coal mines across India for self-rating, their subsequent validation by Coal 

Controller‘s Organization (CCO), further evaluation and finally award of star rating.  

 Star Rating Policy for Coal Mines in India :  

 This policy envisages 50 evaluation parameters in Opencast Mines and 47 in Underground Mines as 

star rating criteria under seven broad modules namely -  

 Mining Operations Related Parameters,  

 Environment related parameters,  

 Adoption of Technologies: Best Mining Practices,  

 Economic performance,  

 Rehabilitation & Resettlement related parameters,  

 Worker related Compliance and  

 Safety and security related parameters. 

 As per the laid down procedures of the Star Rating Policy for Coal Mines in India , Coal mines will 

be rated -  

 91 to 100% will get 5 star 

 81 to 90% 4 star 

 71 to 80% 3 star 

 61 to 70% 2 star 

 41 to 60% 1 star 

 0 to 40% will get No star 

 Source:- PIB 

EASTERN DEDICATED FREIGHT CORRIDOR 

Context : 

 World Bank has offered to give financial assistance to the last remaining portion of the Eastern 

Dedicated Freight Corridor (EDFC) between Sonnagar and Dankuni, which India is originally slated 

to construct in the private public-private partnership (PPP) mode. 

Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor (EDFC) : 

 

  The Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor (EDFC) project is part of India‘s Dedicated Freight Corridor 

(DFC) programme, which aims to create one of the world‘s biggest cargo operations. 

 The EDFC project involves the construction of a 1,839km-long freight line extending from Ludhiana in 

the Indian state of Punjab to Dankuni near Kolkata, the capital city of West Bengal. 
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 The main objective of the project is to support freight movement on the Eastern Corridor, which starts in 

West Bengal, and passes through the states of Jharkhand, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Haryana before 

finally ending at Punjab. 

 The project is being implemented by Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Limited (DFCCIL), 

 DFCCIL is  a special purpose vehicle established by the Ministry of Indian Railways for the 

construction, operation and maintenance of the dedicated freight corridors. 

Benefits : 

 The project will ease congestion in the existing railway system, reduce travel time for passenger trains, 

and create additional rail transport and freight capacities. 
  

Public-private partnership (PPP) Mode :  

 

 PPP is a mode of providing public infrastructure and services by Government in partnership with 

private sector. It is a long term arrangement between Government and private sector entity for 

provision of public utilities and services. 

 PPP mechanism is a major element of India‘s infrastructure creation efforts as there is huge level of 

investment requirement in the sector. 

 The government at present is making several efforts to modify and energize the PPP (Public 

Private Partnership) mode of infrastructure generation.  

 A committee chaired by Kelkar also made valuable recommendations to empower the PPP 

mechanism. 

 These models operate on different conditions on the private sector regarding level of investment, 

ownership control, risk sharing, technical collaboration, duration of the project, financing mode, tax 

treatment, management of cash flows etc. 

 The main models of PPPs are : 

 Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) 

 Build-Own-Operate (BOO): 

 Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) 

 Build-Operate-Lease-Transfer (BOLT) 

 Lease-Develop-Operate (LDO) 

 Rehabilitate-Operate-Transfer (ROT) 

 DBFO (Design, Build, Finance and Operate) 

Source :- Indian Express 
 

GS PAPER - 03 ECONOMY - Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and 

issues arising out of their design and implementation. 

SANTUSHT PORTAL 

Context : 

 Union Minister of State (I/C) for Labour and Employment has launched the Santusht Portal. 

Santusht Portal : 

 It has been constituted under the Office of Minister of State for Labour and Employment. 

 The objective of ‗Santusht‘ is to promote transparency, accountability, effective delivery of public 

services and implementation of policies, schemes of Ministry of Labour and Employment at the 

grassroots level through constant monitoring. 
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 Aim: 

 To promote transparency, accountability, effective delivery of public services and implementation of 

policies, schemes of Ministry of Labour and Employment at grassroot level through constant 

monitoring. 

Centralized Public Grievance Redress And Monitoring System (CPGRAMS) : 

 Centralized Public Grievance Redress And Monitoring System (CPGRAMS) is an online web-

enabled system. 

 Aim: 

 To enable submission of grievances by the aggrieved citizens to Ministries or departments who 

scrutinize and take action for speedy and favorable redress of these grievances. 

 Developed by the National Informatics Centre in association with Directorate of Public 

Grievances(DPG) and Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances(DARPG). 

 Source:- PIB 

DISTRICT EXPORT PLAN (DEP) 

Context : 

 The Ministry of Commerce and Industry through the Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) has 

initiated a process to prepare and implement a District Export Plan (DEP). 

District Export Plan : 

 Will include the support required by the local industry in boosting their manufacturing and exports 

 Will include strategy to enhance logistics and infrastructure at the district level and better utilization of 

the Market Access Initiative (MAI) Scheme for inviting foreign buyers 

 The institutional structure set up at the district level for implementation of the District Export Plan will be 

headed by the Chief/ District Development Officer 

Market Access Initiative (MAI) scheme: 

Objective : 

 To promote India‘s Export on a sustained basis; 

 Focus Product-Focus country approach; 

 To evolve a specific strategy for enhancement of export accessing new market or increasing share in 

existing market. 

 Source:- PIB 

EASE OF LIVING INDEX(EOLI) AND MUNICIPAL PERFORMANCE INDEX(MPI) 

Context : 

 The Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs has launched two new indices namely Ease of Living 

Index(EoLI) and Municipal Performance Index(MPI) to assess the quality of life of citizens in cities. 

Ease of Living Index:  

 EOLI is aimed at providing a holistic view of Indian cities – beginning from the services provided by 

local bodies, the effectiveness of the administration, the outcomes generated through these services in 

terms of the liveability within cities and, finally, the citizen perception of these outcomes. 

 Main objectives of the Index: 

 To generate information to guide evidence-based policy making 

 Catalyse action to achieve broader developmental outcomes and assess 

 Compare the outcomes of various urban policies and schemes 

 Obtain the perception of citizens about their view of the services provided by the city administration. 

 Parameters of the index: 

 The index will assess the ease of living of citizens on three broad parameters namely a) quality of life 

b) economic ability and c) sustainability which are further divided into 14 categories across 50 

indicators. 
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 A Citizen Perception Survey is also being conducted which carries 30% of the marks of the Ease of 

Living Index. 

 The 100 notified smart cities and another 14 cities having a population of over a million will be 

considered for the assessment. 

Municipal Performance Index : 

 With the MPI 2019, the Ministry has sought to assess the performance of municipalities based on five 

enablers namely Service, Finance, Planning, Technology and Governance. 

 These have been further divided into 20 sectors which will be evaluated across 100 indicators. 

 This will help Municipalities in better planning and management, filling the gaps in city administration, 

and improving the liveability of cities for its citizens. 

 Source:- PIB 

UN WORLD PULSES DAY  

Context : 

 India hosts the UN World Pulses Day celebrations in New Delhi, 

UN World Pulses Day : 

 The United Nations General Assembly has designated February 10 of each year since 2019 as ―UN 

World Pulses Day‖.  

 The event was organized this year by NAFED in collaboration with Global Pulse Confederation (GPC). 

The National Agricultural Cooperative Federation of India Ltd. (NAFED) : 

 It is the Central Nodal agency of Government of India for procurement of Pulses & Oilseeds, Copra 

and Cotton under PM Aasha at Minimum Support Price (MSP), in every crop season. 

Global Pulse Confederation (GPC) : 

 The Global Pulse Confederation (GPC), established in 1963 in France, is now headquartered at 

Dubai since 2009.  

 It is a non-profit Confederation to promote production, consumption, awareness and trade of pulses, 

representing every component of supply chain related to the pulse industry such as growers, traders, 

govt bodies, trade promotion entities, processors and consumers.  

 It is the Confederation of 26 national associations and thousands of corporates engaged in pulses 

trade in over 50 countries. 

More in the news : 

 Inaugurating the UN World Pulses Day celebrations in New Delhi, Union Minister for Agriculture & 

Farmers Welfare Minister said, Government aims to make India a surplus country in terms of pulses 

production. 

 India has turned self-sufficient in Pulses cultivation since 2016-17 

 In the crop year 2018-19 India produced 22 million tonnes of Pulses and for the next year a target of 

26.30 million tonnes is projected. 

Steps taken by Government to achieve target : 

 To encourage farmers to grow pulses and To ensure proper value for the produce, Government has raised 

the MSP by one-and-a-half times based on recommendations of the Swaminathan Committee. 
   

Minimum Support Price : 

 Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the Government of India to insure 

agricultural producers against any sharp fall in farm prices. 

 The minimum support prices are announced by the Government of India at the beginning of the 

sowing season for certain crops on the basis of the recommendations of the Commission for 

Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP). 

 MSP is price fixed by Government of India to protect the producer - farmers - against excessive fall in 

price during bumper production years.  
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 The minimum support prices are a guarantee price for their produce from the Government.  

 The major objectives are to support the farmers from distress sales and to procure food grains for 

public distribution.  

 In case the market price for the commodity falls below the announced minimum price due to 

bumper production and glut in the market, government agencies purchase the entire quantity 

offered by the farmers at the announced minimum price. 

 

 eNAM has been strengthened with a view of One Nation One Market which has provided farmers 

access to better and wider market area ensuring a fair price. 

 To strengthen the logistics associated with the Agriculture sector, a new Kisan Rail has been announced 

in this budget which will benefit both the Agriculture and Horticulture sectors. 

 To promote exports of fruits from the North-East, the KisanUdanYojana has been announced in the 

budget 

 Source:- PIB 
 

DOUBLE TAXATION AVOIDANCE AGREEMENT BETWEEN  

Context : 

 The Union Cabinet has approved the signing and ratification of the Protocol amending the Agreement 

between India and Sri Lanka for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion 

with respect to taxes on income. 

More in the news : 

 The existing Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) between India and Sri entered into force 

in October 2013. 

 India and Sri Lanka are members of the Inclusive Framework and as such are required to implement the 

minimum standards under G-20 OECD BEPS Action Reports in respect of their DTAAs with Inclusive 

Framework countries. 

 India is a signatory to the Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to 

Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (MLI). 

 Sri Lanka is, however, not a signatory to the MLI. Therefore, amendment of the India-Sri Lanka DTAA 

bilaterally is required to update the Preamble and also to insert Principal Purpose Test (PPT) provisions to 

meet the minimum standards on treaty abuse under Action 6 of G-20 OECD Base Erosion & Profit 

Shifting (BEPS) Project. 

OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS: 

 The Inclusive Framework on BEPS brings together over 135 countries and around the globe to 

collaborate on the implementation of the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) 

Package. 

 Base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) refers to tax planning strategies used by multinational 

enterprises that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules to avoid paying tax. 

 They exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules to artificially shift profits to low or no-tax locations 

where there is little or no economic activity. 

 Although some of these gap-exploiting schemes used by the multinational corporations are illegal, 

most of them are not. 

 However, this undermines the fairness and integrity of tax systems because businesses that operate 

across borders can use BEPS to gain a competitive advantage over enterprises that operate at a 

domestic level. 

Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) : 

 A DTAA is a tax treaty signed between two or more countries. Its key objective is that tax-payers in 

these countries can avoid being taxed twice for the same income.  
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  Source:- PIB 

SPICE+ FOR INCORPORATION OF COMPANIES 

Context : 

 The Ministry of Corporate Affairs(MCA) has launched a new web form called SPICe+ for incorporation 

of companies. 

SPICe+: 

 The web form — issued as part of the Centre‘s Ease of Doing Business initiative — has replaced the 

existing SPICe form. 

 SPICe+ (Simplified Proforma for Incorporating a Company Electronically plus) is an integrated web form 

offering multiple services related to Company incorporation such as mandatory issue of PAN, Opening of 

Bank Account, allotment of GSTIN among others. 

 It would offer services for 3 Central Govt. Ministries & Departments. (Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 

Ministry of Labour & Department of Revenue in the Ministry of Finance) and One State 

Govt.(Maharashtra). 

 Source:- Hindu Business Line  
 

APIARY ON WHEELS  

Context : 

 Union minister of Micro,Small& Medium Enterprises has flagged off the Apiary on Wheels. 

Apiary on Wheels: 

 ‗Apiary on Wheels‘ is a unique concept designed by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission 

(KVIC) for the easy upkeep and migration of Bee Boxes having live Bee colonies. 

 It is a holistic approach to address the challenges faced by the beekeepers. It is designed so as to reduce 

the labour and cost of maintaining and upkeeping Bee Boxes and live bee colonies across India. 

 Apiary on Wheels is a platform which can carry 20 Bee Boxes from one place to another without any 

difficulty. It is like an attachment which can be easily connected with a Tractor or a Trolley and may be 

pulled to any suitable destination. 

 The KVIC launched Honey Mission in 2017 and has been training beekeepers, distributing Bee Boxes 

and helping rural, educated but unemployed youth to earn extra income through beekeeping activities, at 

their doorstep. 

National Honey mission: 

 The Honey Mission was launched in 2017 by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission 

(KVIC). 

 Aim:To Provide sustainable employment and income to rural and urban unemployed youth by 

conserving the honeybee habitat and tapping untapped natural resources. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

MARKET INTELLIGENCE AND EARLY WARNING SYSTEM (MIEWS)  

Context : 

 Minister of Food Processing Industries, launched the– Market Intelligence and Early Warning System 

(MIEWS) Web Portal that will forecast wholesale prices of three key vegetables - Tomato, Onion And 

Potato - for three months and alert the government to take timely intervention in case of price crash due to 

glut.  

Market Intelligence and Early Warning System (MIEWS)  : 

 MIEWS is designed to provide advisories to farmers to avoid cyclical production as well as an early 

warning in a glut situation. 

 The portal will show prices of both producing and consuming centres.  

 A DTAA applies in cases where a tax-payer resides in one country and earns income in another. 

 DTAAs can either be comprehensive to cover all sources of income or be limited to certain areas such 

as taxing of income from shipping, air transport, inheritance, etc. 
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 The portal will enable the government come up with a rapid response in times of glut and move products 

to deficit regions.  

 It will also help provide inputs for export and import decisions. 

 Alerts from the portal will help the government make timely market intervention under the Central 

scheme ‗Operation Greens‘ by providing subsidy to farmers for storage and transportation of the produce 

from surplus markets to consuming market 

 The portal would disseminate all relevant information related to TOP crops such as prices and arrivals, 

area, yield and production, imports and exports, crop calendars and crop agronomy, in an easy-to-use 

visual format. 

 Source:- PIB 

INDIAN NATIONAL CENTRE FOR OCEAN INFORMATION SERVICES  

Context : 

 The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS), Hyderabad has launched a trio of 

products to better cater to its diverse users.  

Small Vessel Advisory and Forecast Services System (SVAS) : 

 It is an innovative impact-based advisory and forecast service system for small vessels operating in Indian 

coastal waters. 

 The SVA system warns users about potential zones where vessel overturning can take place, ten days in 

advance. 

  The warning system is based on the  ‗Boat Safety Index‘ (BSI) derived from wave model forecast outputs 

such as significant wave height, wave steepness, directional spread and the rapid development of wind at 

sea which is boat-specific.    

Swell Surge Forecast System: 

 It will provide forewarnings for the coastal population of India's vast shoreline, which experiences a slew 

of damages caused by the swell waves that actually originate from the distant southern Indian Ocean. 

Algal Bloom Information Service (ABIS) : 

● providing timely information on harmful algal blooms, which are detrimental to coastal fisheries and also 

tend to induce respiratory problems within the coastal population from time to time.    

 Source:- PIB 

FARMER PRODUCER ORGANISATIONS (FPOS) 

Context : 

 Prime Minister to launch 10,000 Farmers Producer Organisations all over the country at Chitrakoot, 29th 

February 2020. 

Producer Organisation : 

 A Producer Organisation (PO) is a legal entity formed by primary producers, viz. farmers, milk 

producers, fishermen, weavers, rural artisans, craftsmen.  

 A PO can be a producer company, a cooperative society or any other legal form which provides for 

sharing of profits/benefits among the members.  

 In some forms like producer companies, institutions of primary producers can also become member of 

PO. 

 Need : 

 The main aim of PO is to ensure better income for the producers through an organization of their 

own.  

 Small producers do not have the volume individually (both inputs and produce) to get the benefit of 

economies of scale.  

 Besides, in agricultural marketing, there is a long chain of intermediaries who very often work non-

transparently leading to the situation where the producer receives only a small part of the value that 

the ultimate consumer pays.  
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 Through aggregation, the primary producers can avail the benefit of economies of scale. They will 

also have better bargaining power vis-à-vis the bulk buyers of produce and bulk suppliers of 

inputs. 

Farmers Producer Organisation : 

 The concept of 'Farmer Producer Organizations, (FPO)' consists of collectivization of producers 

especially small and marginal farmers  

  Small Farmers‘ Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) is providing support for promotion of FPOs.  

 The resource agencies leverage the support available from governments and agencies like NABARD to 

promote and nurture FPOs, but attempting an assembly line for mass production of FPOs has not given 

the desired results. 

Key Features  : 

 It is formed by a group of producers for either farm or non-farm activities.  

 It is a registered body and a legal entity.  

 Producers are shareholders in the organization.  

 It deals with business activities related to the primary produce/product.  

 It works for the benefit of the member producers.  

 A part of the profit is shared amongst the producers.  

 Rest of the surplus is added to its owned funds for business expansion. 

 Source:- PIB 

EASE 3.0 FOR TECH-ENABLED BANKING 

Context : 

 The Finance Minister has launched Enhanced Access and Service Excellence (EASE 3.0). 

EASE : 

● EASE are a set of banking reforms which aims to incorporate technological aids for ensuring better 

banking experience, wider financial inclusion and easier credit distribution. 

EASE 3.0 : 

 

 EASE 3.0 aims to provide advanced solutions that will make the public sector banking smart and 

technology-enabled. 

 It will include facilities like Palm Banking for End-to-end digital delivery of financial service, Banking on 

Go via EASE banking outlets, digitalised branch experience, tech-enabled agriculture lending among 

others. 

 Source:- Economic Time 
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LI-ION BATTERIES IMPORTS  

Context : 

 Union Minister for Science & Technology has given information about imports of lithium-ion (Li-ion) 

batteries in the country during the Budget session of 2020-21. 

Key Highlights : 

 Imports of Litium - ion Batteries : 

 India has quadrupled its imports of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. 

 175 million such batteries were imported in 2016, 313 million in 2017, 712 million in 2018 and 450 

million in 2019. 

 It has more than tripled its import bill on the products vital for powering a range of devices from 

cellphones to electric vehicles from 2016-2018. 

 The cost of these imports rose from ₹2,600 crores in 2016 to ₹6,500 crores in 2019 

 India imports Li-ion batteries from China, Japan and South Korea and is among the largest importers 

in the world. 

 China dominates the Li-ion battery market. Around three-quarters of battery cell manufacturing 

capacity is in China, and Chinese companies have unparalleled control of required domestic and 

foreign battery raw materials and processing facilities. 

 The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) manufactures Li-ion batteries but volumes are 

limited and they are restricted for use in space applications. 

  Need to Increase Manufacturing by India: 

 The government has announced investments worth $1.4 billion to make India one of the largest 

manufacturing hubs for electric vehicles by 2040. 

 Electric vehicles are expected to account for a significant share in the growth of the Li-ion battery 

demand in India till 2025. 

Steps taken by India : 

 The Central Electro Chemical Research Institute (CECRI) of CSIR and RAASI Solar Power Pvt Ltd 

had signed a Memorandum of Agreement for transfer of technology for India‘s first lithium-ion (Li-

ion) battery project in 2018. 

 The Union Cabinet has also approved a National Mission on Transformative Mobility and Battery 

Storage to drive clean, connected, shared sustainable and holistic mobility initiatives. 

  

Li-ion batteries : 

 

 A lithium-ion battery or Li-ion battery is a type of rechargeable battery. 

 Li-ion batteries use an intercalated (Intercalation is the reversible inclusion or insertion of a molecule 

into materials with layered structures) lithium compound as one electrode material, compared to the 

metallic lithium used in a non-rechargeable lithium battery. 

 The battery consists of electrolyte, which allows for ionic movement, and the two electrodes are 

the constituent components of a lithium-ion battery cell. 

 Lithium ions move from the negative electrode to the positive electrode during discharge and 

back when charging. 

 They are one of the most popular types of rechargeable batteries used for military, battery electric 
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vehicle and aerospace applications. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL TEXTILES MISSION 

Context : 

 Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs(CCEA) has given its approval to set up a National Technical 

Textiles Mission with a total outlay of Rs 1480 Crore. 

Technical Textile : 

 Technical textiles are textiles materials and products manufactured primarily for technical performance 

and functional properties rather than aesthetic characteristics. 

Technical Textile Mission : 

 The mission aims at increasing the size of the technical textiles in the domestic market to $40 billion 

which would require an average growth of at least 10% per annum. 

 The mission will have a four year implementation period from FY 2020-21 to 2023-24. 

 A Mission Directorate in the Ministry of Textiles headed by an eminent expert in the related field will be 

made operational for the mission. 

Components of the mission: 

 Component-l: Promoting both fundamental research at fibre level and application based research in geo-

textiles, agro-textiles, medical textiles among others, 

 Component-II: Promotion and Market Development. 

 Component-III: Export promotion of technical textiles and ensuring 10% average growth in exports per 

year upto 2023-24.An Export Promotion Council for Technical Textiles will be set up for this purpose. 

 Component-IV: Promoting technical education at higher engineering and technology levels related to 

technical textiles. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

CORONAVIRUS AND GLOBAL MARKETS 

Context : 

 Global markets went into a tailspin as investors stampeded out of stocks and commodities and flocked to 

the relative safety of government bonds, prompted by fears of a global recession due to the spread of the 

coronavirus. 

 

COVID -19 AND SLOW DOWN IN ECONOMY: 

 China is the world‘s second-largest economy, accounting for 16.3% of the global GDP. Therefore, any 

slowdown in the Chinese economy would impact the global economy 

 The deadly virus has brought a large part of China, to a standstill and its impact has been felt across 

industries.  

Uncertain impact of the virus on global economic health: 

 

 U.S. markets appeared set to experience their worst week since the 2008 global financial crisis.  
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 Yields on U.S. Treasury bills fell sharply as investors embraced its relative safety over stocks. The bond 

markets displayed an inverted yield curve where short-term bills yield more than long-term ones, 

signifying nervousness over economic prospects. 

 General economic wisdom holds that an inverted yield curve is the harbinger of a recession. 

 Oil prices experienced their worst week since 2016, with the prices of the benchmark Brent crude falling 

to as low as $50.51 a barrel.  

 In the commodity markets, metal prices fell by up to 6%. 

 Global borrowings benchmark Libor experienced its worst single-day drop in a decade, falling to 

1.46275%, as the markets raised their bets on accelerated rate cuts in the U.S. as a response to the 

economic turmoil. 

 The second wave of the coronavirus  set off fears of a recession in the U.S. and the Euro zone.  

 Ratings agency Moody‘s warned that the impact of disruptions in global supply chains, investment 

pullbacks by companies and slowing travel could trigger a global recession in the first half of 2020. 

India‘s case : 

 China is an important trading partner for India, India‘s pharmaceutical and electronics manufacturing 

sectors are dependent on China for inputs and they may be impacted. 

 Reflecting the turmoil in the stock markets, the rupee hit a six-month low against the dollar, at 72.27, 

before recovering marginally to close at ₹72.21. 

Way Forward : 

 If Indian Manufacturers are able to quickly access raw materials from the countries in the Asian region, 

then the problem for our manufacturers will also be contained. 

Source:- The Hindu 

GS PAPER - 03 ECONOMY- issues relating to intellectual property rights. 

INTERNATIONAL  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INDEX 

Context : 

 TheU.S Chamber of Commerce‘s Global Innovation Policy Center (GIPC) has released the International 

Intellectual Property Index 2020. 

International Intellectual Property Index : 

 The index maps the Intellectual Property(IP) ecosystem in 53 global economies representing over 90% 

of global GDP. 

 It uses 50 unique indicators which span across nine categories of protection namely patents, copyrights, 

trademarks, design rights, trade secrets, commercialization of IP assets, enforcement, systemic 

efficiency and membership and ratification of international treaties. 

Key Highlights : 

 The US, the UK, Sweden, France and Germany remained the top five economies on the index. 

 India has been ranked at 40th out of 53 countries in the index.It was placed at 36th position among 50 

countries in 2019. 

 The index has identified several challenges for India. Some of them are: 

 Patentability requirements 

 patent enforcement 

 compulsory licensing 

 patent opposition 

 regulatory data protection  

 transparency in reporting seizures by customs among others. 

 Source:- Financial Express 
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GS PAPER - 03 ENVIRONMENT AND ECOLOGY - Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, 

environmental impact assessment 

AGROCHEMICAL SPRAYING  

Context : 

 The Union Government has clarified that drone-spraying is illegal as per the Insecticides Act, 1968. 

 The Ministry also said that no permission or approval has been granted by the Central Insecticides Board 

(CIB) for spraying of pesticides using drones. 

 This clarification has come after environmentalists highlighted that the usage of drones for 

agrochemical spraying has increased and has the potential to create problems. 

More in the news : 

 The Insecticide Act, 1968 does not allow aerial spraying. As per its provisions, aerial application of 

pesticides needs approval or permission from the Central Insecticides Board (CIB). 

 Further, the CIB has not granted any approval or permission in the past for the use of drones to spray 

pesticides. 

 Aerial spraying impacts a larger area while decreasing the efficacy on the target pests. 

 Drones and unmanned remote-controlled machines can be harmful tools for spraying chemicals. 

 There is no scientific validity that drones help in precision spraying. 

 Adverse weather and wind conditions can result in drifting of the fine hazardous chemical beyond the 

range of application. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

BATS AND BAT HUNTERS IN NAGALAND  

Context : 

 The government has ordered an inquiry into a study conducted in Nagaland by researchers from China, 

US, and India on bats and humans carrying antibodies to deadly viruses like Ebola. 

 The study is investigated for how the scientists were allowed to access live samples of bats and bat 

hunters (humans) without due permission. 

 The inquiry comes at a time when people worldwide are grappling with the spread of novel coronavirus 

(nCoV) from China. 

Key Highlights : 

 Bats are harvested in an annual ritual by a Naga Tribe in Nagaland. The study conducted research on 

individuals who participated in the ritual. 

 The Nagaland study suggests bats in South Asia act as a reservoir host of a diverse range of filoviruses, 

and filovirus spillover occurs through human exposure to these bats. 

 Spillover effect means the virus seems to have moved from bats to humans in one event and after this 

moved from one human to another. 

 Northeast India is a region with no historical record of Ebola virus. But, this study has found the presence 

of filovirus (ex. ebolavirus, marburg virus) reactive antibodies in both human (ex. bat hunters) and bat 

populations implying zoonotic spread 

 However, the potential virus present in bats may not be an exact copy of the virus responsible for various 

outbreaks. 

Diseases Linked To Bats: 

 All bats can carry viruses. Many high-profile epidemics have been traced to bats. 

 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) antibodies were found in insectivorous bats. 

 Ebola antibodies were found in Hammer-headed fruit bat. 

 Indian Flying Fox, hosts over 50 viruses. 

 Rabies 

 With around 1,200 species, bats comprise 20% of the earth‘s mammalian diversity. 

 Long periods of flying raises the temperatures of bats, boosting their immune responses and helps them 

survive the microbes‘ pathogenic effects. 
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Way Forward: 

 Given the widespread challenges form the newly discovered viruses, it must be ensured that all medical 

studies in the country adhere to strict norms. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

ASSAM‘S BURHI DIHING RIVER 

Context : 

 A stretch of the eastern Assam's Burhi Dihing River was on fire  due to a leakage in the underwater oil 

pipeline.  

More in the news : 

 The spillage of crude oil which was being transported to Digboi refinery. 

 Assam is an ecologically sensitive state, spillage of crude or processed oil in river bodies threatens 

aquatic life. 

  

Dihing River : 

 

 Dihing or Burhi Dihing is a large tributary of the Brahmaputra River in Upper Assam. 

 The river originates in the Eastern Himalayas (the Patkai Hills) in Arunachal Pradesh and flows 

through Tinsukia and Dibrugarh Districts in Assam to its confluence with the Brahmaputra at 

Dihingmukh. 

 It creates a number of oxbow lakes in the area. 

 Other Tributaries of the Brahmaputra River: 

 Dibang River, Lohit River, Dhansiri River, Kolong River, Kameng River, Manas River, Beki 

River, Raidak River, Jaldhaka River, Teesta River, Subansiri River. 

Digboi Oil Refinery : 

 It is India's oldest operating refinery and one of the oldest operating refineries in the world. 

 It is situated in Tinsukia district of Assam. 

 The historic Digboi Refinery has been termed as the "Gangotri of the Indian Hydrocarbon 

sector. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
  

THE LOCUST ATTACK  

Context : 

 Pakistan and Somalia have declared locust emergencies. During the past few weeks, major locust attacks 

have been observed in several countries in western and southern Asia and in eastern Africa. 

What are locusts, and how do they inflict damage? 

 Locusts are a group of short-horned grasshoppers that multiply in numbers as they migrate long distances 

in destructive swarms (up to 150km in one day). 

 The swarms devour leaves, flowers, fruits, seeds, bark and growing points, and also destroy plants by 

their sheer weight as they descend on them in massive numbers. 

 Four species of locusts are found in India: Desert locust (Schistocerca gregaria), Migratory locust 

(Locusta migratoria), Bombay Locust (Nomadacris succincta) and Tree locust (Anacridium sp.). 
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 The desert locust is regarded as the most destructive pest in India as well as internationally, with a 

small swarm covering one square kilometre being able to consume the same amount of food in one 

day as 35,000 people. 

Locust Hotspots: 

 The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) has currently identified three hotspots of threatening 

locust activity: Horn of Africa, the Red Sea area, and southwest Asia. 

 The Horn of Africa has been called the worst-affected area 

Control measures taken by India: 

 Locust Control and Research scheme: 

 It is implemented through the Locust Warning Organisation (LWO) which was established in 1939. 

 LWO was amalgamated in 1946 with the Directorate of Plant Protection Quarantine and Storage 

(PPQS) of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

 Objective: protection of standing crops and other green vegetation from Desert locust 

 Source:- Indian Express 

FOREST FIRES IN 2019 

Context : 

 Minister of State for Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEF&CC) has provided information 

about forest fires management and prevention in Rajya Sabha. 

Datas and Facts : 

 The area covering 93,273 hectares has been affected by forest fires in 2019.This also includes ground 

fires which means burning of ground vegetation. 

 According to the Forest Survey of India, about 21.40% of forest cover in India is prone to fires with 

forests in the north-eastern region and central India being the most vulnerable. 

 Mizoram recorded the highest number of forest fire alerts between November 2018 and June 2019. 

Initiatives for prevention of Forest fires: 

  About National Action Plan on Forest Fires: 

 National Action Plan on Forest Fires (NAPFF) was launched in 2018 to minimise forest fires by 

informing, enabling and empowering forest fringe communities and incentivising them to work with 

the State Forest Departments. 

 The plan also intends to substantially reduce the vulnerability of forests across diverse forest 

ecosystems in the country against fire hazards, enhance capabilities of forest personnel and 

institutions in fighting fires and swift recovery subsequent to fire incidents. 

 About Forest Fire Prevention and Management scheme: 

 The Forest Fire Prevention and Management Scheme(FPM) is the centrally Sponsored scheme 

which replaced the Intensification of Forest Management Scheme(IFMS) in 2017. 

 The scheme aims  

 To  Minimise forest fire incidences and help in restoring productivity of forests in affected areas  

 Encourage partnership with forest fringe communities for forest protection and  

 Prepare fire danger rating system and devise forest fire forecasting system. 

 Draft National Forest Policy,2018: 

 The policy aims at bringing a minimum of one-third of India‘s total geographical area under 

forest or tree cover. 

 It calls for safeguarding ecosystems from forest fires, mapping the vulnerable areas and developing 

and strengthening early warning systems and methods to control fire based on remote sensing 

technology and community participation. 

 Source:- PIB; Indian Express 

CENTRAL POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

Context : 

 The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has sent show cause notices to 14 thermal power plants for 

not complying with the 31st December, 2019 deadline to limit Sulphur Dioxide Emissions. 
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Phased Approach to limit Sulphur Dioxide Emission : 

● To limit Particulate Matter (PM), sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide emission from thermal plants, India has put in 

place a phased-approach that directs coal-fired units to put in place measures to limit pollution by December 2022. 

 As per Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) estimates, these norms can help reduce PM 

emissions by about 35%, NOx emission by about 70%, and SO2 emissions by more than 85% by 

2026-27 against a business-as-usual scenario with no pollution control technologies. 

 However plants in a 300 km radius of Delhi were to comply by 31st December, 2019 because of the 

poor air quality in the city as well as the surrounding Gangetic plain. 
 

 Few units have set in place the process for acquiring flue-gas desulphurisation technology. 

 Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD) is a set of technologies used to remove sulphur dioxide (SO2) from 

exhaust flue gases of fossil-fuel power plants. Flue gas is a mixture of gases produced by the burning 

of fuel or other materials in power stations and industrial plants and extracted via ducts. 

Background : 

 The Union Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change had, for the first time, introduced SO2 

emission limits for coal-fired power plants in December 2015. 

 However, a Supreme Court order changed the deadline for installation of FGD technology in power plants 

from 2017 to December 2019 in Delhi-NCR and till 2022 for other parts of the country. 

 Environment experts have called for strict action on coal power plants as it is not clear whether power 

plants will meet even the extended deadlines to comply with pollution limits, both in Delhi and around 

the country. 
  

Greenpeace India Report : 

 According to a report by Greenpeace (an environmental Non-Governmental Organization), India is 

the largest emitter of Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) in the world, contributing more than 15% of global 

anthropogenic emissions. 

 According to the Report, five of the top ten SO2 emission hotspots from coal/power generation 

industry across the world are in India. 

 The major SO2 emission hotspots in India are Singrauli in Madhya Pradesh, Neyveli and 

Chennai in Tamil Nadu, Talcher and Jharsuguda in Odisha, Korba in Chhattisgarh, Kutch in 

Gujarat, Ramagundam in Telangana and Chandrapur and Koradi in Maharashtra - as detected 

by the NASA OMI (Ozone Monitoring Instrument) satellite. 

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) and Air Pollution : 

 SO2 emissions are a significant contributor to air pollution. High concentrations of SO2 in the air 

generally lead to the formation of other Sulfur Oxides (SOx). 

 SOx can react with other compounds in the atmosphere to form small particles. These particles 

contribute to Particulate Matter (PM) pollution. 

 Small particles may penetrate deeply into the lungs and in sufficient quantity can contribute to 

health problems. 

 Air Pollution is a huge public health concern, with 91% of the world‘s population living in areas 

where outdoor air pollution exceeds guideline limits by the World Health Organization (WHO) and 

as a result, 4.2 million people die prematurely every year. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

GLOBAL GO TO THINK TANK INDEX 

Context : 

 The Global Go To Think Tank Index Report(GGTTI) has been released by the Think Tanks and Civil 

Societies Program(TTCSP) at the University of Pennsylvania,US. 

Global Go To Think Tank Index : 

● The index evaluates public-policy research analysis and engagement organisations that generate policy-

oriented research, analysis, and advice on domestic and international issues. 
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● It claims to enable policy makers and the public to make informed decisions on public policy. 

Key Highlights : 

● The index was topped by Carnegie Endowment for International Peace of US followed by Belgium 

Bruegel and French Institute of International Relations(IFRI). 

● India Specific : 

 The Centre for Science and Environment(CSE) was placed at 16th position among 176 Global Think 

Tanks. 

 The Observer Research Foundation(ORF) was ranked 27th in 2019.It was previously ranked 118th 

position in 2018. 

 Syama Prasad Mookerjee Research Foundation was the highest-ranked Indian think tank with a 

political party affiliation getting a rank of 31st, among 38 such institutions. 

 Source:- Down To Earth 
 

CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY SPECIES OF WILD ANIMALS (CMS) 

Context : 

 Recently the Prime Minister inaugurated the 13th Conference of Parties on Conservation of Migratory 

Species of Wild Animals at Gandhinagar. 

 Theme for the CMS COP 13: ―Migratory species connect the planet and together we welcome them 

home.‖ 

Logo : 

 CMS COP 13 Logo is inspired by the traditional ‗KOLAM‘ from southern India, which has a profound 

significance in the context of living in harmony with nature. 

More in the news : 

 As India assumed COP Presidency for the next three years, PM highlighted India is one of the most 

diverse countries of the world and with 2.4% of the world's land area, India contributes about 8% of the 

known global biodiversity.  

 India's forest cover is increased which currently stands at 21.67% of the total geographical area of the 

country. 

Steps taken by India for conservation  : 

 To Promote sustainable development and to fulfil Paris climate deal: Electric Vehicles, Smart Cities, and 

Conservation of Water are being given importance. 

 Implementation of focussed species conservation programme : India has achieved its target of doubling 

the number of tigers from 1411 in 2010 to 2967, two years before the committed date of 2022. 

 India has also prepared a ‗National Action Plan for conservation of Migratory Birds along the Central 

Asian Flyway. 

 To conserve migratory species active cooperation of all the Central Asian Flyway Range Countries is 

required. 

 India by 2020, will be launching its Marine Turtle Policy and Marine Stranding Management Policy. 

 PM also highlighted the pollution caused by single use plastic and emphasised to address the pollution 

caused by microplastics on a mission mode. 

 collaborative action towards conservation: Establishment of ‗Trans boundary Protected Areas‘ would help 

in increasing cooperation with bordering countries to ensure conservation. 

Convention on Conservation of Migratory wild Animals (CMS) : 

 In order to protect the migratory species throughout their range countries, a Convention on Conservation 

of Migratory Species (CMS), has been in force, under the aegis of United Nations Environment 

Programme. Also referred to as the Bonn Convention. 

 It works for protection and conservation of species that migrate across frontiers and are facing threats of 

extinction or require urgent attention. 

 Aim :To bring together different countries that are part of range of a given species, and facilitate coherent 

conservation and protection regimes in a group of countries. 
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 Classification of species: Under this convention, migratory species threatened with extinction are listed 

on Appendix I and Parties strive towards strictly protecting these animals, conserving or restoring the 

places where they live, mitigating obstacles to migration and controlling other factors that might endanger 

them. Migratory species that need or would significantly benefit from international co-operation are listed 

in Appendix II of the Convention. 

Why do migratory species need special attention for conservation? 

 With a change in season, many mammals and birds move from one country to another in search of food 

and shelter, and for breeding.  

 However, wildlife laws and protection regimes for these species can be different in each country, making 

them vulnerable to taking, hunting, poisoning etc.  

 Many migratory species are threatened with extinction due to habitat degradation, barriers in their 

migration routes, and other pressures.  

 Therefore, these species need special attention by all countries that are part of their range. 

India‘s Proposal : 

 Asian elephant: 

 India said the Asian elephant, an endangered species, once used to range from west Asia to north of 

Yagtze river in China but currently, the range has shrunk to 13 Asian countries 

 Elephants‘ inclusion on Appendix-I would ensure better coordination among the range countries, 

facilitate migration, increase effective habitat area, and reduce killings. 

 The Government of India has declared Indian elephant as National Heritage Animal. Indian elephant 

is also provided highest degree of legal protection by listing it in Schedule I of the Wildlife 

(Protection) Act, 1972. 

 Great Indian bustard: 

 The Great Indian Bustard is a Critically Endangered species with a small population of about 100–

150 individuals that is largely restricted to Thar desert in Rajasthan, India. 

 The species has disappeared from 90% of this range; their population has reduced by 90% within 50 

years (six generations); and their threats are expected to increase in future. 

 Its range stretching across India and Pakistan. 

 The birds fly across the India-Pakistan border and hence the need for bilateral cooperation for 

recovery of the species. 

 Bengal florican:  

 This too is a critically endangered species of bird that belongs to the bustard family. 

 The present population of the South Asian subspecies has shrunk to around 1,000 individuals and its 

present habitat been restricted to the Terai and Dooars grassland regions of the Indo-Gangetic and 

Brahmaputra floodplains. 

 It exhibits transboundary movements, and its migration exposes it to threats such as land use changes, 

collision with power transmission line at boundary area of India-Nepal and probable power-line 

collisions. Inclusion of the species in Appendix I of CMS will aid in transboundary conservation 

efforts facilitated by International conservation bodies and existing international laws and agreement. 

How does listing on a CMS Appendix help a species? 

 cooperation among range countries, harmonisation in policies etc through regional agreements. 

 CMS has working groups specialising in various fauna families, and a Scientific Council that advises 

research-based solutions for conservation. 

 Source:- Indian Express 
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JALDAPARA NATIOANL PARK 

Context : 

 At least five rhinos died within four days in northern West Bengal's Jaldapara National Park 

suspectedly due to anthrax. 

Anthrax : 

 Anthrax is a serious infectious disease caused by gram-positive, rod-shaped bacteria known as Bacillus 

anthracis.  

 Anthrax can be found naturally in soil and commonly affects domestic and wild animals around the 

world. 

  The eastern and north-eastern parts of India have registered odd cases of anthrax 

Jaldapara National Park : 

 Jaldapara Wildlife Sanctuary is situated at the foothills of Eastern Himalayas in Alipurduar Sub-Division 

of Jalpaiguri District in West Bengal and on the banks of the Torsa River. 

 It was declared a sanctuary in 1941 for protection of the great variety flora and fauna, particularly the 

one-horned rhinoceros, an animal threatened with extinction. 

 In May 2012 it was declared a national park. 

 Flora and Fauna : 

 The forest is mainly savannah covered with tall elephant grasses. 

 The park holds the largest rhino population in India after Kaziranga National Park in Assam. Other 

animals in the park include Indian leopard, Indian elephants, sambar, barking deer, spotted deer, hog 

deer, wild boars, and gaur. 

 The Jaldapara Sanctuary covers 216 sq km, is a mosaic of woods, grasslands, perennial streams, 

sandy river banks and extensive belts of tall grass. 

 The Malangi River also flows nearby from east to west. Drained by rivers Torsa, Malangi, Hollong, 

Chirakhawa, Kalijhora, Sissamara, Bhaluka and Buri Torsa, the Sanctuary provides extensive 

grassland which is last refuge to a wide variety of mammals, amphibians, reptiles and birds. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

GODAVARI, KRISHNA AND KAVERI RIVER LINKING PROJECT 

Context : 

 The government has made the draft Detailed Project Report (DPR) for linking the three rivers – Godavari, 

Krishna and Kaveri. 

Detailed Project Report of Linking of Godavari , Krishna and cauvery : 

 

 The project to connect the rivers includes three links — Godavari (Inchampalli/Janampet)-Krishna 

(Nagarjunasagar), Krishna (Nagarjunasagar)-Pennar (Somasila) and Pennar (Somasila)-Cauvery (Grand 

Anicut). 

 According to the draft DPR, around 247 TMC of water can be diverted from Godavari river to 

Nagarjunsagar dam through lifting and further south for meeting the demands of Krishna, Pennar and 

Cauvery basins. 

Benefits : 

 The backwaters will be carried through Krishna and Penna using steel pipes instead of developing canals 

en route as suggested by a non-resident engineer from Andhra Pradesh. 

 By doing so, wastage of water from canals could be prevented and overall cost reduced. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torsa_River
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River Godavari : 

 The Godavari is the largest river system of the Peninsular India and is revered as Dakshina 

Ganga. 

 The Godavari basin extends over states of Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Odisha 

in addition to smaller parts in Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Union territory of Puducherry 

(Yanam) having a total area of ~ 3 lakh Sq.km. 

 The basin is bounded by Satmala hills, the Ajanta range and the Mahadeo hills on the north, by 

the Eastern Ghats on the south and the east and by the Western Ghats on the west. 

 The Godavari River rises from Trimbakeshwar in the Nashik district of Maharashtra about 80 km 

from the Arabian Sea at an elevation of 1,067 m. 

 The total length of Godavari from its origin to outfall into the Bay of Bengal is 1,465 km. 

 

 Tributaries : 

 Left Bank Tributaries: Dharna, Penganga, Wainganga, Wardha, Pranahita [conveying the 

combined waters of Penganga, the Wardha and Wainganga], Pench, Kanhan, Sabari, Indravati 

etc. 

 Right Bank Tributaries: Pravara, Mula, Manjra, Peddavagu, Maner etc. 

River krishna : 

 The Krishna is the second largest east flowing river of the Peninsula. 

 The Krishna Basin extends over Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Karnataka having a total area of 

~2.6 lakh Sq.km. 

 It is bounded by Balaghat range on the north, by the Eastern Ghats on the south and the east and by 

the Western Ghats on the west. 

 The Krishna River rises from the Western Ghats near Jor village of Satara district of 

Maharashtra at an altitude of 1,337 m just north of Mahabaleshwar. 

 The total length of river from origin to its outfall into the Bay of Bengal is 1,400 km. 

 The major part of basin is covered with agricultural land accounting to 75.86% of the total area. 

 The Krishna forms a large delta with a shoreline of about 120 km. The Krishna delta appears to 

merge with that formed by the Godavari and extends about 35 km into the sea. 
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 Tributaries : 

 Right bank: the Ghatprabha, the Malprabha and the Tungabhadra. 

 Left Bank: the Bhima, the Musi and the Munneru. 

River Kaveri (Cauvery) : 

 The Kaveri (Cauvery) is designated as the ‗Dakshina Ganga‘ or ‗the Ganga of the South‘. 

 The Cauvery River rises at an elevation of 1,341 m at Talakaveri on the Brahmagiri range near 

Cherangala village of Kodagu (Coorg) district of Karnataka. 

 The total length of the river from origin to outfall is 800 km. 

 The Cauvery basin extends over states of Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala and Union Territory of 

Puducherry draining an area of 81 thousand Sq.km. 

 It is bounded by the Western Ghats on the west, by the Eastern Ghats on the east and the south and 

by the ridges separating it from Krishna basin and Pennar basin on the north. 

 Physiographically, the basin can be divided into three parts – the Westen Ghats, the Plateau of 

Mysore and the Delta. 

 The delta area is the most fertile tract in the basin. The principal soil types found in the basin are 

black soils, red soils, laterites, alluvial soils, forest soils and mixed soils. Red soils occupy large 

areas in the basin. Alluvial soils are found in the delta areas. 

 The basin in Karnataka receives rainfall mainly from the S-W Monsoon and partially from N-E 

Monsoon. The basin in Tamil Nadu receives good flows from the North-East Monsoon. 

 Its upper catchment area receives rainfall during summer by the south-west monsoon and the lower 

catchment area during winter season by the retreating north-east monsoon. 

 It is, therefore almost a perennial river with comparatively less fluctuations in flow and is very 

useful for irrigation and hydroelectric power generation. 

 Thus the Cauvery is one of the best regulated rivers and 90 to 95 per cent of its irrigation and 

power production potential already stands harnessed. 

 The river drains into the Bay of Bengal. The major part of basin is covered with agricultural land 

accounting to 66.21% of the total area. 

 

 Tributaries : 
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 Left Bank: the Harangi, the Hemavati, the Shimsha and the Arkavati. 

 Right Bank: Lakshmantirtha, the Kabbani, the Suvarnavati, the Bhavani, the Noyil and the 

Amaravati joins from right. 

 Source:- PIB; Financial Express 

CLIMATE RISK AND RESPONSE 

Context : 

 McKinsey Global Institutehas released a report titled ―Climate risk and response: Physical hazards and 

socioeconomic impacts‖. 

More about the report : 

 The report analyses the physical risks and socio-economic impacts of climate change across the world in 

the next three decades under a business-as-usual scenario. 

Key highlights : 

 Globally, 700 million-1.2 billion people will be living in areas with a non-zero chance of lethal heat 

waves by 2050, according to the report.  

 High temperatures and sustained heat waves will hamper outdoor working ability of the labour force. 

Estimates suggest that the number of working hours lost due to extreme heat would increase from 10 per 

cent today to 15-20 per cent by 2050, severely affecting economic growth.  

 Countries and regions with lower per capita GDP levels are the most vulnerable and will be hit the worst 

with the economic shocks of climate change in coming decades. 

 Around 90% of the excess heat due to global warming is actually stored in the oceans which will affect 

the livelihoods of around 650-800 million people in the fisheries industry. 

 However,climate change may also provide an economic boost to some colder, richer countries.Tourism in 

areas of northern Europe and agriculture in Canada may see some benefits of rising temperatures. 

 Indian specific findings : 

 Extreme heat will significantly lower the outdoor working capacity of India‘s labour workforce in the 

next three decades, putting at risk, the country‘s economic growth 

 In India, nearly 75 per cent of the labour force (some 380 million people) is exposed to heat- related 

stress. By 2030, the average loss in daylight working hours could put between 2.5 and 4.5 per cent of 

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at risk annually, the report said.  

 Rising heat and humidity levels will expose between 160 million and 200 million Indians to a higher 

risk of lethal heat waves by 2030.  

 Source:- Down To Earth 

ANTARCTIC GLACIER 

Context : 

 A 2019 study had discovered a fast-growing cavity in the glacier sized roughly two-thirds the area of 

Manhattan. 

 Now, a new study has pinned the cause of the melting to the presence of warm water at a vital point 

beneath the glacier. 

Thwaites Glacier and its important : 

 Thwaites Glacier is located in western Antarctica and flows into Pine Island Bay, a part of the Amundsen 

Sea 

 According to NASA, the Thwaites Glacier is currently responsible for approximately 4% of global sea 

level rise. It holds enough ice to raise the world ocean by more than 2 feet. 

 It is estimated that it would collapse into the sea in 200-900 years. 

  It is often called the Doomsday Glacier because of the risk it faces and poses. 

 A 2019 NASA-led study had discovered a giant cavity growing at the bottom of the Thwaites Glacier 
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 Source:- Indian Express 

 

HIMALAYAN GLACIER  

Context : 

 According to a study published in the journal PNAS, the byproducts of burning coal in Europe in the late 

18th century made their way to the Dasuopu glacier, about 10,300 kilometres from London, the birthplace 

of the Industrial Revolution. 

More in the news : 

 Scientists says that The Industrial Revolution was a revolution in the use of energy, And so the use of 

coal combustion also started to cause emissions that we think were transported by winds up to the 

Himalayas 

 The ice cores operate as a sort of timeline, and show new ice forming in layers on the glacier over time. 

 It is possible for researchers to tell almost the precise year a layer of the glacier formed because of 

environmental clues like snowfall or other known natural or human-made disasters. 

 They found higher-than-natural levels of a number of toxic metals, including cadmium, chromium, nickel 

and zinc, in the ice starting at around 1780 -- the very start of the Industrial Revolution in the UK. 

 Those metals are all byproducts of burning coal, a key part of industry at the end of the 18th century and 

throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, according to the researchers. 

 They found that those metals were likely transported by winter winds, which travel around the globe from 

west to east. 

 The researchers also believe it is possible that some of the metals, most notably zinc, came from large-

scale forest fires, including those used in the 1800s and 1900s to clear trees to make way for farms. 

 There are few high-altitude records of large-scale fires from around the world, making that contamination 

more difficult to track. 
  

Dasuopu glacier : 

 

 Location: Mt. Shishapangma, Central Himalayas, Tibet 

 Altitude: 7,200 meters or 23,600 feet above sea level 

 Source:- AIR; Science Daily 

THANATOTHERISTES, REAPER OF DEATH 

Context : 

 Scientists at the University of Calgary and Royal Tyrrell Museum have found that a dinosaur fossil, found 

in Alberta in Canada in 2010, belongs to a new species of tyrannosaur. 

 The new species has been named ‗Thanatotheristes degrootorum‘ (means ―reaper of death‖). 

 The species is the oldest tyrannosaur known from northern North America. 
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Tyrannosaur : 

 Tyrannosaurs were one of the largest meat-eating dinosaurs to have ever lived, with very large and high 

skulls. 

 They did not have one general body type; rather different tyrannosaur species evolved distinct body sizes, 

skull forms and other such physical features. 

 The found fossils are important to understand the Late Cretaceous period, which is the period when 

tyrannosaurs roamed the Earth. 

 Cretaceous Period, in geologic time, is the last of the three periods of the Mesozoic Era. The 

Cretaceous began 145.0 million years ago and ended 66 million years ago; it followed the Jurassic 

Period and was succeeded by the Paleogene Period . 

 Source:- Indian Express 

 ‗FUTURE OF EARTH, 2020‘ REPORT 

Context : 

 The South Asia Future Earth Regional Office, the Divecha Centre for Climate Change and the Indian 

Institute of Science have released ―The Future of Earth, 2020‖ report. 

More about the report : 

 

 The report has been prepared with the aim of reducing carbon footprint and halting global warming below 

2 degree Celsius by 2050. 

 The Future of Earth 2020 report has listed five global risks that have the potential to impact and amplify 

one another in ways that may cascade to create a global systemic crisis.  

 Climate change 

 Extreme weather 

 Biodiversity loss 

 Food crisis 

 Water crisis 

Interrelation among risk factors: 

 Extreme heat waves can accelerate global warming by releasing large amounts of stored carbon from 

affected ecosystems, and at the same time intensify water crises and/ or food scarcity. 

 The loss of biodiversity weakens the capacity of natural and agricultural systems to cope with climate 

extremes, thus increasing vulnerability to food crises. 

 Strains on food production are expected to increase, as a result of various forces including climate change, 

biodiversity loss, and a global population on the rise. 

 Greenhouse Gas Emissions  

 Despite declarations of a climate crisis or climate emergency by the leaders of more than 700 cities, 

states and governments, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere during 2019 reached 

more than 415 parts per million (ppm). 

 The five years from 2014 to 2018 were the warmest recorded over land and ocean since 1880. 

 Decline in Biodiversity 
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 Humans have significantly altered 75% of the planet‘s land area. About a quarter of species in 

assessed plant and animal groups are threatened. 

 In 2018, the world‘s last male northern white rhino died in his Kenyan enclosure, while the 

Brazillian blue parrot, Spix‘s Macaw, was declared extinct in the wild. 

 Trends Highlighted 

 Right-wing populism, a breed of politics that exploits people‘s fears during times of economic decline 

and growing inequality, and that focuses on nationalist tendencies to clamp down on borders and 

reject immigrants, is on the rise around the world. This often leads to a denial of climate change facts 

or impacts. 

 The digital platforms such as social media, search engines and e-commerce algorithms, tend to favour 

the spread of information designed to engage with emotion over reason, which can cause the 

propagation of ―fake news‖, and can lead to social harms like an erosion of trust in vaccines. 

Recommendations : 

 Reversing the trends of loss of life on the planet will require some new ways of thinking about 

conservation. 

 Humans are now the main driver behind planetary change, thus human systems should be targeted. This 

means addressing societal systems including populism, finance, and information transmission, alongside 

the practices and technologies that emit greenhouse gases, from fossil-fuel burning to food production. 

 Bolstering financial resilience should go hand in hand with increasing the resilience of the communities. 

 Negative impact of migration can be avoided with pragmatic planning that anticipates inevitable 

demographic change, and accommodates human movements with infrastructure and targeted social 

inclusion programmes. 

 Source:- Down To Earth 

URBAN HEAT ISLANDS IN INDIA 

Context : 

 There was a study that was conducted by IIT Kharagpur called ―Anthropogenic forcing exacerbating the 

urban heat islands in India‖. 

 According to the study, the urban areas are comparatively warmer than the suburbs. 

Key Highlights : 

 The research was a detailed and careful analysis of urban heat islands in India.It studied the difference 

between urban and surrounding rural land surface temperatures, across all seasons in 44 major cities from 

2001 to 2017. 

 The study found evidence of mean daytime temperature of surface Urban Heat Island (UHI Intensity) 

going up to 2 degrees C for most cities, as analyzed from satellite temperature measurements in monsoon 

and post-monsoon periods. 

 Researchers also noticed a similar rise in daytime temperatures in Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, 

Hyderabad and Chennai. 
  

Urban Heat Islands : 

 An urban heat island is an urban or an industrial area that has temperatures considerably higher than 

its surrounding rural areas (both share the same climate) primarily due to anthropogenic reasons. 

 Cities in northern plains used to cool down during night, but nowadays they are trapping this heat 

overnight. 

 ACs, pollution, close and dense network of buildings are the primary reason for the Urban heat 

islands at night. 

Causes : 

 Heat-trapping concrete and asphalt (have very low albedo or low reflectivity) replace natural 

vegetation and water (reduced evaporation and evapotranspiration). 

 High rise buildings that offer more surface area for heat absorption. 
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 High vehicle density and a lot of heat released from their engines. 

 High pollution levels and high concentration of GHGs like CO2 (thermal power plants and 

vehicles). 

 GHGs, aerosols, particulate matter are good at absorbing outgoing infrared radiation (long wave 

radiation). 

 Cooling appliances like air conditioners that release the heat into the surroundings. 

 Bad monsoons: less evaporation of water from vegetation and soil. 

 

Source:- The Hindu 

BUDDAH NULLAH 

Context : 

 The Punjab govt. has approved ₹650 crore in the first phase for rejuvenation of the highly polluting 

Buddah Nullah — a seasonal tributary of Sutlej in Ludhiana. 

Buddah Nullah : 

 

 Buddah Nullah or Budha Nala is a seasonal water stream that runs through the Malwa region of Punjab. 

 It passes through highly populated Ludhiana and drains into Sutlej River, a tributary of the Indus river. 

 It has also become a major source of pollution in the region as well the main Sutlej river, as it gets 

polluted after entering the highly populated and industrialized Ludhiana city, turning it into an open drain. 

 Also, since a large area in south-western Punjab solely depend on the canal water for irrigation, and water 

from Buddha Nullah enters various canals after Harike waterworks. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

NATURE RANKING INDEX-2020 

Context : 

 Nature Ranking Index 2020 has been released by the Nature Index. 

Nature Ranking Index : 

 The rankings are based on the total research output which the institutions have carried out from 

December,2018 to November,2019. 

 The research output means the total citations in numbers and sharing percentage per article. 

Key Highlights : 

 The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research(CSIR) has topped the index. 

 The Indian Institute of Science (IISc),Bangalore has been ranked second. 

 The third place has been secured by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research(TIFR-Mumbai). 

 Source:- Hindu Business Line 
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MALAI MAHADESHWARA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY 

Context : 

 Decks have been cleared to notify the Malai Mahadeshwara Wildlife Sanctuary as a tiger reserve. 

More in the news : 

 Once notified, Chamarajanagar district will have the rare distinction in the country of harbouring three 

tiger reserves. It already has Bandipur and Biligiri Ranganatha Temple (BRT) Tiger Reserve within its 

territorial limits. 

 Also, with this, Karnataka will have six tiger reserves, the others being Nagarahole, Bhadra, and Anshi-

Dandeli, apart from Bandipur and BRT Tiger Reserves. 

 The sanctuary will be renamed as Malai Mahadeshwara Hill Tiger Reserve (MMH TR) with a core 

area of 670.95 sq km spread across Malai Mahadeshwara Reserve Forest, Hanur Reserve Forest and 

Yediyarahalli Reserve Forest.  

Significance : 

 According to environmentalist, MM Hills wildlife sanctuary – which is spread over 906.18 sq km – is 

contiguous to BRT Tiger Reserve (584 sq km) on one side, Satyamangalam Tiger Reserve (1,412 sq km) 

in Tamil Nadu on the other, while the Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary (1,027 sq km) also borders it, thus 

providing a contiguous forest cover of over 3,500 sq km that can act as a sink to absorb surplus tiger 

population and help increase their numbers. 

 Implementation of strict wildlife management and protection measures will enhance the landscape value 

in increasing the tiger densities as the forests has an abundance of prey species like gaur, sambar, chital, 

four-horned antelope, wild boar, etc. 
  

MALAI MAHADESHWARA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY : 

 

 It is a protected Wildlife sanctuary in the Eastern Ghats and is located in the state of Karnataka in 

India.  

 This is a unique geographical zone that acts as a bridge between the Western and Eastern Ghats.  

 The sanctuary is located very close to the tri-junction of the states of Karnataka, Kerala and 

Tamil Nadu. The sanctuary has Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary (Karnataka) to its North and 

East, Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve (Tamil Nadu) to its South and Biligirirangaswamy 

Temple Tiger Reserve (Karnataka) to its West. 

 There are about 285 bird species documented in this landscape as per a 2014 survey.  

 The forests are important not only for tiger, elephants and leopards but also chitals, honey badgers, 

smooth-coated otter, striped hyena, wild dogs, sloth bear, grizzled giant squirrels, Mahseer fish, etc. 

Source:- The Hindu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
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KAWAL TIGER RESERVE 

Context : 

 The man-animal conflict in the Kawal Tiger Reserve(KTR) is on the decline as there was no incident of 

wild animals straying into human habitations for water in 2019. 

Kawal Tiger Reserve(KTR) :  

 

 Kawal Tiger Reserve is located in Adilabad district in Telangana state.  

 It was declared as a Tiger Reserve in 2012. 

 The KWS was established in 1965 and later declared as a Protected Area (PA) in 1999 under the WPA, 

1972. 

 The sanctuary  is a catchment area for the rivers Godavari and Kadam. 

 Vegetation:It is a dry deciduous teak forest mixed with bamboo, terminalia, Pterocarpus and cassias 

constitute the predominant flora of the region. 

 The reserve has several species of animals including Cheetal, Sambar, Barking Deer, Nilgai, Sloth Bear, 

Indian Bison, Panther and Tiger. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

GHAZIABAD MOST POLLUTED CITY IN THE WORLD 

Context : 

 According to the World Air Quality Report 2019 compiled by IQAir Air Visual India was the fifth most 

polluted country in 2019. 

Key Highlights : 

 The report say  that about half of the 50 most polluted cities were in India 

 According to country-wise data, India ranked fifth in the world's most polluted countries with Bangladesh 

on top of the list followed by Pakistan, Mongolia and Afghanistan. 

 The 21 Indian cities which are in world's 30 most polluted cities. 

 Delhi topped the list of most polluted capital cities in the world in 2019 

 Ghaziabad is the most polluted city in the world, followed by Hotan in China, Gujranwala and 

Faisalabad in Pakistan and then Delhi in the fifth place. 

 However, the report also mentions that Indian cities have shown improvement from last year. 

 Whilst cities in India, on average, exceed the World Health Organisation target for annual PM2.5 

exposure by 500%, national air pollution decreased by 20% from 2018 to 2019, with 98% of cities 

experiencing improvements 
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Air Quality Index (AQI) : 

 The AQI is an index for reporting daily air quality. 

 It focuses on health effects one might experience within a few hours or days after 

breathing polluted air. 

AQI is calculated for eight major air pollutants: 

 Ground-level ozone 

 PM10 

 PM2.5 

 Carbon monoxide 

 Sulfur dioxide 

 Nitrogen dioxide 

 Ammonia 

 Lead, 

 There are six AQI categories, namely Good, Satisfactory, Moderately polluted, Poor, 

Very Poor, and Severe. 

 

Source:- The Hindu 

INTER-LINKING OF RIVERS 

Context : 

 The Union Minister of State for Jal Shakti and Social Justice & Empowerment, chaired the 17th Meeting 

of the Special Committee for Inter-Linking of Rivers (ILR). 

Inter-Linking of Rivers (ILR) : 

 The National River Linking Project (NRLP) formally known as the National Perspective Plan,  

 It envisages the transfer of water from water ‗surplus‘ basins where there is flooding to water ‗deficit‘ 

basins where there is drought/scarcity, through inter-basin water transfer projects. 

 The term 'surplus' as per the Government, states that it is the extra water available in a river after it 

meets the humans‘ requirement of irrigation, domestic consumption and industries thereby 

underestimating the need of the water for the river itself. 

  The term 'deficit' has also been viewed in terms of humans only and not from the river's perspective, 

which includes many other factors. 

Background : 

 In 2002, the then President of India Abdul Kalam mentioned the river linking project during a speech. He 

proposed it as a solution to India's water woes  

 After which an application requesting an order from the Supreme Court on that matter was submitted. The 

application was converted into a writ petition and finally, in October 2002, the Supreme Court ordered the 

Central Government to initiate work on inter-linking the major rivers of the country. 

 On Feb 27, 2012, the Supreme Court ordered the constitution of a ―Special Committee for Interlinking of 

Rivers‖ headed by the Minister of Water Resources. 

Scope of the Project : 

 The National River Interlinking Project will comprise of 30 links to connect 37 rivers 

 It includes 2 Components : 

 Himalayan Rivers Development Component :  
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 under which 14 links have been identified.  

 This component aims to construct storage reservoirs on the Ganga and Brahmaputra rivers, as well as 

their tributaries in India and Nepal.  

 The aim is to conserve monsoon flows for irrigation and hydropower generation, along with flood 

control.  

 The linkage will transfer surplus flows of the Kosi, Gandak and Ghagra to the west.  

 A link between the Ganga and Yamuna is also proposed to transfer the surplus water to drought-prone 

areas of Haryana, Rajasthan and Gujarat.  

 Peninsular Rivers Development Component or the Southern Water Grid : 

 

    
 

 Which includes 16 links that propose to connect the rivers of South India.  

 It envisages linking the Mahanadi and Godavari to feed the Krishna, Pennar, Cauvery, and Vaigai 

rivers.  

 This linkage will require several large dams and major canals to be constructed. Besides this, the Ken 

river will also be linked to the Betwa, Parbati, Kalisindh, and Chambal rivers. 

Benefits : 

 Hydropower generation : 

 The river interlinking project claims to generate total power of 34,000 MW (34 GW).  

 Irrigation benefits : 

 The project claims to provide additional irrigation to 35 million hectares (m ha) in the water-scarce 

western and peninsular regions, which includes 25 m ha through surface irrigation and 10 m ha 

through groundwater.  

 Source:- PIB 
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ULSOOR LAKE POLLUTION 

Context : 

 The southern bench of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) has directed the constitution of a joint 

committee to take samples of water from Bengaluru‘s Ulsoor lake and neighbouring areas to ascertain 

whether the lake is being polluted due to illegal activity and tasked the panel with also carrying out an 

analysis of the water in the lake. 

More in the news :  

 The bench directed  - The water analysis should include not only Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), 

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) limit but also the Total Coliforms and Faecal Coliforms and also the 

presence of any heavy metals like Arsenic, Phosphorus, etc. which are likely to affect the human health 

and if such things are found, suggest the remedial measures required to restore the water quality in that 

area 

 The Bench Observed that, If the quality of the water in the lake is affected, it will automatically reflect in 

the ground water quality which in turn affects the health of the people who are likely to consume the poor 

quality of water, which is not in conformity with the norms provided for drinking purpose. 

 Source:- The  Hindu 

DEBATING WATER QUALITY 

Context : 

 A significant outcome of the controversy surrounding the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) report of 

November 2019 on drinking water status is that the issue of water quality has got politically prioritised. 

 The controversy started with the release of the BIS report for 21 major Indian cities, in keeping with the 

objectives of the ‗Jal Jeevan Mission‘, which aims to provide safe piped water to all households by 2024.  

Impending water stress : 

 Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) report of November 2019 on drinking water status is that the issue of 

water quality has got politically prioritised. 

 BIS report for 21 major Indian cities, in keeping with the objectives of the ‗Jal Jeevan Mission‘, 

which aims to provide safe piped water to all households by 2024.  

 The fact that drinking water in Delhi was ranked the most unsafe, as the samples failed in 19 out of 28 

parameters 

 A 2018 Report of the NITI Aayog has observed that currently 600 million Indians face high to extreme 

water stress and about two lakh people die every year due to inadequate access to safe water.  

 The crisis is only going to get worse. By 2030, the country‘s water demand is projected to be twice the 

available supply, implying severe water scarcity for hundreds of millions of people. 

 In Delhi, according to the Census 2011 data, there are about 33.41 lakh households of which 27.16 lakh 

households, i.e, 81.30%, are provided water through a piped supply system. However, only 75.20% of the 

households are supplied treated water. 

Causes for Severe Water Stress: 

 India is on the throes of a severe water crisis, not only because of a gradual reduction in per capita 

availability of water due to a rising population, but also because of rising and unchecked pollution in the 

country‘s rivers and water bodies, a fact which is mostly overlooked in the deliberations on water 

resources management. 

  There is no sewerage system at all for the population in unauthorised and even regularised colonies and 

rural areas.  

 It is not only the untreated sewage water and industrial effluents, but also the solid wastes and 

construction material discharged by individuals, companies and municipal bodies 

Conclusion : 

 We must appreciate that the Jal Jeevan Mission, even if it has not been so far structured, conceptualised 

and funded adequately, has begun the important work of gathering information on the scale and scope of 

the problem and making it available in an open and transparent manner.  
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 The fact that water should be treated as an urgent concern for public health and the ecosystem of the 

country cannot be denied. The threats to human health due to poor water quality, except when they appear 

as an epidemic, are largely imperceptible. This generally subjects the population to subtle health problems 

without its knowledge or consent. 

 Hence, ensuring supply of quality drinking water is not only expensive, it also needs improvement in 

governance. It needs technical knowledge on measurement and regulation of water quality.  

Source:- The Hindu 

U.P. POLLUTION CONTROL BODY  

Context : 

 The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has pulled up the Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board 

(UPPCB) for its inability to prevent drains in Kanpur from polluting the Ganga. 

 Some of these drains were tapped under cleaning works under the Namami Ganga Programme. 

Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) : 

 The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) of India is a statutory organisation under the Ministry of 

Environment, Forest and Climate Change. 

 It was established in 1974 under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974. 

 The CPCB is also entrusted with the powers and functions under the Air (Prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act, 1981. 

  It serves as a field formation and also provides technical services to the Ministry of Environment and 

Forests under the provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.  

 It Co-ordinates the activities of the State Pollution Control Boards by providing technical assistance and 

guidance and also resolves disputes among them.  

 It is the apex organisation in country in the field of pollution control, as a technical wing of MoEF. 
  

Namami Ganga Programme : 

 Namami Gange Programme‘, is an Integrated Conservation Mission, approved as ‗Flagship 

Programme‘ by the Union Government in June 2014  

 Twin objectives: 

 Effective abatement of pollution,  

 conservation and rejuvenation of National River Ganga. 

 Implemented by the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG), and its state counterparts—

State Programme Management Groups. 

Main Pillars of the Namami Gange Programme are: 

1. Sewerage Treatment Infrastructure 

2. River-Surface Cleaning 

3. Afforestation 

4. Industrial Effluent Monitoring 

5. River-Front Development 

6. Bio-Diversity 

7. Public Awareness 

8. Ganga Gram 

National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) : 

 Created in October 2016 under the River Ganga (Rejuvenation, Protection and Management) 

Authorities Order, 2016, dissolving the National Ganga River Basin Authority. 

 It replaced the National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA). 

 Headed by the Prime Minister. 

 NGC would have on board the chief ministers of five Ganga basin states—Uttarakhand, Uttar 

Pradesh (UP), Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal—besides several Union ministers and it 

was supposed to meet once every year. 
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Source:- The Hindu 

BLOOD-REDSNOW IN ANTARCTICA  

Context : 

 Snow around Ukraine‘s Vernadsky Research Base, located off the coast of Antarctica‘s northernmost 

peninsula, has started to take on a red tinge, courtesy of an algae that thrives in freezing weather. Because 

of the red tinge, the snow is often dubbed ―watermelon snow‖. 

Why is the snow turning red? 

 According to a 2016 report in The New York Times, such algae as found around the Ukrainian research 

base grow well in freezing temperatures and liquid water.  

 During the summer, when these typically green algae get a lot of sun, they start producing a natural 

sunscreen that paints the snow in shades of pink and red. In the winter months, they lie dormant. 

 The algae produce the tinted sunscreen to keep themselves warm.  

 Further, these algae, that are not uncommon in other polar settings around the world, change the snow‘s 

albedo, which refers to the amount of light or radiation the snow surface is able to reflect back.  

Concern : 

 The report mentions that because the snow becomes darker from the tinge, it absorbs more heat, as a 

result of which it melts faster. 

 red snow raises concerns about the rate at which the glaciers will melt away and eventually affect sea-

level rise. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

CAUVERY DELTA AS PROTECTED SPECIAL AGRICULTURE ZONE  

Context : 

 Tamil Nadu government has announced to make the Cauvery Delta region a Protected Special 

Agriculture Zone (PSAZ). 

Protected Special Agriculture Zone (PSAZ) : 

 It will include Thanjavur, Tiruvarur, Nagapattinam districts and delta regions of Trichy, Ariyalur, 

Cuddalore and Pudukkottai 

 It cannot be used for any non-agricultural activities. 

 It recognises farmer concerns about hydrocarbon exploration and accords primacy to food security. 

Background : 

 In 2019, Centre had awarded oil and gas exploration contracts in the Cauvery basin. Tamil Nadu has 

witnessed protests over the projects amid the ongoing water crisis in the state 

 Source:- The Hindu 

HAMPI ISLAND - VIRUPAPURA GADDI 

Context : 

 The Supreme Court has backed the move of Karnataka government to demolish 70 resorts and restaurants 

near Hampi. 

More in the news : 

 Virupapura Gaddi is an oval islet formed by the Tungabhadra river and located west of the Hampi 

(UNESCO World Heritage Site). 

 The constructions were in violation of the Mysore Ancient and Historical Monuments and Archaeological 

Sites and Remains Act, 1961. 

 The Karnataka government released a notification in 1988 under Section 19(3) of the 1961 Act 

indicating the entire village of Virupapura Gaddi as a protected zone. 
  

Hampi : 

 The site of Hampi comprises mainly the remnants of the capital city of the Vijayanagara Empire 

(14th-16th century CE), the last great Hindu Kingdom. 

 Vijayanagar city that came into existence in the year 1336 AD.  

 The four dynasties which ruled over Vijayanagar were Sangama Dynasty, Saluva Dynasty, 
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Tuluva Dynasty and Aravidu Dynasty. 

 It encompasses an area of 4187, 24 hectares, located in the Tungabhadra basin in Bellary District, 

Central Karnataka. 

 Hampi‘s spectacular setting is dominated by river Tungabhadra, craggy hill ranges and open 

plains with widespread physical remains. 

 The sophistication of the varied urban, royal and sacred systems is evident from the more than 

1600 surviving remains that include forts, riverside features, royal and sacred complexes, temples 

(e.g. Vittala Temple), shrines, pillared halls, Mandapas etc. 

 One of the unique features of temples at Hampi is the wide chariot streets flanked by the row 

of pillared mandapas. 

 Vijayanagara architecture is also known for its adoption of elements of Indo Islamic 

Architecture in secular buildings like the Queen‘s Bath and the Elephant Stables. 

 Emperor Ashoka‘s Rock Edicts in Nittur and Udegolan (Bellary district) suggest that the region 

was part of the Maurya Empire during the 3rd century BCE 

 Source:- The Hindu 

DECADAL FORECAST SYSTEM 

Context : 

 During the 6th International Conference on Climate Services,the Ministry of Earth Sciences(MoES) has 

announced that India is planning a ‗decadal forecast‘ system along the lines of the United Kingdom‘s Met 

Office to ensure better predictability in the climate time scale. 

Decadal forecasts system: 

 Decadal forecasts system is the Climate forecasts that extend existing seasonal forecasts to the multi-

year and decadal timescales. 

 The World Meteorological Organization has set up global producing centres coordinated by the U.K. 

Met Office for annual to decadal projections that are already providing global-scale information. 

Decadal forecasts system in India: 

 It is a new idea with more relevance to the present climate forecasting needs. 

 It would be explored as a research programme to be taken up by IITM along with collaboration from the 

India Meteorological Department and other entities. 

 Considering the need for longer-range prediction for 10 or 20 years,  

 This new programme in the country will be using a coupled climate model by utilising signals emanating 

from deep oceans to predict decadal climate changes 

 Once the system was established, it would initially function for long-range forecasting at the national 

level and the model, if successful, would later be downscaled to the state or even district-level. 
  

International Conference on Climate Services(ICCS): 

 It is the world‘s premier climate services event, organized jointly by the Global Framework for 

Climate Services (coordinated by the World Meteorological Organization) and the Climate 

Services Partnership.  

 Financial support is provided under the UK Department for International Development Asia 

Regional Resilience to a Changing Climate (ARRCC) Programme and the CGIAR Research 

Program on Climate Change, Agriculture, and Food Security (CCAFS). 

 It began in 2011, with the Climate Services Partnership itself launched at the first ICCS in New 

York. 

 Source:- The Hindu 
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SOIL HEALTH CARD DAY 

Context : 

 Soil Health Card Day is observed on February 19th as it was the day in 2015 when the Soil Health 

Card Scheme was launched by the Prime Minister. 

Soil Health Card scheme : 

 Soil Health Card (SHC) is a Government of India‘s scheme promoted by the Department of Agriculture & 

Co-operation under the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare. 

  It is being implemented through the Department of Agriculture of all the State and Union Territory 

Governments.  

 A SHC is meant to give each farmer soil nutrient status of his/her holding and advice him/her on the 

dosage of fertilizers and also the needed soil amendments, that s/he should apply to maintain soil health in 

the long run. 

Soil Health card : 

 SHC is a printed report that a farmer will be handed over for each of his holdings. It will contain the 

status of his soil with respect to 12 parameters 

 pH, Electrical Conductivity (EC), Organic Carbon (OC), Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), Potassium 

(K), Sulphur (S), Zinc (Zn), Boron (B), Iron (Fe), Manganese (Mn), Copper (Cu) of farm holdings. 

 SHC will be provided to all farmers in the country at an interval of 3 years to enable the farmers to apply 

recommended doses of nutrients based on soil test values to realize improved and sustainable soil health 

and fertility, low costs and higher profits. 

Objective : 

 To improve soil quality and profitability of farmers. 

 Employment generation for rural youth. 

 To update information on soil analysis. 

 To provide soil testing facilities to farmers at their doorstep. 

 Source:- PIB 

PAKKE TIGER RESERVE  

Context : 

 After cutting through the Namdapha National Park, India‘s easternmost tiger reserve, a new highway 

project has been cleared through yet another big cat reserve in Arunachal Pradesh. 

More in the news : 

 The Government in the State plans to build a 692.7 km highway through the 862 sq km Pakke Tiger 

Reserve (PTR) in East Kameng district. 

 Named the East-West Industrial Corridor, the highway aims to connect Bhairabhunda in West Kameng 

district and Manmao in Changlang district along Arunachal Pradesh‘s border with Assam. 

 Environmentalist say‘s that This corridor will be a threat to the adjoining Nameri Tiger Reserve in Assam 

too 
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Pakke Tiger Reserve (PTR) : 

● Pakke Tiger Reserve lies in the foothills of the Eastern Himalaya in the East Kameng district of 

Arunachal Pradesh.  

● Pakke Tiger Reserve falls within the Eastern Himalaya Biodiversity Hotspot. It is home to over 

2000 species of plants, 300 species of birds, 40 species of mammals, 30 species of amphibians and 

36 species of reptiles. 

●  Many species of the flora and fauna are globally threatened, and PTR is one of the last remaining 

strongholds left for these species. 

● This Tiger Reserve has won India Biodiversity Award 2016 in the category of 'Conservation of 

threatened species' for its Hornbill Nest Adoption Programme. 

 
 

Source:- Indian Express 

JALYUKT SHIVAR ABHIYAN 

Context : 

 The Maharashtra Government has officially stopped the Jalyukt Shivar Abhiyan due to substandard 

work being carried out under the mission. 

Jalyukt Shivar Abhiyan : 

 Launched in December 2014 after Maharashtra experienced consecutive droughts 

  Aim: mitigate water scarcity in the most drought-prone villages in a systematic manner. 

 The scheme targets drought-prone areas by improving water conservation measures in order to make 

them more water sustainable.  

 Source:- Indian Express 

GS PAPER - 03 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, 

nano-technology, bio-technology 

CANCER GENE MAP  

Context : 

 The Pan-Cancer Project involving 1,300 scientists has completed a decade-long project to map the many 

gene mutations that drive cancer‘s development. 

Pan Cancer Project: 

 The project also called Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG) is an international 

collaboration of the International Cancer Genome Consortium and The Cancer Genome Atlas(TCGA). 

 The project revealed the most comprehensive gene map of the genes whose departures from normal 

behaviour — mutations — trigger a cascade of genetic misbehaviours that eventually lead to cancer. 

Key Highlights : 

 Scientists read the cancer genomes (DNA sequences) in 2,600 samples of 38 types of cancer and 

compared them with the genomes of healthy tissue in the same patients. 

 The project found people's cancers contain, on average, between four and five fundamental mutations that 

drive a cancer's growth. 

 The researchers divided cancer mutations into ―drivers‖ and ―passengers‖. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hornbill
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 Driver genes are genes whose mutations are linked to the development of a disease, in this case, 

cancer. 

 However, 5% of cancers appeared to have no driver mutations at all, showing there is still more work to 

do. 

 The genome of each patient‘s cancer is unique, but there are a finite set of recurring patterns, so with 

large enough studies, all patterns can be identified to optimise diagnosis and treatment. 

 The mapping project also developed a new method for ―carbon dating‖ the origins of cancer tumours. 

They were able to identify early mutations in cells that occurred years or decades before cancer appears 

— possibly opening a window for detection well ahead of any symptoms. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

LEAP YEARS 

Context : 

 The year 2020 is a ‗leap year‘, meaning the month of February will have 29 days instead of 28, and the 

total number of days will be 366 instead of 365. This was also the case in 2016, and 2024 will again be a 

leap year. 

Why do we have leap years? 

 A calendar is meant to correspond to the Earth‘s seasons. For this, the number of days in a calendar needs 

to match the time required by the Earth to orbit the Sun. 

 The time required by the Earth to complete its orbit around the Sun is approximately 365.242 days. But 

years are usually only 365 days.  

 To adjust for the extra 0.242 days in the orbital period, which becomes almost one full day in four years, 

the calendar adds an extra day once every four years. This approximates the time to 365.25 days, which is 

close to the actual 365.242 days. 

But is that not inaccurate? 

 Yes, it is. And further adjustments are made to the Gregorian calendar, the calendar we follow today. 

The Gregorian calendar was introduced in 1582. 

 The calendars were different in their treatment of leap years. The Julian calendar had leap days every four 

years, but since it still did not accurately conform to the Earth‘s precise orbit time, it kept falling behind 

with respect to natural seasons over the centuries. 

 The Pope also modified the leap year system in the Julian calendar. That new system came to be known 

as the Gregorian calendar. 

What is the new system? 

 In the Gregorian calendar, a century year (a year ending with 00) is not a leap year, even though it is a 

multiple of 4. Thus, the year 2100 will not be a leap year. 

 But even this does not provide total accuracy. To ensure that, some century years remain leap years. In 

the Gregorian calendar, leap years include those century years which are exactly divisible by 400. 

Thus, 2000 remained a leap year even though it ended with 00. 

 The Gregorian calendar reduces the margin of error under the Julian calendar, thus keeping days more in 

tune with seasons. 

Source:- Indian Express 

ISRO‘S NEXT GIANT LEAP IN SPACE 

Context : 

 The ISRO is preparing to send its first scientific expedition to study the Sun. Named Aditya-L1, the 

mission, expected to be launched early next year, will observe the Sun from a close distance. 

Aditya L1 : 

 Aditya L1 as a 400 kg-class satellite, that will be launched using the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle 

(PSLV) 

 The space-based observatory will have seven payloads (instruments) on board to study the Sun‘s corona, 

solar emissions, solar winds and flares, and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), and will carry out round-

the-clock imaging of the Sun. 
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 The mission will be undertaken in collaboration between various labs of ISRO, along with institutions 

like the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), Bengaluru, Inter University Centre for Astronomy and 

Astrophysics (IUCAA), Pune, and Indian Institute of Science, Education and Research (IISER), Kolkata. 

 Aditya L1 will be ISRO‘s second space-based astronomy mission after AstroSat, which was launched in 

September 2015. 

 Aditya L1 point is about 1.5 million km from Earth, or about one-hundredth of the way to the Sun. Aditya 

L1 will perform continuous observations looking directly at the Sun.  

Why is studying the Sun important? 

 Every planet, including Earth and the exoplanets beyond the Solar System, evolves — and this evolution 

is governed by its parent star. 

 The solar weather and environment, which is determined by the processes taking place inside and around 

the sun, affects the weather of the entire system.  

 Variations in this weather can change the orbits of satellites or shorten their lives, interfere with or 

damage onboard electronics, and cause power blackouts and other disturbances on Earth.  

 Knowledge of solar events is key to understanding space weather. 

 To learn about and track Earth-directed storms, and to predict their impact, continuous solar observations 

are needed.  

L1 refers to Lagrangian/Lagrange Point 1 : 

 L1 refers to Lagrangian/Lagrange Point 1, one of five points in the orbital plane of the Earth-Sun 

system.  

 Lagrange Points, named after Italian-French mathematician Josephy-Louis Lagrange, are positions 

in space where the gravitational forces of a two-body system (like the Sun and the Earth) produce 

enhanced regions of attraction and repulsion.  

 These can be used by spacecraft to reduce fuel consumption needed to remain in position.  

 The L1 point is home to the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory Satellite (SOHO), an international 

collaboration project of NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA). 

  Source :- Indian Express 

GAGANYAAN ASTRONAUTS 

Context : 

 The four Indian pilots chosen as candidate-astronauts began their 12-month training at the Gagarin 

Research and Test Cosmonaut Training Centre (GCTC) in Moscow, Russian space business company 

Glavkosmos has announced. 

More about the training : 

 The programme includes basic or generic astronaut training followed by activities specific to the first 

Indian human space mission, Gaganyaan. 

 At the end of all training modules in India and Russia,one or two of the four will be named to circle the 

earth in the first crewed Gaganyaan, which is planned around 2022. 

GCTC: 

 The Gagarin Research and Test Cosmonaut Training Centre(GCTC) is a training facility responsible for 

training cosmonauts for their space missions.It is located in Moscow,Russia. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

ISRO AND 10 EARTH IMAGING SATELLITES 

Context : 

 According to the latest annual report of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) for 2019-20, 

ISRO will launch  10 earth observation (EO) satellites during 2020-21.  

Earth observation (EO) satellites: 

 GISAT-1:  

 It is a Geo Imaging Satellite in Geostationary orbit with a high temporal resolution. is primarily meant 

for near real-time imaging of natural resources and disaster management. 
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 RISAT-2BR2:  

 It is a high agility X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar-based satellite. It will provide all-weather, 

day/night imaging services from space. 

 OCEANSAT-3: 

  It will provide continuity of ocean colour data with improvements to continue and enhance 

operational services like potential fishery zone and primary productivity. 

 RISAT-1A and 2A:  

 They will provide continuity of service for RISAT-1 and RISAT-2 respectively. 

 HRSAT:  

 It will have a constellation of three satellites. 

  Applications include large scale and cadastral level mapping, urban and rural planning, infrastructure 

development & monitoring, précising agriculture, disaster management, etc. 

 RESOURCESAT-3/3A:  

 The mission is envisaged to provide continuity of data service on an operational basis in the area of 

Land and Water resources management. 

 RESOURCESAT-3S/3SA:  

 These are planned to provide data services for earth resource monitoring with improved resolution 

and a wide swath. 

 INSAT-3DS: 

  It is designed for enhanced meteorological observations, monitoring of land and ocean surfaces, 

generating a vertical profile of the atmosphere for weather forecasting and disaster warning. 

 Microsat-2A: 

  It will meet demands for cartographic applications at cadastral level, urban and rural management, 

coastal land use and regulation, utility mapping, development and various other GIS applications. 

 NISAR: It is being jointly developed by NASA & ISRO.  

 The primary mission goals are: Global coverage of the earth‘s biomass, cryosphere, for surface 

dynamics and coastal studies over a period of 3-5 years, Systematic coverage of global environment 

with 12 days repeat the cycle. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

GISAT-1  

Context : 

 The Indian Space Research Organisation said it is scheduled to launch its geo imaging satellite ''GISAT-

1'' onboard the geosynchronous satellite launch vehicle ''GSLV-F10'' on March 5. 

GISAT-1 : 

 GISAT-1, is a state-of-the-art agile Earth observation satellite. 

 It will be placed in a geosynchronous transfer orbit at 36,000km altitude. 

 Gisat-1 will apparently be in a fixed spot looking over the Indian continent at all times.  

 GISAT-1 will facilitate near real time observation of the Indian sub continent, under cloud free condition, 

at frequent intervals. 

 Gisat-1 will do a full rotation of the Earth and come to the same point after every 2 hours. It is really good 

for fast imaging of the Earth and can perform constant and rapid surveillance. If needed, the satellite can 

observe a point for a longer duration 

 Source:- The Hindu 

NASA‘S INSIGHT 

Context : 

 NASA is out with the first-year data on marsquakes provided by InSight lander from the red planet. 

NASA‘s InSight : 

 NASA‘s InSight is the first mission dedicated to looking deep beneath the Martian surface. 

 The InSight mission is part of NASA‘s Discovery Program.  
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 It is being supported by a number of European partners, which include France‘s Centre National 

d‘Études Spatiales (CNES), the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the United Kingdom Space 

Agency (UKSA). 

 
Key Findings of the Mission : 

 Underground: rumbles : 

 Mars trembles more often than expected, but also more mildly. 

 This emerged from readings of the ultra-sensitive seismometer, called the Seismic Experiment for 

Interior Structure (SEIS). The instrument enables scientists to ―hear‖ multiple trembling events 

from hundreds to thousands of miles away. 

 Mars doesn‘t have tectonic plates like Earth, but it does have volcanically active regions that can 

cause rumbles. 

 The surface: magentism : 

 Billions of years ago, Mars had a magnetic field. Although it is no longer present, it left behind what 

NASA describes as ―ghosts‖ – magnetised rocks that are now between 61 m to several km below 

ground. 

 InSight is equipped with a magnetometer, which has detected magnetic signals. 

 At a Martian site called Homestead hollow, the magnetic signals are 10 times stronger than what was 

predicted earlier  

 In the wind: dust devils : 

 InSight measures wind speed, direction and air pressure nearly continuously.  

 Weather sensors have detected thousands of passing whirlwinds, which are called dust devils when 

they pick up grit and become visible. The site has more whirlwinds than any other place where a 

landing has been made on Mars while carrying weather sensors. 

 The core: still to come : 

 InSight has two radios. One is for regularly sending and receiving data.  

 The other radio, which is more powerful, is designed to measure the ―wobble‖ of Mars as it spins.  

 This X-band radio, also known as the Rotation and Interior Structure Experiment (RISE), can 

eventually reveal whether the planet‘s core is solid or liquid.  

 A solid core would cause Mars to wobble less than a liquid one would. 

Significance of the Study : 

 The InSight lander with its study of Mars‘ surface can help scientists better understand how all rocky 

planets, including Earth, first formed. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

NASA‘S ORION TO ARTEMIS MISSION 

Context : 

 NASA has successfully completed the launch abort system (LAS) test for Orion spacecraft that will take 

the first woman and next man to the Moon by 2024 under the space agency‘s Artemis missions. 
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Artemis Mission : 

 

 NASA is committed to landing American astronauts, including the first woman and the next man, on the 

Moon by 2024.  

 The ultimate goal to land humans on Mars by mid-2030s.  

 Source:- Indian Express 

GENOME MAPPING 

Context : 

 The Government of India has cleared an ambitious gene-mapping project called the Genome India 

Project. 

Genome Mapping: 

 Genome refers to an organism‘s complete set of DNA which includes all its genes and mapping these 

genes simply means finding out the location of these genes in a chromosome. 

 Genetic mapping offers evidence that a disease transmitted from parent to child is linked to one or more 

genes and provides clues about which chromosome contains the gene and precisely where the gene lies on 

that chromosome 

Significance of Genome Mapping : 

 It can be used to find out genes that are responsible for relatively rare, single-gene inherited disorders 

such as cystic fibrosis and Duchenne muscular dystrophy. 

 It may also point out scientists to the genes that play a role in more common disorders and diseases such 

as asthma, cancer and heart disease among others. 
  

Genome India Project: 

 Genome India Project will involve 20 leading institutions including the Indian Institute of Science 

(IISc) in Bengaluru and a few IITs. 

 The IISc‘s Centre for Brain Research, an autonomous institute will serve as the nodal point of the 

project. 

 The first stage of the project will look at samples of around 10,000 persons from all over the country 

to form a grid that will enable the development of a reference genome. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

BIOFUEL FROM MICROORGANISMS 

Context : 

 Researchers at the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB) developing 

a method to improve the growth rate and sugar content of a marine microorganism called Synechococcus. 

By this The biofuel sector could get a boost. 

 The researchers have successfully engineered a marine cyanobacterium called Synechococcus sp. PCC 

7002 which showed a higher growth rate and sugar (glycogen) content. When grown on air, the growth 

was doubled and the glycogen content of the cells increased by about 50%. 

Need : 

 Most biotechnological processes, including biofuel production, are dependent on the availability of low-

cost and sustainable supply of sugars and a nitrogen source.  
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Why Cyanobacteria  ? 

 The sugars typically come from plants. Plants utilize light energy through the process of photosynthesis to 

convert carbon dioxide in the atmosphere into biological components such as sugars, proteins and lipids. 

 However, some bacteria, such as the cyanobacteria (also known as blue-green algae), too can perform 

photosynthesis and produce sugar by fixing the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  

 The yield of sugars from cyanobacteria could potentially be much higher than that of land-based 

crops.  

 Further, unlike plant-based sugars, cyanobacterial biomass provides a nitrogen source in the form of 

proteins. 

 Source:- PIB 

EARTH CAPTURES NEW ‗MINI MOON‘ 

Context : 

 Earth has acquired a second ―mini-moon‖ about the size of a car, according to astronomers who spotted 

the object circling our planet. 

Mini Moon : 

 Earth has a new temporarily captured object/Possible mini-moon called 2020 CD3 

 The mass — roughly 1.9-3.5 metres (6-11 feet) in diameter 

 Earth's new neighbour is not in a stable orbit around the planet and is unlikely to be around for very long. 

 This is just the second asteroid known to orbit Earth (after 2006 RH120, which was also discovered by 

the Catalina Sky Survey) 

 The only other asteroid known to orbit Earth, 2006 RH120, rotated the planet from September 2006 

to June 2007. 

Source:- The Hindu 

SWINE FLU 

Context : 

 Five judges of the Supreme Court have been affected by swine flu, caused by the H1N1 virus. 

H1N1 Virus : 

 

 H1N1 virus, also known as swine flu 

 H1N1 is a subtype of the influenza A virus 

 The virus was first reported among humans in 2009 

Transmission : 

 Transmission of swine influenza viruses to humans is uncommon.  

 However, the swine influenza virus can be transmitted to humans via contact with infected pigs or 

environments contaminated with swine influenza viruses. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

INDIGENOUS BIO-JET FUEL 

Context : 

 The IAF has achieved another milestone, when an AN-32 aircraft of the Indian Air Force, powered with a 

10% blend of Indian bio-jet fuel took-off from Leh.  

https://phys.org/tags/orbit/
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 This is the first time that both engines of the aircraft were powered by the bio-jet indigenous fuel.  
  

Bio-Jet Fuel : 

 Bio-jet fuel is produced from non-edible ‗Tree Borne Oils‘, grown and procured from the tribal 

areas of Chhattisgarh state.  

 IAF‘s efforts would assist in reducing carbon footprint and India‘s dependence on crude imports. 

Significance : 

 It is amongst one of world‘s highest and most difficult operational airfield, it is prone to extreme weather 

conditions.   

 Even during clear weather conditions, landing and taking-off an aircraft at Leh, is challenging due to 

reduced power output of the aircraft engines in the rarefied atmosphere, turbulent wind conditions and 

proximity of mountainous terrain. 

  Evaluating the performance of bio-jet fuel under these conditions is important from operational 

perspectives.  

 It validates the capability of the aero-engine to operate smoothly with bio-jet fuel at the extremities of the 

operational envelope.   

 This successful test flight also demonstrates IAF‘s capabilities to absorb newer technology, while 

sponsoring indigenization.  

 Source:- PIB 

WHAT IS YARAVIRUS? 

Context : 

 In a lake called Pampulha in Brazil, researchers have discovered a virus that they find unusual and 

intriguing. Called Yaravirus. 

Virus : 

 A virus is a small parasite that cannot reproduce by itself. 

 Once it infects a susceptible cell, however, a virus can direct the cell machinery to produce more 

viruses. 

 Most viruses have either Ribonucleic acid (RNA) or Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) as their genetic 

material. 

 Diseases caused by Virus: HIV/AIDS, smallpox, Ebola, etc. 

Yaravirus : 

 The Yarra Virus infects amoeba and has genes that have not been described before. 

 Because of the Yaravirus‘s small size, it was unlike other viruses that infect amoeba and they named 

it as a tribute to Yara, the ―mother of waters‖ in the mythological stories of the Tupi-Guarani 

indigenous tribes. 

  Over 90% of the Yarra Virus genome has never been documented in viral research. 
  

Lake Pampulha : 

 Lake Pampulha is an artificial lake located in Pampulha, Belo Horizonte, Brazil. 

 The lake was built in the early 1940s during the mayoralty of Juscelino Kubitschek, later president of 

Brazil from 1956 to 1961.  

 Pampulha was created as a source of water for the city of Belo Horizonte, but quickly became 

polluted. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservoir
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pampulha_(Belo_Horizonte)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belo_Horizonte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juscelino_Kubitschek
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Source:- Indian Express 
 

DEEP FAKES  

Context : 

 Recently, Deepfake technology was used during the Delhi assembly elections by a political party for 

campaigning purposes. 

Deepfake Technology: 

 The word deepfake combines the terms deep learning and fake. 

 The technology uses artificial intelligence to manipulate videos or other digital representations that yield 

fabricated images and sounds that appear to be real. 

 Advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have enabled computer systems 

to create synthetic videos, a.k.a. deepfakes. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

‗5G HACKATHON‘ 

Context : 

 The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has launched ‗5G Hackathon In association with a 

number of government, academia & industry stakeholders. 

5G Hackathon : 

 Aimed at shortlisting India focussed cutting edge ideas that can be converted into workable 5G products 

and solutions. 

 5G Hackathon will convert innovating ideas in to products and solutions in different verticals and develop 

India specific Use cases around 5G. 

 Various phases of the Hackathon broadly include preliminary submission of ideas, selection of 100 best 

ideas, mentorship and support from the Hackathon partners, development of solutions/products, selection 

and testing of 30 best solutions/ products on 5G trial network followed by felicitation of the 3 best ideas 

during India Mobile Congress (IMC), 2020. 

 Participants can develop 5G solutionsfrom across 10 categories including Healthcare, Education & 

Governance, AgriTech & Livestock, Environment, Public Safety & Disaster Management Enterprise, 

Smart Cities & Infrastructure, Cyber Security, Banking, Finance & Insurance, Logistics & Transportation, 

Multimedia & Broadcast, among others. 

 The Hackathon will be spread across three phases.  

 This is an unique opportunity to scale and implement their 5G applications to make them market ready 

with the support of DoT, MeitY and a number of leading industry, academia, Telcos/OEMs. 
  

5G Technology : 

 The term 5G is used to describe the next-generation of mobile networks beyond Long Term 

Evolution(LTE) mobile networks. 

 5G will elevate the mobile network to not only interconnect people, but also interconnect and control 

machines, objects, and devices.  

 It will deliver new levels of performance and efficiency that will empower new user experiences and 

connect new industries.  

 5G will provide download speed of 1 Gbps, which is at least 100 times the existing data speeds. 
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 It also increases energy efficiency and offers more stable network connections. 

 5G will have a wider area in the frequency spectrum (range of frequencies) that will ensure no 

network congestion. 

Application : 

 It is a mix of telecom technology delivering much higher data speeds on more extensive 

connectivity, using much lower power, with extended battery life, and emitting less radiation. 

 It is also designed to be the network for the Internet of Things (IoT). 

 Not only will people be connected to each other but so will utility machines, industrial equipment, 

automobiles, city infrastructure, public safety and more. 

Advantages ; 

 5G network speeds should have a peak data rate of 20 Gb/s for the downlink and 10 Gb/s for the 

uplink. 

 Latency in a 5G network could get as low as 4 milliseconds in a mobile scenario and can be as low 

as 1 millisecond in ultra-reliable low latency communication scenarios. 

 Source:- PIB 
 

GS PAPER - 03 SECURITY - Various Security forces and agencies and their mandate 

DEFEXPO 2020 

Context : 

 Prime Minister will preside over the inaugural ceremony of the DefExpo 2020 at Lucknow. 

DefExpo 2020: 

 This is the 11th edition of the Biennial Mega Defence Exhibition ‗DefExpo‘. 

 The theme of the Expo is ‗India: The Emerging Defence Manufacturing Hub‘. 

 The aim is to bring the leading technologies in the defence sector under one roof and provide a myriad of 

opportunities for the government, private manufacturers and startups. 

 The event will cover the entire spectrum of the country‘s aerospace, defence and security interests. 

 The sub-theme of the exhibition is ‗Digital Transformation of Defence‘ which aligns with the concept 

of the future battlefield through the application of newer technologies. 

 The ‗India Pavilion‘ will exclusively showcase the strong partnership between the public and private 

sectors, including Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)/Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(MSMEs) and innovation ecosystem. 

 The DefExpo 2020 is expected to see participation from over 70 countries and will be in line with the 

biggest of the international defence exhibitions. 

 Source:- PIB 

INS KARANJ 

Context : 

 The third Scorpene submarine, INS Karanj will be delivered to the Indian Navy by December 2020. 

INS Karanj : 

 INS Karanj is a part of Project-75. 

 It is the third submarine of the first batch of six Kalvari-class submarines for the Indian Navy. 

 The submarine has been designed by French naval defence and energy group and manufactured by 

Mazagon Dock Limited,an Indian shipyard in Mumbai. 
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Project-75: 

 It is a programme by the Indian Navy that entails building six Scorpene-Class attack 

submarines. 

 The six submarines are (a)INS Kalvari (b)INS Khanderi (c)INS Karanj (d)INS Vela (e)INS 

Vagir and (f)INS Vagsheer. 

 The first Scorpene submarine, Kalvari, was commissioned in 2017 and it would go for a 

normal refit after six years in 2023, during which time the Air-Independent Propulsion 

(AIP) would be installed. 

 Second Scorpene Khanderi was inducted in September 2019. 

 The remaining submarines (Vela, Vagir, and Vagsheer) in the series are in advanced stages 

of manufacturing and trials. 

 The programme has been undertaken with transfer of technology from French company Naval 

Group (formerly known as DCNS) at the Mazagon Dock Limited (MDL). 

 The submarines in the P75 Scorpene-Class are powered by the conventional diesel-electric 

propulsion system. 

 These submarines have advanced Air-independent propulsion(AIP) systems to enable them to stay 

submerged for longer duration and substantially increase their operational range.  

 They also feature advanced stealth capabilities such as a greater ability to suppress noise and 

acoustic signatures. 

Source:- The Hindu 

OFFSHORE PATROL VESSEL-6 ―VAJRA‖ 

Context : 

 6th Coast Guard Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV-6) ‘VAJRA‘ Launched . 

OPV Vajra : 

 The vessel, built by Larsen and Toubro under the Centre's 'Make in India' campaign. 

  It would be used for day and night patrolling. 

 With avant garde navigational and communication system, it would be utilised for day-night patrolling 

surveillance along with anti-terrorist, anti-smuggling operations in the exclusive economic zone. 

 Source:- PIB 

BIMSTEC DISASTER MANAGEMENT EXERCISE -2020: 

Context : 

 Minister of State for Home Affairs, inaugurated the Field Training Exercise of 2nd BIMSTEC Disaster 

Management Exercise on flood rescue at the Ramachandi Beach, Puri (Odisha). 

 National Disaster Response Force(NDRF) will host the second Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral 

Technical and Economic Cooperation Disaster Management Exercise(BIMSTEC- DMEx) in Odisha. 

BIMSTEC- DMEx : 

 The aim of the exercise is to test the existing emergency procedures for notification, preparedness and 

emergency response, during a major natural disaster. 

 Theme:A cultural heritage site that suffers severe damage in the earthquake and flooding or storm. 

 Participants in the exercise include BIMSTEC members except Bhutan and Thailand along with other 

global institutions like United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), International Search and 

Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG), International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and 

Restoration Cultural Property (ICCROM) etc. 

 The exercise seeks to provide a platform for member states to evaluate existing capabilities, share best 

emergency response practices, improve emergency preparedness and strengthen regional response 

mechanisms, to conduct risk assessment in the context of cultural heritage sites at the time of disasters 

and to test the multi-stakeholders‘ coordination in a disaster scenario involving international, national, 

state, district and local agencies. 
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BIMSTEC:  

 The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) 

is an international organization founded in 1997. 

 It is headquartered in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

 It comprises seven Member states namely Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, 

Bhutan, and Nepal. 
 

 Source:- PIB 

INTEGRATED AIR DEFENCE WEAPON SYSTEM  

CONTEXT : 

 The US has approved the sale of an Integrated Air Defence Weapon System to India. 

Integrated Air Defence Weapon System(IADWS): 

 The Integrated Air Defence Weapon System(IADWS) is also called the National Advanced Surface to Air 

Missile System(NASAMS-II). 

 It is an upgraded version of the NASAMS developed by the US firm Raytheon in partnership with 

Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace of Norway. 

 It is armed with a combination of weapons such as Stinger surface-to-air missiles, AMRAAMS (advanced 

medium-range air-to-air missiles) backed by three-dimensional Sentinel radars, fire-distribution centres 

and command-and-control units. 

 It is part of the air defence network guarding US capital city Washington DC and has also been deployed 

in several NATO countries. 

 In India,it will be deployed as a part of a multi-tiered air defence shield to fully secure the airspace of 

Delhi from Aerial threat. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

SHARANG 

Context : 

 The Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) has handed over Sharang,an artillery gun to the Indian Army. 

Sharang: 

 Artillery is a class of heavy military ranged weapons built to launch munitions far beyond the range and 

power of infantry firearms. 

 Sharang is an indigenously upgraded 155 mm calibre artillery gun. 

 The hitting range of the gun system has also been increased from 12km to 39 km. 

Significance : 

 This step will reduce the logistic trail of the Army as it does away with the need to carry 130mm shells 

and support equipment as the mainstay of the Army‘s long range artillery is 155mm guns. 
  

Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) : 

 Ordnance Factory Board(OFB) is the oldest and largest industrial setup which functions under the 

Department of Defence Production of the Ministry of Defence. 

 It is engaged in research, development, production, testing, marketing and logistics of a 

comprehensive product range in the areas of air, land and sea systems. 

Source:- The Hindu 
 

EXERCISE AJEYA WARRIOR-2020 

Context : 

 The fifth edition of Joint Military Exercise AJEYA WARRIOR-2020 between India and the United 

Kingdom will be conducted at Salisbury Plains, United Kingdom. 

Exercise AJEYA WARRIOR-2020 : 

 Exercise Ajeya warrior is a joint military exercise between India and the UK.It was held for the first time 

in 2013. 
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1. Aim:To conduct company level joint training with emphasis on counter terrorists operation in Urban and 

Semi Urban areas. 

2. Further,it will also promote defence cooperation and enhance interoperability while sharing experiences 

between both the armies. 

Other joint exercises between India and UK: 

 Navy: Konkan 

 Air Force: Indradhanush 

 Source:- PIB 

EXERCISE INDRADHANUSH – 2020 

Context : 

 Indian and UK Air Force has jointly commenced the fifth edition of Exercise Indradhanush. 

Exercise Indradhanush : 

 It is a joint bilateral air exercise between India and the UK started in 2006. 

 The focus of this edition of the exercise is ‗Base Defence and Force Protection‘. 

 Aim:To share and jointly validate strategies and tactics to counter terror threats to their installations. 

 Source:- PIB 

EXERCISE MILAN 2020 

Context : 

 Just a month to go for the biggest multilateral naval exercise -- Milan - in the Indian Ocean, Indian 

Navy chief Admiral Karambir Singh said that the exercise "offers an opportunity for friendly navies to 

engage as professionals, learn from each other, and absorb best practices in the maritime domain." 

MILAN 2020 : 

 Milan is a multilateral naval exercise hosted by the Indian Navy under the aegis of the Andaman and 

Nicobar Command. 

 It was first held in 1995 and has been held biennially except for 2001, 2005, and 2016 

 Milan 2020 theme: Synergy across the Seas 

 41 countries are expected to participate in Milan 2020 

 Source:- Economic Times 

BAY OF BENGAL OFFSHORE SAILING EXPEDITION (BBSE) 

Context : 

 Indian Naval Sailing Vessels Mhadei and Tarini set sail for the Bay of Bengal Offshore Sailing 

Expedition on 22 February 2020 from the Indian Naval Ocean Sailing Node at Goa. 

Bay of Bengal Offshore Sailing Expedition : 

 During this expedition would showcase harnessing of renewal energy namely wind energy to propel the 

boats. 

 The expedition is also in pursuance of the GOI mission of 'Nari Shakti' providing opportunity to women 

officers at par with men.  

 The expedition also aims to enhance the level of cooperation and camaraderie between the littoral nations 

in the Bay of Bengal whilst exhibiting the IN expertise in the domain of ocean sailing. 

 The Bay of Bengal Offshore Sailing Expedition will generate goodwill amongst the visiting nations and 

inspire participation in the forthcoming BIMSTEC Sailing Expedition being planned with mixed crew of 

member nations onboard Indian Naval Sailing Vessels. 

 Source:- PIB 

GLOBAL MEDICAL DATA LEAK 

Context : 

 A German cybersecurity firm, Greenbone Sustainable Resilience has published its second report related 

to medical data leaks. 

Key Highlights : 

 According to the report, medical details of over 120 million Indian patients have been leaked and made 

freely available on the internet. 
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 The first report was published in October 2019, which had observed a widespread data leak of a 

massive number of records, including images of CT scans, X-rays, MRIs and even pictures of the 

patients. 

 After the first report was published, the number of medical data leaks bearing the patients‘ 

information increased from 6,27,000 to 1.01 million and that of the images of patients‘ details rose 

from 105 million to 121 million. 

 Categorisation of Countries : 

 The report classified countries in the ―good‖, ―bad‖ and ―ugly‖ categories based on the action taken 

by their governments after the first report was made public. 

 India ranks second in the ―ugly‖ category, after the U.S. 

 State wise : 

 Maharashtra reported the maximum medical data leaks followed by Karnataka, and West Bengal. 

Concern : 

 Doctors or hospitals are ethically, legally and morally bound to maintain the confidentiality of medical 

records. The report indicates the moral irresponsibility on the part of medical practitioners. 

 There are possibilities of fake identities being created using the leaked medical details. The fake identities 

can be misused in any possible ways. 

Issues to be addressed : 

 The report says the leak was facilitated by the fact that the Picture Archiving and Communications 

Systems (PACS) servers, where these details are stored, are not secure and linked to the public Internet 

without any protection, making them easily accessible to malicious elements. 

 Source:- The Hindu 

SAFER INTERNET DAY 

Context : 

 Safer Internet Day is being celebrated in around 15 countries across the world on February 11. 

Safer Internet Day : 

 The day is observed every year on the second day of the second week of February with an aim to provide 

safer and better internet, where every user gets to use the internet responsibly and without getting their 

data leaked.  

 The idea was first conceived in Europe as a part of the EU SafeBorders project in 2004.  

 The theme of the Safer Internet Day 2020 -  ‗Together for a better internet‘. 

 It is organised by the Insafe/INHOPE network of awareness centres, that is spread across 30 countries and 

is funded by the Connecting Europe Facility program (CEF) of the EU. 

 In India, the New Delhi-based NGO DISC (Developing Internet Safe Community) Foundation is the SID 

Committee. 

 Source:- Indian Express 

GS PAPER - 03 INTERNAL SECURITY - Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to 

internal security. 

BODO AGREEMENT 

Context : 

 Prime Minister will participate in the celebrations of the signing of the Bodo Agreement. 

Background : 

 Recently, the central government, the Assam government and the Bodo groups, including all factions of 

the militant National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB), signed an agreement to redraw and rename 

the Bodoland Territorial Area District (BTAD) as the Bodoland Territorial Region (BTR), in Assam. 

 BTAD is spread over four districts of Kokrajhar, Chirang, Baksa and Udalguri. 

 Bodos are the single largest community among the notified Scheduled Tribes in Assam. Bodos are a part 

of Bodo-Kachari and constitute about 5-6% of Assam‘s population. 

 The first organised demand for a Bodo state came in 1967-68. 
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 The Assam Accord of 1985, gave rise to Bodo aspirations and in 1987, ABSU revived the Bodo statehood 

demand. 

 Bodo Security Force which arose in 1986 as an armed group renamed itself NDFB, and later split into 

factions. 

 The first Bodo accord was signed with the ABSU in 1993. It led to the creation of the Bodoland 

Autonomous Council (BAC) with some limited political powers. 

 In 2003, the second Bodo Accord was signed by the extremist group Bodo Liberation Tiger Force 

(BLTF), the Centre and the state. This led to the creation of BTC, which is an autonomous body under the 

Sixth Schedule of the Constitution. 

BODO Agreement : 

 Bodoland Territorial Region would include the villages which are dominated by Bodos but are outside 

BTAD presently. Villages with non-Bodo population would be excluded from it. 

 A committee will be formed to decide the exclusion and inclusion of new areas. Subsequently, the 

total number of Assembly seats will go up to 60, from the existing 40. 

 Both the representatives of the All Bodo Students Union (ABSU) and of Bodoland Territorial Council 

(BTC) will be present in the committee. 

 Bodo-Kachari Welfare Council will be set up for focused development of Bodo villages outside 

BTAD. 

 Bodos living in the hills would be conferred a Scheduled Hill Tribe status. 

 Bodo language with Devanagari script would be the associate official language for the entire Assam. 

 However, the agreement has not addressed the issue of ―citizenship or work permit‖ for non-domiciles in 

the BTAD yet. 

 Around 1500 cadres of NDFB will be rehabilitated and assimilated by the Central and the state 

governments. 

 The criminal cases registered against factions of NDFB members for non-heinous crimes shall be 

withdrawn and the cases of heinous crimes will be reviewed. 

 Comprehensive solutions have been made to redress the grievances of the people. 

 Families of the people killed during the Bodo movement would get 5 lakh each. 

 A Special Development Package of 1500 crore would be given by the Centre to undertake specific 

projects for the development of Bodo areas. 

 Source:- PIB 

INSTITUTE FOR DEFENCE STUDIES AND ANALYSES 

Context : 

 Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses has been renamed as Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence 

Studies and Analyses. 

 The decision has been taken to honour the commitment and legacy of late Manohar Parrikar. 

Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA): 

 An autonomous body under the Ministry of Defence, IDSA was established as a registered society in New 

Delhi in 1965, dedicated to objective research and policy-relevant studies on all aspects of defence and 

security. 

 Its aim is to promote national and international security through the generation and dissemination of 

knowledge on defence and security-related issues. 

 To achieve its goals, the institute undertakes scholarly research, policy-oriented research, dissemination 

of research findings, training and capacity building and public education. 

 The IDSA has a well-qualified multi-disciplinary research faculty drawn from academia, defence forces, 

etc., representing a diversity of views. 

 Research at the Institute is driven by a comprehensive agenda and the need to provide impartial analyses 

and policy recommendations. 

 Since its inception, IDSA has served as a forum to debate important aspects of national and international 

security. 
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 The institute conducts several national and international conferences every year and regularly holds round 

tables and workshops on important developments. 

 Source:- PIB 

DEFENCE SPENDING  

Context : 

 The International Institute of Strategic Studies(IISS) has released its report on Defence Spending titled 

―Military Balance‖. 

Key Highlights of the Report : 

 Global spending on defence rose by four percent in 2019, the largest growth in 10 years, led by big 

increases from the US and China 

 The United States, China, Saudi Arabia, Russia and India retained their positions as the world‘s top five 

defence spenders in 2019. 

 Source:- Economic Times 

 


